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Super Yang-Mills ↵0 Corrections in D = 10 from the Pure Spinor Formalism

by Callum Lee Hunter

In this thesis we aim to utilise the powerful machinery, developed in the past decade, to

calculate D = 10 Super Yang-Mills amplitudes in the pure spinor formalism and apply it

to find ↵0 corrections to Super Yang-Mills via an alternative cohomology-driven method.

We begin by presenting a brief review of the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz String and the

Green-Schwarz String, discussing some of the issues when quantising such theories. We

then move on to the current state-of-the-art methods, as well as a brief overview of the

advantages of pure spinor. We then discuss how we determine higher-order corrections

to Super Yang-Mills using BRST cohomology arguments and ansatzes. This involves

using the simplicity of the BRST operator in pure spinor superspace to efficiently find

generating series expressions which give rise to the n�point amplitudes corresponding

to the corrections. In order to perform these calculations we derive a number of new

identities relating higher mass non-linear fields to lower mass fields which facilitates the

canonicalisation of ansatz variations. We also introduce a number of new higher mass

fields and determine their variations and other identities that may be useful in future

research. Furthermore, some simple calculations for the torodial compactification of

the pure spinor method in D = 4 are presented - showing that the resulting spectrum

replicates the expected spectrum. There are also some additional topics which cover

experimental calculations aimed at simplifying some of the results presented within this

thesis - however many of these experiments have failed to produce novel results and are

presented here for posterity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The calculation of scattering amplitudes in String Theory has been pivotal in the dis-

covery of many of the properties of the theory. These amplitudes have been used to

investigate the low energy limit of string theories, giving rise to supergravity and super-

symmetric field theories [1]. Furthermore, twistor string theory amplitudes have found

applications in Yang-Mills theory and QCD calculations [2, 3]. The study of amplitudes

in general theories is incredibly important as they have found use in a wide range of

subjects from using amplitudes to reconstruct exact solutions [4, 5] to determining the

ringdown of black hole mergers [6]. Given the prominence of amplitudes in the study of

theoretical physics and particularly string theory, it is important to discover more effi-

cient methods to calculate these objects. The main purpose of this thesis is to present

a new method for determining the generating series of ↵0 corrected amplitudes in the

pure spinor formalism [7].

Since the inception of Super-Poincaré D = 10 Super Yang-Mills1 [8, 9] and the Super-

Poincaré covariant quantization of the superstring using the pure spinor formalism

just over two decades ago [10, 11, 12] there have been many advances in the com-

putation of both superstring scattering amplitudes as well as Super Yang-Mills scat-

tering. Traditional methods for performing string theory calculations, such as the

Ramond–Neveu–Schwarz (RNS) [13, 14, 15, 16] and Green–Schwarz (GS) formalisms

[17, 18], lose some of the symmetry inherent in the theory when scattering amplitude

1Unless otherwise stated, Super Yang-Mills in this thesis always refers to D = 10 Super Yang-Mills.
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calculations are performed. This loss of symmetry can often make performing calcula-

tions cumbersome or even impossible. Such issues are widely described in the textbook

literature [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. There have been many ways in which Super Yang-Mills

amplitudes have been calculated, including Feynman rules and the BCFW recursion

procedure [25, 26] as well as amplituhedron methods [27, 28] in N = 4 D = 4 Super

Yang-Mills; however, the pure spinor formalism has greatly simplified these calculations

in D = 10. The key to this success in recent years has been the introduction of non-linear

Super Yang-Mills generating series [29, 30] which represent generic number multiparticle

currents. These methods rely heavily upon the recursive nature of the string Operator

Product Expansions2 (OPEs) which were previously exploited to simplify scattering am-

plitudes in the pure spinor formalism [36, 37]. When calculating scattering amplitudes

in the pure spinor superstring theory, one has to take OPEs between various worldsheet

fields. It was realised that as higher-order OPEs were calculated, their form could be

represented as recursive formulae for a generic n-point OPE - these fields are known

as multiparticle superfields. One can sum these fields, weighting them by Lie-algebra

generators, to give the non-linear generating series of Super Yang-Mills fields, these

ten-dimensional non-linear fields are usually denoted by,

A↵(x, ✓), A
m(x, ✓), F

mn(x, ✓), W
↵(x, ✓), (1.1)

where A↵ is the pre-spinor potential, Am is the gauge field, Fmn is the Super Yang-Mills

field strength and W
↵ is the gaugino field. Note that we use Latin indices to represent

spacetime directions and Greek indices to denote spinors. Such fields satisfy the full non-

linear Super Yang-Mills equations of motion which will be given in the next chapter,

furthermore, their linearised parts appear in the massless vertex operators of the pure

spinor superstring [10]. Of course, D = 10 Super Yang-Mills is non-linear, however

when calculating amplitudes via traditional methods the theory is linearised. Then

interaction terms are treated as perturbations from the linear theory. Hence, when we

refer to non-linear Super Yang-Mills we specifically mean we are calculating amplitudes

using the full non-linear equations of motion. It is this fact which allows us to find

2For the original papers on OPEs see [31, 32] and their applications to conformal field theory [33, 34,
35].
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generating series which can be used to find the n�point amplitude, essentially collapsing

the usual Feynman method. Using these series dramatically reduces the complexity of

calculating the amplitudes since any generating series expression that is in the BRST

cohomology is part of an n�point amplitude. In essence this means that if one can

write the kinematic factor of an amplitude using the non-linear fields in (1.1) then it is

suspected that the component expansion of such a kinematic factor will be part of the

full n�point kinematics factor. As a result, one can easily recurse the correct n�point

amplitude from the kinematic factor. In later chapters we shall describe explicitly how

one can leverage a combination of the non-linear fields, Berends-Giele currents [38] and

the Harnad-Schnider gauge [39] to very efficiently compute such component expansion

to arbitrary point. These tools, coupled with the computational power of FORM [40]

now allow exploration of amplitudes in Super Yang-Mills via a new route. In fact, the

main part of this work is to determine the generating series of ↵0 corrections to Super

Yang-Mills using the BRST cohomology of the pure spinor. Such ↵0 corrections are

so-called stringy corrections to the field theory amplitude result, expanded in powers of

the inverse string tension (↵0).

One of the main achievements within the pure spinor methodology over the past decade

has been the simplification and compact representation of the n�point tree-level scatter-

ing amplitude in superstring theory and Super Yang-Mills [36, 41, 42]. These amplitudes

can be easily captured by the expression,

1

3
TrhVVVi, (1.2)

where V = �↵A↵ is the non-linear pure spinor unintegrated vertex operator and � are

the pure spinors. It is these pure spinors that make finding the generating series and

calculating amplitudes so simple. The introduction of pure spinors first allows one to

covariantly quantise the superstring in D = 10 while keeping supersymmetry manifest

[10], something that is not possible in the GS or RNS formalisms3. It also makes finding

terms that contribute to the amplitude very simple due to the integration measure. The

angled brackets, hi, represent the integration over the pure spinor measure, which we

3Note that it is now known how the RNS [43, 44] and the GS [45] formalisms are related to the pure
spinor formalism.
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normalise here and throughout as,

h(��m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�mnp✓)i = 2880. (1.3)

This integration measure is one of the reasons working in pure spinor is significantly more

efficient than other methods in D = 10. From a pragmatic viewpoint one simply needs to

perform the ✓�expansion, as detailed in later chapters, and look for terms that contain

�3 and ✓5. This makes calculating the 4-point, tree-level superstring amplitude go from

many pages of working to a single page - a dramatic simplification of the calculation

[10, 11].

1.1 The Old String Theories

It is worthwhile introducing, from a qualitative point of view, the explicit problems that

occur in older formalisms of string theory and why these issues pose problems when

attempting to calculate higher-order processes. There are two perspectives from which

to view a string in spacetime4: the first is to consider the string as sweeping out a

worldsheet in spacetime and perform the analysis on the worldsheet; the second is to

consider the motion of a string in a D�dimensional spacetime and analyse the string

from the spacetime perspective.

The former of these interpretations is most closely associated with the Ramond-Neveu-

Schwarz formalism [56, 57] and can be quantised using a number of methods that we

shall cover in Chapters 2 and 3 of this work. The issue facing the RNS formalism is

that manifest supersymmetry is lost upon quantisation making calculating amplitudes

incredibly difficult. As a result, the formalism requires summing over spin structures

[24, 58] in order to perform the GSO projection required to remove tachyonic modes

from the theory. Summing over such spin structures increases in difficulty as the genus

4The same is true of particle physics. One can study Quantum Field Theory from the spacetime
perspective which is found in most textbooks [46, 47, 48, 49], or one can use the much less popular
world-line formalism [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].
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of the worldsheet increases and poses a practical limit on the loop amplitude calculations

in this formalism5.

The latter approach is more associated with the Green-Schwarz formalism [62, 63, 64]

which includes the GSO projection to obtain a consistent theory of fermions. This theory

cannot be quantised easily and often leads to issues if one tries to use covariant or BRST

quantisation - it can only be quantised in light-cone gauge and hence the theory loses

its manifest Lorentz invariance. Working in light-cone gauge yields calculations that are

immensely complicated to perform and often takes many pages of detailed working in

order to find [19, 20]. This essentially closes off working on high-point or -loop amplitudes

as the technical finesse required to work in light-cone gauge at these orders is immense.

As a result of the issues present in both formalisms, it has taken decades to perform

one- and two-loop calculations. Often such calculations have involved hundreds of pages

of careful attention to the minutiae of the problem. At the turn of the millennium this

changed and the pure spinor formalism was introduced.

1.2 The Pure Spinor and its Superspace

Here we shall present a brief, qualitative overview of the pure spinor and its correspond-

ing superspace before we dive into the more technical chapters of this thesis. To solve

the previous issues, Siegel introduced new variables to the GS string [65] which allowed

it to be written in a quadratic form similar to free field theory. However, when one

does this one obtains a series of constraints that are very similar to the pure spinor

constraint [66, 67, 68, 69, 70] which when quantised breaks the SO(9, 1) symmetry of

the theory. Further work was carried out by a variety of authors that led to various

hybrid formalisms that allowed some covariant quantisation of the superstring in the

desired manner. It was not until 2000 [10] that a covariantly quantise-able theory was

found involving the pure spinor. The pure spinor is in effect a ghost particle, akin to

those found in the usual BRST quantisation procedure, which essentially determines the

cohomology of the BRST space.

5Even as recently as 2020 work is still being carried out at the two-loop level in this formalism
[59, 60, 61]
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One of the features of the pure spinor formalism is that its fields are free on the world-

sheet, and so one can define OPEs of the free fields. Being able to calculate OPEs

massively aids the calculation of string scattering amplitudes, as well as other observ-

ables, as Conformal Field Theory in two dimensions is well understood. As a result,

one can go back to many of the techniques used in bosonic string theory [21] and use

them in the calculation of superstring amplitudes. Furthermore, the introduction of the

pure spinor makes calculating Super Yang-Mills amplitudes rather simple, as we shall

see. In fact, this formalism, combined with the concept of perturbiners [71, 72, 73, 74],

allows one to find expressions that encapsulate the entire n�point amplitudes of various

processes. Finding such expressions is the main purpose of this thesis.

1.3 Higher Order Corrections

In this project we investigate whether the ↵0 corrections to open superstring amplitudes

can be written in a generating series form. Such corrections are interesting for a number

of reasons - for example, such corrections may have links to loop-amplitudes and they

help uncover the low energy behaviour of string theories. Until 2010 the state of the art

single-particle representation was the up to ↵02 correction, which was found in [75, 76].

This problem was first tackled up to order ↵04 in the non-abelian theory in 2010 [77] in

which the authors used a mix of cohomological arguments and superspace techniques

to find the corrected action at ↵04. However, the resulting answer was rather long and,

once translated into the non-linear generating series form, did not näıvely close under

the pure spinor BRST operator. It is not a priori expected that the corrections to the

action found in [77], when promoted to generating series, will be BRST closed - hence

the lack of closure of terms from that paper is not wholly unexpected. Furthermore, no

↵03 corrections have been found owing to the fact that previous attempts only considered

the abelian theory. In this work we intend to extend the these corrections to the pure

spinor formalism by presenting the ↵02 correction and finding both the ↵03 and ↵04

corrections as well as explore their connections to superstring scattering amplitudes and

the associated kinematic factors. Currently, both the ↵02 and ↵03 corrections have been

found, however, there are issues in determining the ↵04 corrections which we shall detail
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later. At present, there is ongoing research into a new way of tackling the ↵04 correction

which has been shown to work at ↵02.

In the pure spinor formalism, the BRST operator of the theory is given by [10],

Q = �↵D↵, (1.4)

where D↵ is the spinor derivative. This operator follows from the OPE between the free

fields on the worldsheet and the contour integral - something we shall detail in further

chapters. The simplicity of this operator is the reason that finding higher order cor-

rections can be boiled down to a very simple, if somewhat computationally intensive,

method that can be applied at any order. The cohomology of the pure spinor formal-

ism defines almost everything about the formalism (up to some rescalings that we shall

discuss in later chapters) and the philosophy is that if something can exist in the co-

homology of the operator Q then it must necessarily take part in the kinematic factors

in some way. As a result, finding the higher order corrections becomes the search for

factors of the correct weight that exist in the cohomology of the BRST operator. Hence,

it is of the utmost importance to understand how the BRST operator acts on the nonlin-

ear fields, as it is these fields that will allow us to generalise our results to the n�point

case. One can further simplify the use of this operator in the context of generating series

by noting that generating series expressions involve the trace of the operators and the

labelled vertex operator V1, which is trivially BRST closed. We shall detail more about

V1 and its relation to the 1-loop superstring amplitudes in later chapters. However, V1

allows one to define the operator,

Q = �↵r↵, (1.5)

where r↵ is the spinor covariant derivative given by r↵ ⌘ D↵�A↵. Using this operator

removes many of the terms that are produced by the BRST variation - for example, this

allows one to remove terms that produce {V,V} once varied. This will be shown in later

chapters.

The process of finding the higher order terms begins by producing an ansatz at the
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correct weight to capture the correction. This task requires a number of new identities

which allow us to express higher mass fields (that is, fields that contain a D = 10

covariant derivative rm, e.g. Wmn) in terms of decomposition of a symmetric traceless

part and terms involving quadratic nonlinear fields - in some cases using these symmetric

traceless fields to produce the ansatz drastically reduces the number of terms in the

ansatz. Furthermore, we also have to consider the types of terms that can appear at

each order and capture all of them, as well as all vector index contractions compatible

with the pure spinor formalism, in the ansatz. This is a rather delicate procedure and

we shall explain in detail the methodology used in later chapters.

Such higher order corrections are intimately linked to higher-loop kinematic factors in

the pure spinor superstring theory, and so determining their form in an efficient manner

is an important task. These themes were initially explored in [30] which demonstrated

that the complicated three-loop kinematic factors generating the operator D6R4 [78]

can be written very efficiently in terms of the multiparticle superfields. Such simpli-

fications will be the bread and butter of this project and will be the main focus. It

is important to emphasise that the results in this project, when given in terms of the

non-linear superfields, capture the kinematic factors of those terms to any number of

external points. Hence representing such corrections in this form yields vast amounts of

information about the low energy limit of string theory and the higher order corrections

of Super Yang-Mills.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is laid out across another 14 chapters in four Parts which detail background

information as well as novel research that has thus far been carried out.

Part I mainly focuses on introducing many of the concepts required to study the generat-

ing series of Super Yang-Mills amplitudes and their ↵0 corrections. Chapters 2 and 3 give

a brief review of the RNS and GS formalisms and some results from those theories - these

chapters are predominantly based on [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Chapter 4 concerns non-linear

Super Yang-Mills and the derivation of the field equations from the superspace constraint
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F↵� = 0, it also introduces the notion of higher mass fields as fundamentals. Chapter 5

reviews how to use the pure spinor formalism to find amplitudes and also demonstrates

the use of the multiparticle superfield approach to finding such amplitudes. Chapter 6

details how the multiparticle superfields can be arranged into generating series and how

those generating series solve the nonlinear equations of motion of Super Yang-Mills.

In Part II the main bulk of the novel research carried out as part of this thesis is

presented, including the novel generating series of ↵02 and ↵03. Chapter 7 details the

methods used to produce the ansatz for each correction, we pay particular attention to

group theory arguments as well as graph theory to efficiently build the ansatz. Chapter 8

presents new identities for the non-linear generating series which allow one to decompose

some of the higher mass fields into lower mass fields - this is exceptionally useful when

canonicalizing BRST variations of the ansatzes. In Chapter 9 we briefly discuss the

generating series of the ↵0 and ↵02 corrections - this generating series form is a novel

result. Chapter 10 presents the novel corrections at ↵03. This involves detailing two

different sectors of the correction as well as new BRST exact terms which can be used

to simplify the results of the analysis. In Chapter 10 we also detail the search for a

generating series expression which shows that the two different sectors of ↵03 corrections

are indeed the same. This is not a necessity, as the component expansion of each of

the expressions are the same, and since they are BRST closed they can only differ by a

BRST-exact piece. In Chapter 11, we present the search for corrections which take the

formO(VVV) whereO is some differential operator; this section does not give the desired

results but the equations derived therein may be useful in future research. Chapter 12

details the current state of the search for ↵04 corrections, including some attempts at

resolution of the issues currently plaguing the ↵04 analysis. This section details some

of the new methods that are currently being investigated and are likely to resolve the

issues outlined.

Part III concerns a small exercise in looking at the compactification of the pure spinor

machinery down to D = 4. Chapter 13 details a small research project whereby the

machinery of D = 10 pure spinor Super Yang-Mills is compactified on the torus, deriving

the required equations for computing amplitudes in lower dimensions.
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Lastly, Part IV presents the conclusions of the thesis, including a quick review of the

work presented here and some ideas for future research work. In Chapter 14 we review

the work carried out in this thesis and begin to draw conclusions from the research

undertaken. Finally, Chapter 15 details some of the potential routes forward from this

thesis, as well as some issues that are present in the wider pure spinor formalism.
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Part I

Introducing Concepts
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Chapter 2

The Worldsheet Theory

In this chapter we present a review of the superstring using the worldsheet formalism,

based on notes taken from [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. We present this brief introduction here,

as they add a more pedagogical element to the work presented here, plus we present

work that fills in some of the gaps in the textbooks previously cited. As we shall see,

this formalism has pros and cons and to see the whole picture we shall have to consider

the theory from the spacetime point of view as well as the worldsheet view used in this

chapter.

2.1 Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz Strings

In the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) formalism we pair each Xµ (these are the world-

sheet scalars representing the spacetime position of the string) with a worldsheet spinor

 µ, which transform as spinors on the worldsheet but act as D�dimensional Lorentz

vectors in the D�dimensional spacetime. The D = 10 spin statistics are a little obscure,

but they will become clearer as we go along. The action that results from the addition

of the spinors in the conformal gauge1, is given by,

S = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2�(@↵Xµ@
↵Xµ +  ̄µ⇢↵@↵ µ), (2.1)

1Here and in the following we set ↵0 = 1
2
/T = 1

⇡
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where ↵ are the worldsheet indices and ⇢↵ are Dirac matrices that obey the usual

algebra. The spinor has two components  µ
A, for A = ±, and hence we can express it in

the column vector form as  µ = ( µ
�, 

µ
+), where we define the Dirac conjugate of  as,

 ̄ = i †⇢0, (2.2)

which for a Majorana spinor is  T�, with � = i⇢0. Here, and throughout, we shall take,

⇢0 =

0

B

@

0 �1

1 0

1

C

A
, ⇢1 =

0

B

@

0 1

1 0

1

C

A
(2.3)

which is a Majorana representation and hence,

 ⇤
+ =  +,  ⇤

� =  �. (2.4)

As a result of the above, the fermion action with suppressed Lorentz indices can be

expressed as,

SF =
i

⇡

ˆ

d2�( �@+ � +  +@� +), (2.5)

where we have introduced the lightcone coordinates2. The equations of motion resulting

from the lightcone action are,

@+ � = 0, @� + = 0, (2.6)

and hence we have left and right moving wave equations for massless particles. For

spinors in D = 2 these are Weyl conditions so  ± are Majorana-Weyl spinors3.

The action in (2.1) is actually invariant under global supersymmetry transformations

defined by the infinitesimal transforms,

�Xµ = "̄ µ

� µ = ⇢↵@↵X
µ",

(2.7)

2Although not formally introduced in this work, the light cone formalism is relatively straightforward
and amounts to setting �± = �0 ± �1.

3They are actually two inequivalent one-dimensional spinor representations of spin(1, 1).
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where " is a Majorana spinor. In lightcone coordinates this becomes,

�Xµ = i("+ 
µ
� � "� 

µ
+)

� 
µ
± = ±2@±X

µ"⌥.
(2.8)

We can now fairly easily show that (2.1) is invariant under (2.7) by going to lightcone

coordinates and using (2.8). In lightcone coordinates, the action becomes,

S =
1

⇡

ˆ

d2�(2@+X@�X + i �@+ � + i +@� +). (2.9)

The variation then gives,

�S =
1

⇡

ˆ

d2�(2@+�X@�X + 2@+X@��X + i� �@+ �

+ i �@+� � + i� +@� + + i +@�� +)

=
1

⇡

ˆ

d2�(2i"+@+ �@�X � 2i"�@+ +@�X + 2i"+@+X@� �

� 2i"�@+X@� + � 2i"+@�X@+ � � 2i �"+@+@�X

+ 2i@+X@� +"� + 2i +"�@+@�X)

=
1

⇡

ˆ

d2� 2i"+(@+ �@�X � @�@+ �)� 2i �"+@+@�X

+ 2i"+@+X@� � + ("�)

=
1

⇡

ˆ

d2� 2i"+@�( �@+X) + ("�)

= 0

where in going from the prepenultimate line to the penultimate line we cancel the first

term and pull the @� derivative our of the last two terms; the final line follows since the

penultimate line is the integral of a total derivative. As a result, we have shown that

the action is supersymmetric as expected.

2.1.1 The Local Action

The above discussion concerns global supersymmetry in conformal gauge, however there

is a more fundamental formulation which will give rise to local supersymmetry. We shall
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take a detour here and turn to this formulation before we introduce superspace in two

dimensions.

To make a locally supersymmetric theory we shall have to introduce a method that

allows us to place fermions on a general worldsheet that is not flat. We can do this

by introducing the vielbein emµ , which maps between the locally flat spacetime and the

general curved spacetime. This is allowed since the equivalence principle holds, and as a

result we may use our flat space convention in curved space as long as we use the vielbein

to map between the flat inertial space and the general curved manifold. Essentially emµ

are orthonormal vectors at each spacetime point. We can relate the general metric gµ⌫

and the vielbein via the relations,

gµ⌫ = ⌘mne
m
µ en⌫ , ⌘mn = gµ⌫emµ en⌫ , (2.10)

where we also note that e =
p
g. Local Lorentz symmetry can be enforced in much the

same way as a gauge group can be made local to give the Yang-Mills theory. Analogous

to Aµ in Yang-Mills, one can introduce the so-called spin connection !mn
µ as a gauge

field of Lorentz transformations. Under local Lorentz transforms, Θmn = �Θnm, the

spin connection becomes,

�!mn
µ = @µΘ

mn + [!µ,Θ]mn

= (DµΘ)mn.

(2.11)

We now introduce some general Dirac matrices Γm that obey the usual Dirac anticom-

mutation relations, and the local Lorentz transform of a spinor can be defined as,

� = �1

4
Θ

mn
Γmn. (2.12)

The covariant derivative is given by,

Dµ = (@µ + 1
4!

mn
µ Γmn) . (2.13)
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Now in curved space we will have spacetime dependent Dirac matrices such that Γµ(x) =

eµmΓm. Then the action for a spinor in a curved background is given by,

S =
i

2

ˆ

dx e
⇥

 ̄ΓµDµ 
⇤

. (2.14)

If we wish to discuss standard General Relativity then the spin connection ought not to

be some arbitrary new object, but it should be constructed from the metric. We can do

this by noting that the metric is covariantly conserved and so the vielbein should also

be,

Dµe
m
⌫ = @µe

m
⌫ + !m

µne
n
⌫ � Γ

⇢
µ⌫e

m
⇢ = 0. (2.15)

This equation determines the spin connection uniquely, if one does a counting of un-

knowns. We can define the Riemann curvature tensor as a Yang-Mills-like field strength

tensor,

Rmn
µ⌫ = @µ!

mn
⌫ � @⌫!

mn
µ + [!µ,!⌫ ]

mn, (2.16)

which ought to be the Riemann tensor since the right hand side is at most given by two

derivatives of the metric.

As an application of the above, let us quickly consider N = 1 supergravity in D = 4.

This contains a vierbein, spin-connection and Rarita-Schwinger field �Aµ. The action

for such a theory is given by,

S =

ˆ

d4x e
⇥

� 1
22

R� i
2 �̄µ�

µ⌫⇢D⌫�⇢
⇤

, (2.17)

which has manifest global coordinate invariance and local Lorentz invariance; the super-

symmetric transformations are then given by,

��µ = 1

Dµ", �mµ = � i

2"̄�
µ�µ. (2.18)

However, we are not currently concerned with D = 4 supergravity, we are concerned

with our superstring. Now making the adjustments for the vielbein, the action in (2.1)

becomes,

S1 = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2� e[h↵�@↵X
µ@�Xµ +  ̄µ⇢↵r↵ µ]. (2.19)
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The Fermi statistics imply that r↵ cannot depend on the spin connection and hence

r↵ ! @↵; this is a special feature of D = 2 Majorana spinors. This action does not

currently have manifest local supersymmetry. If one varies S1 with ", a local function,

then one finds the term,
ˆ

(r↵"̄)(
1
2⇢

�⇢↵ µ@�Xµ)d
2�. (2.20)

We now add supersymmetry via the Noether method: let us introduce the gravitino �↵

such that,

��↵ = r↵", (2.21)

where we have suppressed �’s worldsheet spinor index. The variation in (2.20) can be

removed by varying �↵ in the action,

S2 =
1

⇡

ˆ

d2� e[�̄↵⇢
�⇢↵ µ@�Xµ], (2.22)

however varying this with respect to Xµ gives,

�̄↵⇢
�⇢↵ µ ̄µr�" = �1

2
 ̄µ 

µ�̄↵⇢
�⇢↵r�", (2.23)

which can be cancelled with the addition of a third part of the action,

S3 =
1

4⇡

ˆ

d2� e ̄µ 
µ�̄↵⇢

�⇢↵�� . (2.24)

The full locally supersymmetric action is then given by the sum of S = S1 + S2 + S3,

and it is invariant under,

�Xµ = "̄ µ, � µ = ⇢↵"(@↵X
µ �  ̄µ�↵),

�ea↵ = 2"̄⇢a�↵, ��↵ = r↵".

(2.25)

We have two further symmetries of of our S. The first is local Weyl symmetry given by,

�Xµ = 0, � µ = �1

2
Λ µ,

�ea↵ = Λea↵, ��↵ = �1

2
Λ�↵,

(2.26)
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and the second is a local fermionic symmetry given by,

��↵ = �⇢↵⌘, �ea↵ = � µ = �Xµ = 0, (2.27)

where ⌘ is a Majorana spinor. The proof of this symmetry requires the D = 2 identity

⇢↵⇢�⇢↵ = 0. We can use the two " symmetries and ⌘ symmetries to set all of �↵ = 0

which yields the globally supersymmetric model after applying the conformal gauge. The

equations of motion of this global theory must then be supplemented by the equation of

motion of ea↵ and �↵ in the gauge ea↵ = �a↵, �↵ = 0. These give the following equations,

J↵ ⌘ � ⇡

2e

�S

��↵
= �1

2
⇢�⇢↵ 

µ@�Xµ = 0 (2.28a)

T↵� = @↵X
µ@�Xµ � 1

2  ̄
µ⇢(↵@�) µ � (trace) = 0. (2.28b)

These will turn out to be the Supervirasoro constraints we need to quantise the theory

- albeit with a loss of covariance.

2.1.2 Superspace and the Action

Now we shall write the action (2.1) in N = 1 superspace which will have the bonus of

making worldsheet supersymmetry manifest; in our case we will have a N = 2 theory,

but this can still be formulated in the N = 1 superspace. For now, we introduce the

superworldsheet coordinates (�↵, ✓A) where,

✓A =

0

B

@

✓�

✓+

1

C

A
, (2.29)

which are anticommuting Grassmann numbers. The content of this section will follow

the same kind of logic as in [19]. We note that the most general superfield in two

dimensions is given by,

Y µ = Xµ + ✓̄ µ +
1

2
✓̄✓Bµ, (2.30)

where Bµ is an auxiliary field that will allow us to make the supersymmetry manifest.

We also note that since  ̄✓ = ✓̄ , a term linear in ✓ is included in our ✓̄ above. The
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generators of worldsheet supersymmetry are given by,

QA = @̄A � (⇢↵✓)A@↵, (2.31)

where acting on the superspace coordinates, the operator "̄Q gives,

�✓A = ["̄Q, ✓A] = "A

��↵ = ["̄Q,�↵] = �"̄⇢↵✓ = ✓̄⇢↵",

(2.32)

and hence supersymmetry transforms can be interpreted nicely as geometrical transforms

of the superspace. The action of QA on a superfield gives,

�Y µ = ["̄Q, Y µ] = "̄QY µ, (2.33)

which implies the following,

�Y µ = "̄AQAY
µ

= "̄AQAX
µ + "̄AQA✓̄ 

µ +
1

2
"̄AQA✓̄✓B

µ

= �"̄A(⇢↵✓)A@↵Xµ + "̄A@̄A(✓̄ 
µ)� "̄A(⇢↵✓)A✓̄@↵ 

µ

+
1

2
"̄A@̄A(✓̄✓)B

µ � 1

2
"̄A(⇢↵✓)A✓̄✓@↵B

µ

= �"̄A(⇢↵✓)a@↵Xµ + "̄ µ � "̄A(⇢↵✓)A✓̄@↵ 
µ

+
1

2
"✓̄Bµ +

1

2
"✓Bµ � 1

2
"A⇢↵✓A✓̄✓@↵B

µ

= ✓̄⇢↵"@↵X
µ + ✓̄"Bµ + "̄ µ � "̄A(⇢↵✓A✓̄B@↵ 

µ
B)

� 1

2
"A⇢↵��

�*
0

✓A✓̄✓@↵B
µ

= "̄ µ + ✓̄(⇢↵@↵X
µ +Bµ)"+

1

2
✓̄✓("̄⇢↵@↵ 

µ),

where we have used ✓A✓̄B = �1
2�AB ✓̄✓,  ̄✓ = ✓̄ , ✓̄✓ = �✓✓̄ and "̄⇢↵✓ = �✓̄⇢↵". Hence

we find that the supersymmetry transformations are,

�Xµ = "̄ µ, � µ = ⇢↵@↵X
µ"+Bµ", �Bµ = "̄⇢↵@↵ 

µ, (2.34)
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which reduces to the usual supersymmetry transforms if we take Bµ = 0, which will

turn out to be the equation of motion for this field. Moving forward we can introduce

the supercovariant derivative,

DA = @̄A + (⇢↵✓)A@↵, (2.35)

which obeys,

{DA, QB} = 0. (2.36)

Then the action that we need in D = 2 is given by,

S =
i

4⇡

ˆ

d2�d2✓ D̄Y µDYµ, (2.37)

where we define the integration over the Grassmann variables in the following manner,

ˆ

d✓(a+ ✓b) = b,

ˆ

d2✓ ✓̄✓ = 2i, (2.38)

and so, where in D = 4 the superspace integral one picks out the ✓✓✓̄✓̄ term [79], here the

superspace integral shall pick out the ✓✓̄ terms of S. We also note that S is manifestly

supersymmetric since,

�S =
i

4⇡

ˆ

d2�d2✓ "̄Q(D̄Y µDYµ), (2.39)

both terms from Q give a total derivative, one in �↵ and one in ✓A. The �↵ derivative

can break supersymmetry, and that will be of interest later down the line. If one notes,

DY µ =  µ + ✓Bµ + ⇢↵✓@↵X
µ � 1

2
✓̄✓⇢↵@↵ 

µ

D̄Y µ =  ̄µ +Bµ✓̄ � ✓̄@↵X
µ⇢↵ +

1

2
✓̄✓@↵ ̄

µ⇢↵,

(2.40)

then upon performing the superspace integral of (2.37) one finds,

S = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2�(@↵Xµ@
↵Xµ +  ̄µ⇢↵@↵ µ �BµB

µ), (2.41)

and so we can set Bµ = 0; however in doing so we will lose the manifest supersymmetry.
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To perform canonical quantisation we will need to find the constraints of the system

such that we can eliminate any negative norm states. Since the RNS string has super-

conformal symmetry, we will have to find some supervirasoro constraints. As we have

seen, the energy momentum tensor of the RNS string can be given by (2.28b),

T↵� = @↵Xµ@�X
µ +

1

4
 ̄µ⇢↵@� µ +

1

4
 ̄µ⇢�@↵ µ � (trace). (2.42)

The Noether current associated with the global supersymmetry is given by (2.28a),

J↵A = �1

2
(⇢�⇢↵ µ)A@�X

µ, (2.43)

which satisfies (⇢↵)ABJ
↵
B = 0 since ⇢↵⇢�⇢↵ = 0. This equation is the analogue of the

tracelessness of T↵� and is a consequence of local Super-Weyl invariance. Thus J↵A has

only two independent components J+ and J�. In terms of lightcone coordinates, the

stress-energy tensor can be expressed as,

T++ = @+Xµ@+X
µ +

i

2
 
µ
+@+ +µ,

T�� = @�Xµ@�Xµ +
i

2
 
µ
�@� �µ,

(2.44)

and for J±,

J± =  
µ
±@±X

µ. (2.45)

We can show that the supercurrent J↵A is conserved via the equations of motion,

@↵J
↵ = �1

2
⇢�⇢↵@↵ µ@�X

µ � 1

2
⇢�⇢↵ µ@↵@�X

µ

� 1

4
(⇢�⇢↵ + ⇢↵⇢�) µ@↵@�X

µ

= �1

2
 µ@

↵@↵X
µ = 0.

(2.46)

This then leads to,

@�J+ = @+J� = 0, (2.47)

and the stress-energy tensor satisfies the analogous relations,

@�T++ = @+T�� = 0. (2.48)
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The requirements of superconformal symmetry will actually lead to stronger constraints:

the vanishing of J and T . To quantise the theory, one can introduce the anticommutation

relations for the worldsheet fermions4,

{ µ
A, 

0⌫
B} = ⇡⌘µ⌫�AB�(� � �0), (2.49)

and since ⌘00 = �1 there are negative norm states. In bosonic theory, T+� = T�+ = 0

follows from the Weyl invariance of the theory and T++ = T�� = 0 follows from the

equations of motion; these are enough to eliminate ghosts in the bosonic case. In the

RNS theory, the constraints we have are,

J+ = J� = T++ = T�� = 0, (2.50)

which follows from the discussion of local symmetry above. We now ought to consider

the boundary conditions that we need to apply to the strings, to do so let us begin with,

SF ⇠
ˆ

d2�( �@+ � +  +@� +), (2.51)

whence the variation yields the boundary terms,

�S ⇠
ˆ

d⌧( +� + �  �� �)|�=⇡ � ( +� + �  �� �)|�=0, (2.52)

which must also vanish. In the case of open strings, the variation must vanish at each

end of the string independently and this is satisfied if,

 
µ
± = ± µ

⌥, (2.53)

at each end of the string. The overall sign is a matter of convention and we shall choose,

 
µ
+|�=0 =  

µ
�|�=0, (2.54)

4We follow the conventions set out in Becker, Becker and Schwarz [23] and so we introduce a spurious
factor of ⇡ in order to match their convention.
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however, the sign at the other end of the string does matter. In the first case we have

the so-called Ramond (R) boundary condition,

 
µ
+|�=⇡ =  

µ
�|�=⇡, (2.55)

which, as we shall see later, gives rise to spacetime fermions. The mode expansion in

this sector is given by,

 
µ
± =

1p
2

X

n

dµne
�in(⌧±�), (2.56)

where n 2 Z. The Majorana conditions forces these expansions to be real such that

dµ�n = dµ†n . We may also have the so-called Neveu-Schwarz (NS) boundary conditions,

whereby,

 
µ
+|�=⇡ = � µ

�|�=⇡, (2.57)

which will give spacetime bosons. The NS mode expansion is then given by,

 ± =
1p
2

X

r

bµr e
�ir(⌧±�), (2.58)

where r 2 Z + 1
2 . In general we shall choose m,n 2 Z and r, s 2 Z + 1

2 . We can now

turn to closed strings; there are two possible fermionic periodicity conditions,

 ±(�) = ± ±(� + ⇡), (2.59)

where the + sign describes periodic R-strings and the � sign describes antiperiodic

NS-strings. We can impose R and NS periodicities on the left and right movers inde-

pendently, and so for the right movers we have the following,

 
µ
� =

1p
2

X

n

dµne
�2in(⌧��) or  � =

1p
2

X

r

bµr e
�2ir(⌧��) (2.60)

while for the left movers we have,

 
µ
+ =

1p
2

X

n

d̃µne
�2in(⌧+�) or  + =

1p
2

X

r

b̃µr e
�2ir(⌧+�). (2.61)
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Thus, we have four distinct closed string sectors: the NS-NS and R-R sectors give

spacetime bosons; the R-NS and NS-R sectors give spacetime fermions.

2.2 Canonical Quantisation

In what follows, we will quantise the expansion coefficients ↵, b and d; it is implicitly

understood that for the closed string the following holds for the ↵̃ etc. - that is, the

right-moving fields. The commutation relations for the bosonic part of the theory are

given by,

[↵µ
m,↵⌫n] = m�m+n⌘

µ⌫ , (2.62)

and the fermionic modes obey the relations implied by (2.49),

{bµr , b
⌫
s} = ⌘µ⌫�m+n, {dµm, d⌫n} = ⌘µ⌫�m+n, (2.63)

and hence we see the rise of ghost modes due to the 00 component of ⌘. We can decouple

these states by enforcing the superconformal symmetry. The ground state of the theory

is defined by,

↵µ
m|0iR = dµm|0iR = 0, m > 0

↵µ
m|0iNS = bµr |0iNS = 0, r,m > 0.

(2.64)

Now in the NS sector there is a unique ground state which has spin-0 in spacetime and

since the oscillators transform as vectors, the states in the NS-sector represent spacetime

bosons. However, in the R-sector the oscillator dµ0 commutes with the number operator

(defined below) N and hence the R-sector ground state is degenerate. The dµ0 modes

satisfy,

{dµ0 , d
⌫
0} = ⌘µ⌫ , (2.65)

which is essentially the Dirac algebra and hence the R-sector must furnish a represen-

tation of this algebra. Thus, we have a set of degenerate ground states |ai, where a is a

spinor index such that,

dµ0 |ai =
1p
2
Γ
µ
ba|bi, (2.66)
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and so the R-sector ground state is a fermion. Once again, all the oscillators in the

R-sector are spacetime vectors and so the R-sector gives us spacetime fermions. The

Virasoro generators are given in a similar way to the bosonic string [21], that is,

Lm =
1

⇡

ˆ ⇡

�⇡
d� eim�T++ = L(b)

m + L(f)
m , (2.67)

for the open string. The bosonic contribution is given by,

L(b)
m =

1

2

X

n

: ↵�n · ↵m+n :, (2.68)

and for fermions in the NS sector we have,

L(f)
m

1

2

X

r

(r + m
2 ) : b�r · bm+r :, (2.69)

where :: represents normal ordering of the fields. The modes of the Supercurrent are

then given by,

Gr =

p
2

⇡

ˆ ⇡

�⇡
d� eir�J+ =

X

n

↵�n · br+n. (2.70)

The L0 operator is given by,

L0 =
↵2
0

2
+

1
X

n=1

↵�n · ↵n +

1
X

r= 1
2

rb�r · br =
↵2
0

2
+N, (2.71)

where N is given by,

N =
1
X

n=1

↵�n · ↵n +
1
X

r= 1
2

rb�r · br. (2.72)

Now in the R-sector we have,

L(f)
m =

1

2

X

n

(n+ m
2 ) : d�n · dm+n :, (2.73)

and for the supercurrent modes we have,

Fm =

p
2

⇡

ˆ ⇡

�⇡
d� eim�J+ =

X

n

↵�n · dm+n, (2.74)
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where there is no F0 ordering ambiguity. These modes then satisfy the Supervirasoro

algebra. For the R-sector this is,

[Lm, Ln] = (m� n)Lm+n +
D

8
m3�m+n,

[Lm, Fn] = (m2 � n)Fm+n,

{Fm, Fn} = 2Lm+n +
D

2
m2�m+n,

(2.75)

and in the NS-sector the algebra is,

[Lm, Ln] = (m� n)Lm+n +
D

8
m(m2 � 1)�m+n,

[Lm, Gr] = (m2 � r)Gm+r,

{Gr, Gs} = 2Lr+s +
D

2
(r2 � 1

4)�m+n.

(2.76)

The central extensions can be found in a similar way as in the bosonic case [19, 20, 21].

Now when we quantise the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz string, we can only demand that

positive Virasoro generators annihilate the physical states. In the NS-sector this gives,

Gr|�i = 0r > 0, Lm|�i = 0m > 0, (L0 � aNS)|�i = 0 (2.77)

where the last statement implies ↵0M2 = N �aNS where M is the mass of the state |�i.

In the R-sector these become,

Fn|�i = 0 n � 0,

Lm|�i = 0 m > 0,

(L0 � aR)|�i = 0.

(2.78)

The aNS and aR are constants to account for normal ordering ambiguities, however

aR = 0 since there is no ambiguity in the R-sector. This can be deduced from the fact

that L0 = F 2
0 and the F0 equation,

(L0 � aR)
2|�i = 0

(L2
0 � 2aRL0 + a2R)|�i = 0 =) [aRL0 + aR(L0 � aR)]|�i = 0

=) a2RL0|�i = 0 =) aR = 0.

(2.79)
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Let us consider F0 a little further for a moment, now since ↵µ
0 = 1

2 lsp
µ and dµ0 = 1p

2
Γµ

we have [23],

F0 =

1
X

n=�1
↵�n · dn = a0 · d0 +

1
X

n=1

(↵�n · dn + d�n · ↵n)

=
lsp · Γ

2
p
2

+

1
X

n=1

(↵�n · dn + d�n · ↵n)

(2.80)

but F0|�i = 0 and hence,

✓

p · Γ+
2
p
2

ls

1
X

n=1

(↵�n · dn + d�n · ↵n)

◆

|�i = 0. (2.81)

This is the stringy generalisation of the Dirac equation and is called the Dirac-Ramond

equation.

We can now perform the method in GSW [19] and BBS [23] for determining aNS ,

aR and D. To begin with consider the NS-sector physical states that have the form

| i = G�1/2|�i where |�i satisfies,

G1/2|�i = G3/2|�i = (L0 � aNS + 1
2)|�i = 0, (2.82)

where the last term is just (L0 � aNS)| i = 0. Now for | i to be physical we ought to

have G1/2| i = G3/2| i = 0. Thus,

G3/2| i = G3/2G�1/2|�i = (2L0 �G�1/2G1/2)|�i = (2aNS � 1)|�i !
= 0 (2.83)

and hence we have aNS = 1/2. This gives a family of zero-norm spurious states such that

| i is just about physical and such states are orthogonal to all physical states including

itself,

h↵| i = h↵|G�1/2|�i = h�|G1/2|↵i⇤ = 0. (2.84)

Now let us consider a second class of these spurious states of the form,

| i = (G�3/2 + �G�1/2L�1)|�i, (2.85)
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such that the following is satisfied,

G1/2|�i = G3/2|�i = (L0 + 1)|�i = 0 (2.86)

where the last equation includes the fact that aNS = 1/2. We can then use the Virasoro

algebra to find,

G1/2| i = G1/2(G�3/2 + �G�1/2L�1)|�i

= (2L�1 + �G1/2G�1/2L�1)|�i

= (2L�1 + 2�L0L�1 � �G�1/2G1/2L�1)|�i

= (2L�1 + 2�L�1 + 2�L�1L0 � �G1/2G1/2L�1)|�i

= 2L�1|�i � �G�1/2G1/2L�1|�i

= 2L�1|�i � �G�1/2G�1/2|�i

= (2� �)L�1|�i

(2.87)

which gives us the condition that � = 2. Now we can use the G3/2 operator to find the

value of D,

G3/2| i = (2L0 +D + �G3/2G�1/2L�1)|�i

= (D � 2 + 2�L1L�1 � �G�1/2G3/2L�1)|�i

= (D � 2� 4�)|�i,

(2.88)

and thus D = 10. We can also confirm that D = 10 in the R-sector; noting that aR = 0

we consider the set of zero norm states such that, | i = F0F�1|�i where the state

satisfies,

F1|�i = (L0 + 1)|�i = 0. (2.89)

The physical state | i satisfies F0| i and it should be annihilated by L1,

L1| i = L1F0F�1|�i

= (12F1F�1 + F0L1F�1)|�i

= (L0 +D/4 + F0L1F�1)|�i

= (L0 +D/4 + 3/2F0F0)|�i

= 1
4(10L0 +D)|�i = (D � 10)|�i,

(2.90)
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and so D = 10 for this to be a spurious state and hence we have 10 dimensions in the

R-sector also.

2.3 Light-Cone Quantisation and the Spectrum

As in the bosonic case [19, 21] it is possible to use the residual gauge symmetry after

fixing the conformal gauge to impose the lightcone gauge,

X+ = x+ + p+⌧, (2.91)

for the RNS string. We also have some residual fermionic symmetry such that,

 + = 0. (2.92)

In the lightcone gauge, the constraints we previously found imply that X� and  �

are not independent and that the states are built out of transverse oscillators. In the

following we shall identify the string spectrum using the lightcone gauge, one can rederive

the dimension of the theory and the normal ordering constants, but that is not done

here explicitly as we have already found them. This procedure is covered in Section 4.3

of Green, Schwarz and Witten Volume 1 [19].

We begin by looking at the open string spectrum, and to do so we note that in the

NS-sector the mass formula is given by,

↵0M2 =
1
X

n=1

↵i
�n · ↵i

n +
1
X

r= 1
2

rbi�r · b
i
r �

1

2
. (2.93)

The ground state in this sector satisfies,

↵i
n|0; kiNS = bir|0; kiNS = 0 8 n, r > 0 (2.94)

as well as,

↵
µ
0 |0; kiNS =

p
2↵0kµ|0; kiNS , (2.95)
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and so the NS-sector ground state is a scalar that has mass,

↵0M2 = �1

2
, (2.96)

and thus it is a tachyon, but in the superstring this is an issue we can deal with as we

shall see shortly. Now to get the first excited state, we act with the lowest frequency

raising operator,

bi�1/2|0; kiNS . (2.97)

Now, since this is in lightcone gauge the i label only runs over D � 2 = 8 transverse

directions of oscillation and in the above case the operator is a vector operator since it is

a spacetime vector. This operator acts on a bosonic scalar ground state and so produces

a massless spacetime vector with eight degrees of freedom - the number required for a

massless vector in D = 10. We can thus rederive aNS by noting that the above vector

must be a representation of SO(8) and it must be massless and hence,

↵0M2 =
1

2
� aNS = 0. (2.98)

We shall consider the R-sector in which the mass-shell condition gives,

↵0M2 =
1
X

n=1

↵�n · ↵i
n +

1
X

n=1

ndi�n · din. (2.99)

The ground state in the R-sector is a solution of the massless Dirac equation since there

is not normal ordering constant and, since it is physical,

↵i
n|0; kiR = din|0; kiR = 0 8 n > 0, (2.100)

note that the solution will have a spinor index that is suppressed here. We know from

our previous discussion that the R-sector ground state is not unique; it satisfies the

D = 10 Dirac algebra and thus the ground state will be a spin(9, 1) spinor. We can act

with dµ0 and change nothing, and since dµ0 is a D = 10 Dirac matrix, that has dimension

32 ⇥ 32, the ground state must be a 32-component spinor. The Majorana condition is

implicit here but the Weyl condition will give rise to two ground states corresponding to
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two different chiralities. The Majorana condition eliminates half of the 64 real degrees

of freedom by forcing the spinor to be real, the Weyl condition then eliminates half of

these again leaving 16 components. Finally, the Dirac equation eliminates half of these

again leaving only eight fermionic degrees of freedom; thus the ground state is a spin(8)

spinor. This is the minimum number of degrees of freedom we can consistently have -

it also turns out to be the necessary number. Since ↵i
�n and di�n are both spacetime

vectors, and the ground state is a spacetime spinor, the R-sector generates fermions.

The spectrum we have just derived still has issues: the first of which is the presence of

the tachyon, the second issue is the fact that spacetime supersymmetry is not satisfied.

Supersymmetry ought to be unbroken since the system contains a massless gravitino -

the quantum of the gauge field for local supersymmetry. We can fix this issue by applying

the so-called GSO Projection and to do this we first have to define the G-parity operator.

In the NS-sector it is given by,

G = (�1)F+1 = (�1)

P
1

r=1
2
bi
�r·b

i
r+1

, (2.101)

where F essentially counts the worldsheet fermion number. Thus G determines if a state

has an even or odd number of worldsheet fermion excitations. In the R-sector we have,

G = Γ11(�1)
P

1

n=1 d
i
�n·d

i
n , (2.102)

where,

(Γ11)
2 = 1, {Γ11,Γ

µ} = 0. (2.103)

Now spinors that satisfy,

Γ11 = ± , (2.104)

have definite chirality and we can define the chirality projection operator via,

P± =
1

2
(1± Γ11). (2.105)

If a spinor has definite chirality, then as we have seen, it is a Weyl spinor. Applying both

the Majorana and Weyl conditions is only possible in certain dimensions; fortuitously
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this occurs for D = 2 and D = 10. The GSO projection means that we only keep the

states which have positive G-parity in the NS-sector and hence we must have,

(�1)F = �1, (2.106)

which corresponds to an odd number of b oscillators. For the R-sector, the G operator

simply selects a ground state of definite chirality and the choice is a matter of convention.

Acting G on the NS ground state gives,

G|0iNS = �|0iNS , (2.107)

thus the ground state, and hence the tachyon, is projected out! The first excited state in

the NS-sector survives this projection and so this massless vector is now the ground state

and is paired with the massless spinor in the R-sector. The GSO projection actually

reintroduces supersymmetry and hence it is required for consistency5. One can also

derive the GSO projection by demanding the modular invariance of one- and two-loop

amplitudes.

In the closed string case, we have four possible combinations of left and right movers:

R-R, R-NS, NS-R and NS-NS. By using the G-parity operator, we can get rid of the

tachyon in the NS-sectors, and using the operator on the R-sector gets rid of the positive

or negative chirality states depending on the ground state choice. Hence, we can obtain

two theories based upon whether the G-parity of the left and right movers is the same

or opposite. In the Type IIB theory, both R-sectors have the same chirality, which we

take to be positive and hence the R-sector ground state is given by |+iR. As a result,

the Type IIB massless spectrum is given by,

|+iR ⌦ |+iR, b̃i�1/2|0iNS ⌦ bj�1/2|0iNS ,

b̃i�1/2|0iNS ⌦ |+iR, |+iR ⌦ bi�1/2|0iNS ,

(2.108)

and since |+iR is an eight component spinor, each state has 64 degrees of freedom.

5One can check this by counting the degrees of freedom at each level in both sectors and comparing
after the projection.
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In the Type IIA theory the R-sectors have different chiralities and thus the massless

states are,

|+iR ⌦ |�iR, b̃i�1/2|0iNS ⌦ bj�1/2|0iNS ,

b̃i�1/2|0iNS ⌦ |�iR, |+iR ⌦ bi�1/2|0iNS .

(2.109)

Both of these theories contain two massless gravitinos and hence we have N = 2 super-

gravity multiplets. There are 64 massless states for each sector. For the NS-NS sector,

the case is the same for Type IIA and IIB. There is a dilaton (1), an antisymmetric two-

form gauge field (28) and a symmetric rank-two tensor, the graviton (35). In the NS-R

and R-NS sectors we have a spin-3/2 gravitino (56) and spin-1/2 dilatino (8). In IIA,

the gravitinos have opposite chirality. In the R-R sector we have bosons from tensoring

two Majorana spinors. In IIA these have opposite chirality and one gets a vector gauge

field (8) and a three-form gauge field (56). In IIB one obtains a scalar gauge field (1), a

two-form gauge field (28), and a four-form gauge field with self-dual field strength (35).

2.4 SCFT and BRST

One can use the conformal gauge to treat the worldsheet theory as a conformal field

theory, and this proves very useful so we shall repeat the same analysis here. The gauge

fixed worldsheet action in z is given by,

S =
1

2⇡

ˆ

d2z(2@Xµ@̄Xµ + 1
2 

µ@̄ µ + 1
2  ̃µ@ ̃µ). (2.110)

The holomorphic bosonic stress-energy tensor then takes the form,

TB = �2@Xµ@X
µ � 1

2
 µ@ µ =

1
X

n=�1

Ln

zn+2
(2.111)

which will have a central charge c = 3D/2. The  µ is a conformal field with h = 1
2 and

the OPE,

 µ
z 

⌫
w ⇠ ⌘µ⌫

z � w
. (2.112)
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In the superconformal gauge we also have a h = 3
2 conserved supercurrent whose holo-

morphic part is given by,

TF = 2i µ@Xµ =

1
X

r=�1

Gr

zr+
3
2

, (2.113)

in the NS-sector. In the R-sector, we would replace Gr with Fn. This current forms the

supercurrent algebra via the OPE,

TF (z)TF (w) ⇠
D

(z � w)3
+

2TB(w)

z � w
, (2.114)

where c = 3
2 ĉ such that ĉ = D and hence c = 3

2D = 15 where 10 comes from the bosonic

degrees of freedom and 5 come from the fermions. If we introduce the Grassmann

numbers and go into superspace, then we combine TF and TB,

T (z, ✓) = TF (z) + ✓TB(z), (2.115)

whose OPE is,

T1T2 ⇠
ĉ

4z312
+

3✓12T2

2z212
+

D2T2

2z12
+
✓12@2T2

z12
, (2.116)

where z12 = z1 � z2 � ✓1✓2, ✓12 = ✓1 � ✓2 and,

D =
@

@✓
+ ✓

@

@z
. (2.117)

This gives the entire superconformal algebra. The combinations z12 and ✓12 are invariant

under the supersymmetry transforms �✓ = " and �z = ✓". Now given a superfield Φ

with conformal dimension h and h+ 1
2 the following holds,

T1Φ2 ⇠ h
✓12

z212
Φ2 +

D2Φ2

2z12
+
✓12

z12
@2Φ2. (2.118)

We can now discuss the superconformal field theory that results from the Faddeev-Popov

method and path integral quantisation, we will not discuss the actual path integral

procedure here. In the bosonic case we introduced b and c ghosts to allow us to fix the

diffeomorphism⇥Weyl symmetry, but now we also need to gauge fix the supersymmetry.

We can do this by introducing two bosonic ghosts � and � which have h = 3
2 and �1

2
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respectively. They have the OPE,

�(z)�(w) ⇠ 1

z � w
, �(z)�(w) ⇠ � 1

z � w
. (2.119)

The fully gauged fixed action then takes the form,

S =
1

2⇡

ˆ

d2z(2@Xµ@̄X
µ + 1

2 
µ@̄ µ + 1

2  ̃
µ@ ̃µ

+ b@̄c+ b̄@c̄+ �@̄� + �̄@�̄).

(2.120)

The c and � ghosts have ghost number +1, the b and � ghosts have ghost number -1.

They also contribute to the superconformal algebra,

T g
B = �2b@c+ c@b� 3

2
�@� � 1

2
�@�,

T g
F = �2b� + c@� +

3

2
�@c,

(2.121)

which contribute ĉ = �10 which cancels the anomaly from the matter fields. The action

(2.120) now has a global BRST symmetry, whose transformations are given by,

�Xµ = ⌘(c@Xµ � i
2� 

µ), � µ = ⌘(c@ µ � 1
2 

µ@c+ 2i�@Xµ)

�c = ⌘(c@c� �2), �b = ⌘TB

�� = ⌘(c@� � 1
2�@c), �� = ⌘TF .

(2.122)

These transforms can be generated by the BRST charge,

QB =
1

2⇡i

˛

dz(cTm
B + �Tm

F + bc@c� 1
2c�@� � 3

2c�@� � b�2), (2.123)

where the m superscript denotes the matter part of the tensor. The b and � transfor-

mations correspond to simple equations,

{QB, bz} = TB(z), [QB,�z] = TF (z). (2.124)

The BRST charge is in fact nilpotent such that Q2
B = 0 and we will show this is the

case below. We can show an example of nilpotence in the above transforms where we
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note that ⌘ is fermionic. Let us consider �2�1c,

�2�1c = ⌘1(�2c@c+ c@�2c� ��2� � �2��)

= ⌘1(⌘2(c@c� �2)@c+ c⌘2(@c@c+ c@2c� 2�@�)

� �⌘2(c@� � 1
2�@c)� ⌘2(c@� � 1

2�@c)�)

= ⌘1⌘2(c(@c)
2 � �2@c� c(@c)2 � c2@2c+ 2c�@�

� �c@� + 1
2�

2@c� c@�� + 1
2�@c�)

= ⌘1⌘2(�c2@2c) = 0,

(2.125)

since c2 = 0 due to its anticommutation relation, thus we have partially demonstrated

the nilpotency of QB. It must be noted that � is a boson and so satisfies commutation

relations. The BRST current is given by,

jB = cTm
B + �Tm

F + bc@c+
3

4
@c�� +

1

4
c@�� � 3

4
c�@� � b�2, (2.126)

where as usual we can define (2.123) via,

QB =
1

2⇡i

˛

dz jB � dz̄ j̃B. (2.127)

The current obeys the OPEs,

jB(z)b(w) ⇠
TB(w)

z � w
, jB(z)�(w) ⇠

TF (w)

z � w
, (2.128)

so that the commutators of QB in terms of the mode expansions are given by,

{QB, bn} = Ln, [QB,�r] = Gr, (2.129)

where Gr = Fn in the R-sector. The QB, expanded in modes, is given as,

QB =
X

m

c�mLm
m +

X

r

��rG
m
r �

X

m,n

(n�m) : b�n�mcmcn :

+
X

m,r

[12(2r �m) : ��m�rc+m�r : � : b�m�m�r�r :] + agc0,

(2.130)
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where in the R-sector ag = �5/8 and in the NS-sector ag = �1/2. We have defined :: as

normal ordering of the creation and annihilation operators - we only use this notation

here and it is not relevant to the rest of this thesis.

Since QB is nilpotent we can again describe physical states in terms of the BRST coho-

mology classes. In the NS-sector the �, � system gives two-fold vacuum degeneracy due

to the zero modes b0 and c0, just as in the bosonic string. The R-sector is more subtle;

this is because there are extra �0 and �0 zero modes which produce infinite degeneracy.

Thus we can interpret the �0 � �0 Fock space as containing infinitely many equivalent

descriptions in different pictures. Each picture has an integer label and there are picture-

changing operators that allow to map between these pictures. In formulating scattering

amplitudes, there are restrictions of which pictures can be used - these operators are not

discussed in this thesis as they are not required.

2.5 Vertex Operators and Bosonization

Let us consider the unit operator |1i and note that the fields remain holomorphic at the

origin and they are single valued. The Laurent expansion of the fermionic fields is given

by,

 µ =
X

r+⌫

 
µ
r

zr+
1
2

,  ̃µ =
X

r+⌫

 ̃
µ
r

z̄r+
1
2

, (2.131)

where ⌫ = 0 for the NS-sector and 1
2 for the R-sector. These expansions imply that

the unit operator should be in the NS-sector; the conformal transform that takes the

incoming string to z = 0 cancels the branch cut in the expansion for the NS-sector but

introduces one for the R-sector. The holomorphicity of  at the origin implies (using

contour arguments) that the state corresponding to the unit operator ought to satisfy,

 µ
r |1i = 0, r = 1

2 ,
3
2 , ..., (2.132)
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and hence we have |1i = |0i. The   OPE is single-valued and hence all products of  

and its derivatives are in the NS-sector and the contour argument gives the map,

 
µ
�r 7�!

1

(r � 1
2)!
@r�

1
2 µ(0) (2.133)

and so we have a one-to-one map from products to the NS-states. We can find the

analogue of the Noether relation between the superconformal variation of an NS operator

and the OPE, which is,

�⌘A(z, z̄) = �✏
1
X

n=0

1

n!
[@n⌘Gn�1/2 + (@n⌘)G̃n�1/2]A(z, z̄). (2.134)

The R-sector is more complicated since it does contain a branch cut; in order to make

sense of this we will find that in D = 2 field theory the R-sector vertex operators can

be related to bosonic operators which do not have this branch cut. Let H(z) be the

holomorphic part of some scalar field such that its OPE is given by,

H(z)H(0) ⇠ � ln z. (2.135)

Then consider the bosonic operators of the form e±iHz , these have the following OPEs,

eiHze�iH0 ⇠ 1

z
, eiHzeiH0 ⇠ O(z), e�iHze�iH0 ⇠ O(z). (2.136)

The poles and zeroes of the OPE along with the smoothness at infinity will determine

the expectation values of such operators on the sphere up to some normalisation which

we can set as,
⌧

Y

j

ei✏jHj

�

S2

=
Y

i<j

z
✏i✏j
ij ,

X

i

✏i = 0, (2.137)

where ✏i = ±1 in the example, but the result does hold more generally. Now consider

the CFT of  1,2
z and form the complex fields,

 =
1p
2
( 1 + i 2),  ̄ =

1p
2
( 1 � i 2), (2.138)
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which have the OPEs,

 (z) ̄(0) ⇠ 1

z

 (z) ̄(0) ⇠ O(z)

 ̄(z) ̄(0) ⇠ O(z).

(2.139)

These OPEs are identical to the scalar operators, and hence the expectation value of

these fields on the sphere will be the same and so we can make the identification,

 (z) ⇠= eHz ,  ̄(z) ⇠= e�iHz . (2.140)

We can construct general operators out of these basic building blocks, so this identifi-

cation will follow for all operators. To show that these are the same CFT we shall need

to show that the stress-energy tensor of each theory is the same. Hence, consider,

eiHze�iHz =
1

2z
+ i@H0 + 2zTH

B +O(z2)

 (z) ̄(�z) =
1

2z
+  0 ̄0 + 2zT B +O(z2).

(2.141)

As a result, for equivalence of the theories we shall require,

  ̄ ⇠= i@H, T B
⇠= TH

B . (2.142)

So in the operator language, let us define the identification,

 (z) ⇠=
...eiHz

..., (2.143)

and then from the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorf identity we have for equal times (|z| = |z0|),

...eiHz
...
...eiH

0
z
... = exp(�[H,H 0])

...eiH
0
z
...
...eiHz

... = �eiH
0
z
...
...eiHz

..., (2.144)

and so the bosonized operators anticommute as we would expect from the fermions. Let

us now consider,

H(z)
...eiHz

... =
...eiH

0
z
...(H(z) + iH,H 0)

...eiH
0
z
...(H(z)� ⇡ sign[� � �0]), (2.145)
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and thus the fermion field produces a kink in the boson field. This method outlined

above is known as bosonization.

We can extend this to our R-sector issue. Once we bring two fermions together to form

a complex pair, we can have the periodicity condition,

 (w + 2⇡) = e2⇡i⌫ (w), (2.146)

for ⌫ 2 R, but in D = 10 we will take ⌫ = 0, 12 . The expressions for the expansion are

the same as before and the algebra is,

{ r,  ̄s} = �r+s. (2.147)

Now let us define a state |0i⌫ such that,

 n+⌫ |0i⌫ =  ̄n+1�⌫ |0i⌫ = 0, (2.148)

for n = 0, 1, .... The first nonzero term in the Laurent expansion will have r = ⌫� 1 and

s = �⌫ and so for some operator A⌫ the OPE will be,

 zA⌫0 ⇠ O(z�⌫+
1
2 ),  ̄zA⌫0 ⇠ O(z⌫�

1
2 ). (2.149)

The condition in (2.148) uniquely selects |0i⌫ and so the OPEs above determine the

bosonic equivalent, exp[i(⌫ + 1
2)H] ⇠= A⌫ . The  periodicity condition is the same for

⌫ and ⌫ + 1 but the reference states are not, it is only the ground state for 0  ⌫ < 1

and as we vary ⌫ the |0i⌫ reference state changes continuously and we get back to the

original one at ⌫ + 1 and it becomes an excited state,

|0i⌫+1 =  ̄�⌫ |0i⌫ . (2.150)

This is spectral flow. For R, ⌫ = 0 and hence the two degenerate ground states are,

|si ⇠= eisH , s = ±
1

2
. (2.151)
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For the D = 10 superstring we need five bosons Ha such that,

1p
2
(± 0 +  1) ⇠= e±iH0

1p
2
( 2a ± i 2a+1) ⇠= e±iHa

(2.152)

for a = 1, ..., 4. Then the vertex operator Θs for an R state |si is given by,

Θs
⇠= exp[i

P

asaH
a], (2.153)

which is called the spin field.

We can get the bc CFT by renaming  ! b and  ̄ ! c and modifying the stress energy

tensor,

T
(�)
B = T

(1/2)
B � (�� 1

2)@(bc), (2.154)

and our previous equivalence gives the bosonic operator,

T
(�)
B

⇠= TH
B � i(�� 1

2)@
2H. (2.155)

This is the linear dilaton CFT with V = �i(� � 1
2). Thus, the linear dilaton CFT and

the bc CFT are equivalent,

b ⇠= eiH , c ⇠= e�iH . (2.156)

2.6 Nilpotency of QB

In this section we shall demonstrate the nilpotency of QB - the BRST operator. First,

we shall need the result of [Lm,Φn], where Φ is a conformal field with dimension h with

the expansion,

Φ(z) =
X

n

Φn

zn+h
. (2.157)

This expansion then implies,

1

2⇡i

˛

dz Φ(z)zn+h�1 = Φn =) 1

2⇡i

˛

dz @Φ(z)zn+h = �(n+ h)Φn. (2.158)
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We also note that,

Lm =
1

2⇡i

˛

dw Tww
m+1 (2.159)

and thus,

[Lm,Φn] =
1

2⇡i

˛

C
dz zn+h�1 1

2⇡i

˛

dw TwΦzw
m+1, (2.160)

where C is contour around both z and w. Using the TΦ OPE,

TzΦw =
h

(z � w)2
Φw +

@Φw

z � w
, (2.161)

we have,

[Lm,Φn] =
1

2⇡i

˛

dz zn+h�1[h(m+ 1)zmΦz + zm+1@Φz]

= �(n+m(1� h))Φn+m.

(2.162)

Now we know that hb = 2 and h� = 1
2 and so we have the relations,

[Lm, bn] = (m� n)bn, [Lm,�r] = (m2 � r)�r, (2.163)

and we also know how these transform under the BRST charge,

{QB, bz} = TB(z), [QB,�z] = TF (z) (2.164)

and thence,

{QB, bn} = Ln � aNS�n, [QB,�r] = Gr. (2.165)

Thus if we also include,

[Lm, Ln] = (m� n)(Lm+n � aNS�m+n), [Lm, Gr] = (m2 � r)Gm+r, (2.166)

then we have a complete superextended superalgebra. Now from the graded Jacobi

identity we have,

{[QB, Lm], bn} = {[Lm, bn], QB}+ [{bn, QB}, Lm]

= {(m� n)bn+m, QB}+ [Ln, Lm]

= 0,

(2.167)
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due to the (anti)commutation relations. The same is true for,

{[QB, Lm],�r} = {[Lm,�r], QB}� [{�r, QB}, Lm] = 0. (2.168)

Consider also,

[{QB, Gr}, bm] = {[Gr, bm], QB}� {[bm, QB], Gr} = 0, (2.169)

and the same holds for,

[{QB, Gr},�s] = 0, (2.170)

note that the above only holds if ĉ = 0, otherwise there would be central extensions.

Now if [QB, Lm] 6= 0 then it cannot contain any c or � ghosts otherwise the above

relations would be violated, however we know that such a commutator has a positive

ghost number. Thus, we must have [QB, Lm] = 0. This argument applies to all of the

QB relations above. Thus it follows that,

[Q2
B, bn] =

1
2 [{QB, QB}, bn] =

1
2 [{QB, bn}, QB] +

1
2 [{bn, QB}, QB]

= [Ln, QB] = 0,

(2.171)

and

[Q2
B,�r] =

1
2 [QB, QB,�r] =

1
2{[QB,�r], QB}+

1
2 [{�r, QB}, QB]

= [Gr, QB] = 0.

(2.172)

If Q2
B is non-zero then it cannot contain any � or c ghosts but it does so it must be zero.

Hence Q2
B = 0 and the BRST charge is nilpotent.

In this chapter we briefly reviewed the worldsheet formulation of string theory, based

on the RNS formalism. We have discussed the classical worldsheet theory and its super-

symmetry as well as various quantisation procedures - all of which break some symmetry

of the theory preventing covariant quantisation. We also discussed the idea of Super-

conformal field theories and BRST quantisation.
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Chapter 3

Type I and II Strings in

Spacetime

We now turn to discussing superstring theory from a spacetime point of view - this will

make supersymmetry manifest at the cost of making quantisation far more difficult. In

order to quantise this theory in the spacetime framework we shall require the pure spinor

formalism, something we shall come onto in the coming chapters.

3.1 The Superparticle

The superparticle is generally considered as the worldline of a point particle moving

through spacetime that has supersymmetry - in this section we briefly discuss the su-

perparticle before moving on to the superstring. We can describe a particle of mass m

with the action

S =
1

2

ˆ

d⌧(e�1ẋ2 � em2), (3.1)

where e is the einbein. Since we have no mass term in string theory, we shall consider

the massless extension of (3.1) to the supersymmetric case. Not only is (3.1) reparame-

terization invariant under ⌧ ! f(⌧) it is also Poincaré invariant. To add supersymmetry

we previously introduced fermionic coordinates and if there are N supersymmetries we

added N anticommuting ✓Aa, where A = 1, ...,N and a is a spacetime spinor index. We
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can then introduce supersymmetry by requiring our action to be invariant under the

following transformations,

�✓A = "A, �xµ = "̄A · Γµ✓A

�✓̄A = "̄A, �e = 0,

(3.2)

where "A is a spinor. These and any following formulas are written in a way that is

suitable for the Majorana-Weyl condition that we shall have to impose. We may build

many actions out of the supersymmetric invariant combinations,

ẋµ � ✓̄AΓµ✓̇A, ✓̇Aa, (3.3)

and the most simple that allows both ✓ and x to be dynamic is,

S =
1

2

ˆ

d⌧ e�1(ẋµ � ✓̄AΓµ✓̇A)2. (3.4)

This is clearly Lorentz invariant, but let us quickly check its supersymmetric invariance;

this amounts to confirming the claim that (3.3) is supersymmetric,

�(ẋµ � ✓̄AΓµ✓̇A) = d
d⌧ (�x

µ)� �✓̄AΓµ✓̇A �⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠:0
✓̄AΓµ�̇✓

A

= "̄AΓµ✓̇A � "̄AΓµ✓̇A = 0,

(3.5)

and thus the action in (3.4) is supersymmetric. Its equations of motion are,

p2 = 0, ṗµ = 0, Γ · p✓ = 0, (3.6)

where,

pµ = ẋµ � ✓̄AΓµ✓̇A. (3.7)

Now we note that (Γ · p)2 = �p2 = 0 and thus Γ · p has half the maximum rank; since

✓ is always multiplied into this combination half of its components will decouple from

the theory. This is the result of a new fermionic symmetry called Kappa-Symmetry. Let
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Aa be a spinor that is dependent on ⌧ and consider the transformations given by,

�✓A = Γ · pA, �xµ = ✓̄AΓµ�✓A, �e = 4e ˙̄✓AA. (3.8)

The action in (3.4) is actually invariant under these transformations. We begin the proof

of this by noting,

�pµ = 2 ˙̄✓AΓµ�✓A =) �p2 = 4 ˙̄✓AΓ · p�✓A

= 4p2 ˙̄✓AA,

(3.9)

and so e�1p2 will be invariant if,

�e�1 = �4e�1 ˙̄✓AA, (3.10)

which is the same transformation as in (3.8). This kappa symmetry is not the usual

supersymmetry on the worldline or spacetime; it contains no worldline spinors at all.

To learn more about this symmetry, let us consider the commutator of two transforms

to assess the algebra,

[�1, �2]✓
A = Γ

µA2 �1pµ � Γ
µA1 �2pµ

= �2Γµ
A
2
˙̄✓BΓµ

Γ · pB1 + (1 $ 2)

= (2Γµ
A
2
˙̄✓BΓ · pΓµB1 + 4Γ · pA2

˙̄✓BB1 )� (1 $ 2).

(3.11)

To close this algebra we must use the equations of motion, where Γ · p✓̇ = 0 sets the last

term in the last line above to zero. Thus we are left with something of the form,

[�1, �2]✓
A = Γ · pA + ..., (3.12)

where the ... represents the equation of motion terms. For the above to be true, we must

set,

A = 4A2
˙̄✓BB1 � (1 $ 2). (3.13)

Hence the commutator of two kappa transforms yields another kappa transform on-shell;

there is no on-shell conserved kappa charge. The structure constants are not constant,

but coordinate invariant as in supergravity theories. We have one more symmetry of
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the action in (3.4); this is a bosonic symmetry parameterised by �(⌧),

�✓̇A = �✓A, �xµ = ✓̄AΓµ�✓A, �e = 0, (3.14)

which is very similar to the " reparametrisation of the ✓ coordinates and it has no

additional implications.

The quantisation of the superparticle is nontrivial due to the constraint equation ⇡A✓ = Γ·

⇡x✓
A, where ⇡✓ and ⇡x are the conjugate momenta. The same is true for the superstring

where Dirac brackets become unwieldly; we will use the lightcone gauge to get around

this.

3.2 The String Action and its Symmetries

Given the results of the bosonic string [21] and the above superparticle discussion, a

reasonable guess for the superstring action would be given by,

S1 = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2�
p
�hh↵�Π↵ ·Π� , (3.15)

where Πµ
↵ = @↵X

µ� ✓̄AΓµ@↵✓
A. This action has the usual symmetries we would a priori

expect but it does not posses the kappa invariance we saw in the superparticle case and

so the ✓A will have twice as many degrees of freedom we would like them to have. Also

the action in (3.15) gives intractable equations of motion. To solve the first issue we

must take N  2, and hence we formulate the kappa invariant action for N = 2 and

set ✓A = 0 for the N = 0, 1 cases. The extra term we require to make this action kappa

invariant is,

S2 = � 1

⇡

ˆ

d2� ✏↵�{@↵X
µ(✓̄1Γµ@✓

1 � ✓̄2Γµ@�✓
2) + ✓̄1Γµ@↵✓

1✓̄2Γµ@�✓
2}, (3.16)

which does not affect T↵� . This term of course has local reparameterization and global

Lorentz symmetry. We need to do a little work in order to check that is it N = 2
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supersymmetric. To check this we shall consider,

�✓A = "A, �Xµ = "̄AΓµ✓A. (3.17)

Upon variation, many terms in (3.16) cancel and terms such as,

✏↵�@↵X
µ"̄1Γµ@�✓

1, (3.18)

are total derivatives. We are only left with,

A = ✏↵� "̄1Γµ@↵✓
1✓̄1Γµ@�✓

1, (3.19)

and similarly for "2 and ✓2. Dropping the superscripts and writing this in components

we have,

A = "̄Γµ✓̇✓̄Γµ✓
0 � "̄Γµ✓0✓̄Γµ✓̇ = A1 +A2, (3.20)

where,

A1 =
2
3 ["̄Γ

µ✓̇✓̄Γµ✓
0 + "̄Γµ✓0 ˙̄✓Γµ✓ + "̄Γµ✓✓̄0Γµ✓̇]

A2 =
1
3 ["̄Γ

µ✓̇✓̄Γµ✓
0 + "̄Γµ✓0 ˙̄✓Γµ✓ � 2"̄Γµ✓✓̄0Γµ✓̇]

= 1
3@⌧ ["̄Γ

µ✓✓̄Γµ✓
0]� 1

3@�["̄Γ
µ✓✓̄Γµ✓̇],

(3.21)

thus A2 is a total derivative. We are then left with A1 only, which can be written as,

A1 = 2"̄Γµ [1 ̄2Γ
µ 3], (3.22)

where ( 1, 2, 3) = (✓, ✓0, ✓̇) and hence the spinors are antisymmetric. This is the exact

structure in Yang-Mills1 and it vanishes under certain circumstances. S2 will only be

supersymmetric if,

1. D = 3, ✓ is Majorana,

2. D = 4, ✓ is Majorana or Weyl,

3. D = 6, ✓ is Weyl,

1See Appendix 4A of GSW Volume 1 [19].
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4. D = 10, ✓ is Majorana-Weyl,

and so the superstring can only classically exist with these conditions2. Quantum con-

siderations, similar to those in previous sections, will then select D = 10 uniquely.

We now need to establish the kappa symmetry in the combination S1 + S2. The 

parameters will now carry three indices A↵a. In two dimensions, the vector represen-

tation (↵) is reducible and we can use projection operators to decompose such vectors

into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts,

P↵�
± = 1

2

⇣

h↵� ± ✏↵�/
p
h
⌘

, (3.23)

which satisfy,

P↵�
± h��P

��
± = P↵�

±

P↵�h��P
��
⌥ = 0.

(3.24)

We then restrict A to be anti-self-dual for A = 1 and self-dual for A = 2 thence,

1↵ = P↵�
� 1� , 2↵ = P↵�

+ 2� , (3.25)

and we shall see that A = 1 describes right moving modes and symmetries whereas

A = 2 describes the left moving equivalents. Now suppose,

�✓A = 2Γ ·Π↵
A↵, �Xµ = ✓̄AΓµ�✓A, (3.26)

where we still need to find �h↵� . The variation of the Lagrangian, L1, gives,

�L1 = �
p
�hh↵�Π↵ · �Π� � 1

2�(
p
�hh↵�)Π↵ ·Π� , (3.27)

where,

�Π
µ
� = 2@� ✓̄

A
Γ
µ�✓A. (3.28)

2Some of the equations need to be adjusted if we do not have ✓ Majorana-Weyl.
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We can rewrite L2 as,

L2 = �✏↵�Πµ
↵(✓̄

1
Γµ@�✓

1 � ✓̄2Γµ@�✓
2) +O(✓4). (3.29)

Now if we vary the ✓ in the Π✓2 terms of L2 and combine it with the first term of the

L1 variation it gives a term that can be cancelled if,

�(
p
�hh↵�) = �16

p
�h(P↵�

� ̄1�@�✓
1 + P↵�

+ ̄2�@�✓
2). (3.30)

To complete the �symmetry proof we still need to show that the �Π variation in (3.29)

and the variation of the ✓4 piece combine to give zero. If we perform the variations, add

them together, and perform the obvious cancellations we are left,

2✓̄1Γµ✓
10 ˙̄✓1Γµ�✓1 � 2✓̄1Γµ✓̇

1✓̄1
0

Γ
µ�✓1 � 2✓̄1Γµ�✓

1 ˙̄✓1Γµ✓1
0

+ ..., (3.31)

where ... corresponds to similar terms with ✓2. This only cancels for the cases listed

above, so local  symmetry can only be implemented if we can implement global "

symmetry.

There is a futher bosonic symmetry that we saw in the superparticle which will also

occur in the superstring, and the symmetry transforms are given by,

�✓1 =
p
�hP↵�

� @�✓
1�↵, �✓2 =

p
�hP↵�

+ @�✓
2�↵

�Xµ = ✓AΓµ�✓A, �(
p
�hh↵�) = 0.

(3.32)

The equations of motion for the superstring action are then given by,

Π↵ ·Π� = 1
2h↵�h

��
Π� ·Π�,

Γ ·Π↵P
↵�
� @�✓

1 = 0,

Γ ·Π↵P
↵�
+ @�✓

2 = 0,

@↵
⇥p

�h(h↵�@�X
µ � 2P↵�

� ✓̄1Γµ@�✓
1 � 2P↵�

+ ✓̄2Γµ@�✓
2)
⇤

= 0.

(3.33)

These equations are hard to quantise using a covariant gauge - in fact no one has found

a way to do this - and the only gauge that one can use to quantise these equations is
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the light cone gauge.

3.2.1 A Note on Type I and Type II Strings

In D = 10 we know that for a consistent theory ✓ must be Majorana-Weyl and so ✓1

and ✓2 must be assigned a definite handedness. As before the overall meaning of left

and right is a matter of convention but there are two possibilities: ✓1 and ✓2 have the

same handedness or they have opposite handedness. For the closed string the only thing

that matters is the periodicity and we can have either since this periodicity property

does not relate ✓1 and ✓2. However, for the open string ✓1 and ✓2 must be equated at

the ends of the string and so they must have the same handedness. Any superstring

theory based on open strings is called a Type I superstring and we shall see that the

open string boundary conditions reduce the system to N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry;

using Chan-Paton factors we can attach classical group charges to the end of the open

strings. Any choice of gauge group is valid at classical level but due to quantum level

consistency, only SO(32) is allowed3. If we apply orthogonal or symplectic symmetries

the theory will then become a theory of unoriented strings, and hence the only quantum

mechanically consistent theory has SO(32) symmetry. This theory will consist of open

and closed strings; these closed strings are required since quantum mechanically an open

string can close to form a closed string which is a Yang-Mills singlet of the gauge group.

We can also consider theories based on closed strings alone. If ✓1 and ✓2 do not have

equal handedness then the string is unoriented and the theory has two D = 10 conserved

supersymmetries of opposite chirality and this is called the Type IIA theory. This theory

ends up being nonchiral and does not have a Yang-Mills group. Finally, we can set ✓1

and ✓2 to have the same handedness. If we symmeterize the left and right moving sectors

then we have unoriented strings and we are led to the closed theory of the Type I theory.

However, if we do not make this restriction then we have an oriented theory with two

spacetime symmetries of the same handedness - the so-called Type IIB theory. This

is a chiral theory and cannot support a Yang-Mills group. We can just introduce one

3This follows from consistency of the one- and two- loop amplitudes [19, 20].
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✓ coordinate and obtain a Heterotic string theory - however this is not something we

discuss in this thesis.

3.3 Quantisation

At the moment we have not developed the pure spinor formalism, as a result covariantly

quantising the spacetime action in this section is impossible. Instead we have to pick a

gauge which makes the complicated differential equations linear - this is our old friend

the lightcone gauge. Whilst difficult to use for general purposes, this gauge does allow

us to find the spectrum.

We can use the diffeomorphism invariance of the theory to set the metric to the confor-

mally flat metric h↵� = e2!⌘↵� but even after this gauge fixing we still have supercon-

formal invariance that we can use to select the lightcone gauge,

X+ = x+ + p+⌧, (3.34)

which leaves only transverse degrees of freedom. As a result we have eight bosonic de-

grees of freedom which appear as eight left movers and eight right movers. Now a generic

spinor in eight dimensions has 32 complex components; imposing the Majorana-Weyl

conditions reduces this to 16 real degrees of freedom as was the case of the worldsheet

theory. Here we have two Majorana-Weyl spinors ✓A and thus we have 32 real compo-

nents. We can use the  symmetry to reduce this to 16 and the final factor of two we

need for supermultiplets comes from the equations of motion. Thus we have eight left

fermionic movers and eight right movers. A good gauge choice we can make is,

Γ
+✓A = 0, Γ

± =
1p
2
(Γ0 ± Γ

9), (3.35)

where ⌘+� = �1 such that Γ+ = �Γ� and Γ� = �Γ+. This gauge choice works well

since in this gauge we find �X+ = "̄AΓ+✓A = 0. Once this gauge has been imposed the
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equations of motion in (3.33) become linear. This is because the term,

✓̄AΓµ@↵✓
A = 0, µ = i,+, (3.36)

and is only nonzero for µ = �. In this gauge choice, the second equation in (3.33)

becomes,

Γ ·Π↵P
↵�
� @�✓

1 = (Γ+Π
+
↵ + ΓiΠ

i
↵)P

↵�
� @ +� ✓

1 = 0

=) Γ
+(Γ+Π

+
↵ + ΓiΠ

i
↵)P

↵�
� @�✓

1 = 2Π+
↵P

↵�
� @�✓

1 = 0,

(3.37)

then using Π+
↵ = p+�↵ we find,

P↵�
� @�✓

1 = 0, (3.38)

and then applying the definition of P↵�
� , the conformal gauge we find,

(@⌧ � @�)✓
1 = 0. (3.39)

One can repeat this analysis for the third equation in (3.33) and one finds,

(@⌧ + @�)✓
2 = 0, (3.40)

and hence ✓1 and ✓2 propagate in different directions and obey the wave equation.

The superstring theories we have explored so far are Lorentz invariant but in lightcone

gauge only the SO(8) transverse rotational symmetry is manifest. The remaining ✓

components form a spinor representation of SO(8)4. We have two representations of

spin(8) denoted by 8s and 8c; these representations have opposite chirality. The full

D = 10 chirality of ✓A determines whether the spinor ends up in 8s or 8c after gauge

fixing. If we denote the components that survive the gauge fixing as S then we find that

the choices we have are,

IIA :
p

p+✓A ! 8s � 8c = (Sa
1 , S

ȧ
2 ), IIB :

p

p+✓A ! 8s � 8s = (Sa
1 , S

a
2 ), (3.41)

4Actually they form a representation of its covering group spin(8).
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where {a, b, ...} 2 8s and {ȧ, ḃ, ...} 2 8c. In the RNS formalism the fermions were

spacetime vectors of SO(8) which is not the case here. For the group spin(8) there is a

triality symmetry between the vector and two spinor representations. The equations of

motion take the form,

@+@�Xi = 0, @+S
a
1 = 0, @�S

a/ȧ
2 = 0, (3.42)

which are the same equations of motion for Xi,  i
+ and  i

� in the RNS formalism but

now the fermions are in the spinor representation of spin(8). The triality makes these

equations of motion isomorphic but there are important differences which we do not

discuss here. If we combine Sa
1 and S

a/ȧ
2 into a Majorana spinor Sa then we can write

the action that gives these equations of motion as,

S = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2�(@↵Xi@
↵Xi + S̄a⇢↵@↵S

a). (3.43)

Originally ✓Aa transformed as worldsheet scalars but after gauge fixing they are now

worldsheet spinors!

3.3.1 Canonical Quantisation

The bosonic part of the above action will still satisfy known expansions and relations [19]

so we need only focus our attention on the fermionic part of the action. The fermionic

coordinates satisfy the anticommutation relation,

{SAa, SBb0} = ⇡�ab�AB�(� � �0). (3.44)

To find the quantisation conditions for the modes we first need to discuss boundary

conditions; there are a number of options for these conditions as before. First let us

consider the Type I open superstring; the bosonic fields satisfy Neumann boundary

conditions at � = 0,⇡. This situation is a little more delicate if one allows for the

existence of D�branes [23] - something we shall not do in this thesis. In our current

case we need to keep the fermionic zero mode in order to keep supersymmetry unbroken

in spacetime. Thus there is no choice for overall sign between the ends of the string as
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in the RNS case, we must have the same choice at both ends and so,

S1a(� = 0, ⌧) = S2a(� = 0, ⌧), S1a(� = ⇡, ⌧) = S2a(� = ⇡, ⌧), (3.45)

and this is only consistent if "1 = "2 and hence we only have N = 1 supersymmetry.

The mode expansions for the fermionic fields are then,

S1a =
1p
2

1
X

n=�1
Sa
ne

�in(⌧��), S2a = 1p
2

1
X

n=�1
Sa
ne

�in(⌧+�). (3.46)

Then once we apply the quantisation condition to these expansions we find that the

mode anticommutation relation,

{Sa
m, Sb

n} = �m+n�
ab, (3.47)

and reality implies Sa
�m = (Sa

m)†. The closed string only has the periodicity condition

SAa(�, ⌧) = SAa(� + ⇡, ⌧) and hence the mode expansions are,

S1a =
1p
2

1
X

n=�1
Sa
ne

�2in(⌧��), S2a = 1p
2

1
X

n=�1
S̃a
ne

�2in(⌧+�). (3.48)

These modes then satisfy (3.47). A left-right symmeterization (or orientifold projection)

of closed IIB gives the closed Type I theory with N = 1 supergravity.

3.3.2 The Equivalence of the Theories

Th equivalence of the RNS and GS formalisms can be understood using the triality of

SO(8). It is possible to relate the lightcone action (3.43) with the RNS lightcone action,

S0 = � 1

2⇡

ˆ

d2�(@↵Xi@
↵Xi �  ̄i⇢↵@↵ 

i), (3.49)

since in one case Sa 2 8s,8c of spin(8) and  i 2 8v of spin(8); this is meaningful

since Xi 2 8v in both cases. We think of the relationship by bosonizing the  i then
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refermionizing them and we can do this by introducing four real scalars,

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��1 =  ̄1⇢↵ 2

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��2 =  ̄3⇢↵ 4

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��3 =  ̄5⇢↵ 6

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��4 =  ̄7⇢↵ 8.

(3.50)

Then we can rewrite these scalars in the combinations,

�1 =
1
2(�1 + �2 + �3 + �4), �2 =

1
2(�1 + �2 � �3 � �4)

�3 =
1
2(�1 � �2 + �3 � �4), �4 =

1
2(�1 � �2 � �3 + �4),

(3.51)

which is an automorphism of SO(8). We can then refermionize via,

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��1 = S̄1⇢↵S2

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��2 = S̄3⇢↵S4

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��3 = S̄3⇢↵S6

1p
⇡
✏↵�@��4 = S̄3⇢↵S8.

(3.52)

This is a demonstration of the SO(8)/spin(8) triality. A full treatment would require

the methods not covered in this thesis [19, 20]; there are finite volume subtleties we do

not address here and this is simply a heuristic exposition.

3.3.3 The SuperPoincaré Algebra

Here we wish to discuss how supersymmetry ‘works’ in the lightcone formalism. The

�✓ = " transform does not preserve the gauge choice Γ+✓ = 0. Then for such " we have

"̄Γi✓ = 0 and so the eight supersymmetries can be written in spin(8) notation as,

�Sa =
p

2p+⌘a, �Xi = 0, (3.53)

which is an invariance of the lightcone action. The other eight components of the

supersymmetry transform have Γ+✓ 6= 0 and correspond to a 8c spinor "↵̇. To preserve
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Γ+✓ = 0 we need to combine " with  to obtain �✓ = "+ 2Γ ·Π↵
↵, where we choose 

in terms of " such that the right hand side is annihilated by Γ+. The new " transform

is then given by,

�Sa = ⇢ · @Xi�iaȧ"
ȧ
p

2p+, �Xi = 2�iaȧ"̄
ȧSa/

p

2p+, (3.54)

where the �iaȧ are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients of the triality. It is easy to show that

the transformations leaves (3.43) invariant by using the equations of motion. We need to

include both �Sa and �Xi transforms in order to account for both fermionic symmetries

that are present in the theory.

As before, two supersymmetry transforms will yield a spacetime translation which in this

case will be a translation in the worldsheet and a translation in the transverse direction.

We can show this via the following calculations,

[�1, �2]X
i = �1�2X

i � (1 $ 2)

= �1(2�
i
aȧ"̄

ȧ
2S

a/
p

2p+)� (1 $ 2)

= 2�iaȧ"̄
ȧ
2(⌘

a � i⇢ · @Xj�
j

a�̇
"
�̇
1 )� (1 $ 2)

= 2�iaȧ"̄
ȧ
2⌘

a � 2i�iaȧ"̄
ȧ
2⇢ · @X

j�↵�̇"
�̇
1 � (1 $ 2)

= �2⌘(1)�i"̄(2) + 2⌘(2)�i"̄(1) � 4i"̄(1)⇢↵"(2)@↵X
i

= ⇠↵@↵X
i + ai,

(3.55)

and

[�1, �2]S
a = �1�2S

a � (1 $ 2)

= �1(
p

2p+⌘a2 � i⇢ · @Xi�iaȧ"
ȧ
2

p

2p+)� (1 $ 2)

= �i⇢ · @(�1X
i)�iaȧ"

ȧ
2

p

2p+ � (1 $ 2)

= �2i⇢ · @(�i
a�̇
"̄
�̇
1S

a)�iaȧ"
ȧ
2 � (1 $ 2)

= �4i"̄(1)⇢↵"(2)@↵S
a

= ⇠↵@↵S
a,

(3.56)

where,

⇠↵ = �4i"̄(1)⇢↵"(2), ai = 2⌘(2)�i"̄(1) � 2⌘(1)�i"̄(2) (3.57)
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We can find the ⌘a and "ȧ supersymmetry charges by noting that for the ⌘a transforms

the expressions in (3.53) are generated by,

Qa =
p

2p+Sa
0 , (3.58)

and for "ȧ in (3.54),

Qȧ =
1

p

p+
�iȧa

1
X

n=�1
Sa
�n↵

i
n. (3.59)

These are the 16 components of a covariant Majorana-Weyl spinor which satisfy {Q,Q} ⇠

(1± Γ11)Γ · p. Now in our spin(8) notation this splits and gives,

{Qa, Qb} = 2p+{Sa
0 , S

b
0} = 2p+�ab

{Qa, Qȧ} =
p
2�iȧb

X

n

{Sa
0 , S

b
0}↵

i
n

=
p
2�iȧb

X

n

�ab��n↵
i
n

=
p
2�iȧa↵

i
0 =

p
2�iȧap

i

{Qȧ, Qḃ} =
1

p+
�iȧa�

j

ḃb

X

n,m

{Sa
�n↵

i
n, S

b
�m↵

j
m}

=
1

p+
�iȧa�

j

ḃb

X

n,m

Sa
�nS

b
�m[↵i

n,↵
j
m] + {Sa

�n, S
b
�m}↵j

m↵
i
n

=
1

p+
�iȧa�

j

ḃb

X

n,m

nSa
�nS

b
�m�m+n�

ij + �n+m�
ab↵j

m↵
i
n

=
1

p+
�iȧa�

i
ḃb

X

m

�mSa
mSb

�m + 1
p+
�iȧa�

j

ḃa

X

m

↵j
m↵

i
�m

=
1

p+
�ȧḃ

1
X

m=0

mS�m · Sm + ↵�m · ↵m

=
1

p+
�ȧḃ

✓

pip
i +

1
X

m=1

mS�m · Sm + ↵�m · ↵m

◆

= 2H�ȧḃ,

where define the lightcone Hamiltonian as,

H =
1

2p+
(pip

i +N), (3.60)
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where N is the number operator,

N =
1
X

m=1

mS�m · Sm + ↵�m · ↵m. (3.61)

This gives the required information concerning the Super-Poincaré algebra of the Green-

Schwarz string in light cone gauge. We now turn our attention to the resultin string

spectrum.

3.4 The Spectrum

In this section we shall ignore the possible Chan-Paton charges that one can attach to

each end of the open string - this is a simplification that will allow us to easily find the

spectrum. We begin with the open string and examine the massless spectrum since there

is no tachyon to form an unstable ground state. In our spin(8) notation the ground state

must furnish a representation of the algebra {Sa
0 , S

b
0} = �ab. Due to triality we can do

this in the same way as the Clifford algebra - see [19],

Sa
0 ⇠

0

B

@

0 �aiȧ

�aȧi 0

1

C

A
. (3.62)

In this case the representation is 8v + 8c and is a complete supermultiplet. This state

comprises eight bosons in the 8v representation |ii and eight fermions in the 8c repre-

sentation |ȧi. These are normalised such that,

hi|ji = �ij , hȧ|ḃi = �ȧḃ, (3.63)

and the identity in the space of the Sa
0 operators is 1 = |iihi| + |ȧihȧ|. We now wish

to study the properties of the S0 operators, and to do so it is useful to note the Fierz

identity for this operator,

Sa
0S

b
0 =

1

2
{Sa

0 , S
b
0}+

1

2
[Sa

0 , S
0
b ] =

1

2
�ab +

1

16
Sc
0�

ij
cdS

d
0�

ij
ab, (3.64)
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and so the only tensors that can be made out so S0 are �ab and,

Rij
0 =

1

4
Sa
0�

ij
abS

b
0. (3.65)

This operator then satisfies the relation,

[Rij
0 , R

kl
0 ] = �ilRjk

0 � �ikRjl
0 + �jkRil

0 � �jlRik
0 , (3.66)

it also is the operator that rotates the spin of a state but leaves its mass level unchanged.

In particular, for a massless vector we find,

Rij
0 |ki = �jk|ii � �ik|ji, (3.67)

and for the massless spinor,

Rij
0 |ȧi = �1

2
�
ij

ȧḃ
|ḃi. (3.68)

Now since Sa
0 maps |ii and |ȧi into one another we have,

Sa
0 |ȧi =

1p
2
�iaȧ|ii, Sa

0 |ii =
1p
2
�iaȧ|ȧi. (3.69)

The normalisations follow from applying Sb
0, using the Rij

0 commutator and that the

action of the R operators on |ii and |ȧi.

We now turn to the type II suprestring theories; the ground state is massless and is given

by tensoring the left and right movers together. Due to this we essentially have a double

copy of the open string states and thus two 8v+8c copies leading to 16⇥16 = 256 states.

The supermultiplets will be different for the IIA and IIB theories. For IIA, the spinors

should have different chirality and so the particle spectrum is given by decomposing the

tensor product,

(8v + 8c)⌦ (8v + 8s). (3.70)

For the bosonic part of the spectrum, this decomposition gives,

(8v ⌦ 8v) = 1+ 28+ 35, (8s ⌦ 8c) = 8v + 56t, (3.71)
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where the first decomposition follows from the decomposition of a rank two tensor into

a trace, an antisymmetric tensor and a symmetric tensor. The 8v in 8s⌦8c comes from

the combination ⇠̄�i� and the remaining 56t is a third-rank antisymmetric tensor that

comes from the combination ⇠̄�ijk�. The 8v⌦8s and 8v⌦8c parts of the tensor product

give the corresponding fermions required for supersymmetry. The above bosonic content

is the same as D = 11 supergravity once dimensional reduction is applied, the fermionic

content also matches and this has deep implications linked to M-Theory.

For the type IIB theory, the fermionic parts must have the same chirality and hence the

ground state is a decomposition of,

(8v + 8c)⌦ (8v + 8c). (3.72)

Then for the bosonic decomposition we find,

(8v ⌦ 8v) = 1+ 28+ 35, (8c ⌦ 8c) = 1+ 28+ 35+, (3.73)

where 35+ is a fourth-rank self-dual antisymmetric tensor. This does not follow from the

dimensional reduction of some higher dimensional theory. We note that in the NS-NS

sector5 both type II theories have the same content,

(8v ⌦ 8v) = ��Bµ⌫ �Gµ⌫ , (3.74)

which are the dilaton, antisymmetric tensor and graviton. In the R-R sector, IIA has

odd rank potentials: one-form and three-form. However, the IIB theory has even rank

potentials: a zero-form R-R scalar, a two-form potential and a four-form potential with

a self-dual field strength. This fact determines that dimension Dp�brane each theory

can couple to, but in fact, these theories and branes are related by T-duality6.

In this chapter we have briefly covered many of the topics in the Green-Schwarz for-

malism of string theory. We have discussed the superparticle and its associated kappa

5Although the Green-Schwarz does not have sectors, we can use the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz classi-
fication here to compare between the two formalisms.

6See BBS Chapter 6 [23] and Chapter 13 of Polchinski Volume 2 [22].
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symmetry, using the things learned here to inform the discussion on the string action.

Using the lightcone gauge we were able to find the Super-Poincaré algebra and the string

spectrum. There are many things we have glanced over in this chapter and we refer the

interested reader to the wealth of fantastic textbooks on this area [19, 20, 21, 22].
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Chapter 4

Overview of Non-Linear Super

Yang-Mills

The study of D = 10 Super Yang-Mills is fruitful owing to the fact that is the low

energy limit of the open superstring [80] and and secondly, it is the simplest of all the

Super Yang-Mills theories as it contains only two particles - the gluon and gluino. The

gluon, and its superpartner the gluino, are linked via sixteen supercharges such that they

forms a Majorana-Weyl spinor of SO(1, 9) [81]. In this chapter we cover the formulation

of Super Yang-Mills as well as the non-linear wave equations which can be derived in

Lorenz gauge. These equations underpin everything that follows, and the wave equations

turn out to be fundamental to the derivation of the Berends-Giele current equations of

motion - in fact these currents end up being the solution to these equations of motion

[30].

4.1 Non-Linear Super Yang-Mills

Super Yang-Mills in D = 10 has its origins in two papers [9, 82] in which the author(s)

describe Super Yang-Mills in a super-Poincaré invariant way using N = 1 superspace

variables {xm, ✓↵} where m 2 {0, ..., 9} and ↵ 2 {0, ..., 16} represent the vector and

spinor indices of the Lorentz group respectively. The basis of this formalism are the
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vector and spinor covariant derivatives given by,

rm ⌘ @m � Am, r↵ ⌘ D↵ � A↵, (4.1)

where Am and A↵ play the role of Lie algebra valued connections in the theory. The

fermionic deriative operator D↵ is given in terms of partial derivatives as,

D↵ ⌘ @↵ +
1

2
(�m✓)↵@m, {D↵, D�} = �m↵�@m, (4.2)

where �m↵� denote the 16 ⇥ 16 Pauli matrices that obey the Clifford algebra with con-

vention,

�
(m
↵� �

n)�� = 2⌘mn��↵, (4.3)

note that in general (anti)symmetrization does not include a factor of 1/n! unless ex-

plicitly stated. In order to obtain the non-linear equations of motion we begin with the

spinor covariant derivative constraint equation which is given by [9], {r↵,r�} = �m↵�rm.

Taking this together with Bianchi identities and the definitions F
mn ⌘ �[rm,rn] and

W
↵
m ⌘ [rm,W↵] the equations of motion are,

{r↵,r�} = �m↵�rm, {r↵,W
�} =

1

4
(�mn) �

↵ Fmn,

[r↵,rm] = �(�mW)↵, [r↵,F
mn] = (W[m�n])↵,

(4.4)

which can be rewritten as,

{D(↵,A�)} = �m↵�Am + {A↵,A�}, {D↵,W
�} =

1

4
(�mn) �

↵ Fmn + {A↵,W
�},

[D↵,F
mn] = (W[m�n])↵ + [A↵,F

mn], [D↵,Am] = [@m,A↵] + (�mW)↵ + [A↵,Am],

(4.5)

using (4.1) in (4.4). It is worth demonstrating how one can arrive at these equations

using the constraint and Jacobi/Bianchi identities. Consider the Jacobi identity between

r↵,r� and rm given by,

[rm, {r↵,r�}]� {r↵, [rm,r� ]}� {r� , [rm,r↵]} = 0, (4.6)
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using1 [rm,r↵] = (�mW)↵ one can show,

�n↵� [rm,rn]� �m�⇢{r↵,W
⇢}� �m↵⇢{r� ,W

⇢} = 0. (4.7)

Now one can contract �m�� and obtain,

(�mn) �
↵ Fmn � 10{r↵,W

�}� �m���m↵⇢{r� ,W
⇢}. = 0 (4.8)

Now one can consider contracting this equation with �p��
↵⇢
p , noting the following iden-

tities,

�m���m↵⇢�
p
��

↵�
p = �4���q �q⇢ + 12���

�
⇢ + 8��⇢ �

�
 (4.9)

and (�p�mn�p)
⇢
 = 6(�mn)⇢. Using these, one can show that the following holds true,

�6�p��
↵�
p {r↵,W

�}� 12{r,W
�}� 6(�mn) �

 Fmn = 0, (4.10)

then using (4.8) again, one can show the following,

{r↵,W
�} =

1

4
F
mn(�mn)

�
↵ . (4.11)

Similar manipulations lead to the other equations of motion above, for more detail

see [9, 83]. Such equations of motion are invariant under a Lie algebra-valued gauge

parameter generalisation [29] - these variations are given by,

�A↵ = [r↵,∆], �Am = [rm,∆], (4.12)

and,

�W↵ = [∆,W↵], �Fmn = [∆,Fmn], (4.13)

where ∆ is the Lie-algebra valued variation. Note that the transformations of the higher

mass fields follow trivially from the above relations. The linearised version of the equa-

tions of motion in (4.5) yield the field equations of linearised Super Yang-Mills and they

are invariant under the usual gauge symmetry of that theory. These linear equations of

1Note that this equation can be derived by considering the Jacobi identity involving r↵, r� and r� ,
see [9].
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motion guarantee the BRST invariance of the linear superfields [84] and this gives one

way to prove that the massless vertex operators in the pure spinor superstring theory

are also gauge invariant. We draw the distinction in ten dimensions between linearised

Super Yang-Mills and non-linear Super Yang-Mills as the former is typically used in

amplitude calculations - interactions are considered perturbations from the free field

theory. Note that in line with the literature, when we refer to a general superfield we

will denote it by K, that is K 2 {A↵,Am,W↵,Fmn}. It is also important to point out

that (4.4) implies the Dirac and Yang-Mills equations,

�m↵� [rm,W� ] = 0, [rm,Fmn] = �n↵�{W
↵,W�}, (4.14)

for the full details of this proof we point the reader to Section 2.1 of [7]. The proof

uses the Jacobi identity and a number of � matrix identities, such manipulations are

synonymous with this research area and will be a staple of the work carried out here.

It is possible to generalise such fields to higher mass dimension, and in fact at higher loop

orders of Super Yang-Mills it becomes necessary to introduce such higher mass fields2.

In fact, one can introduce these higher mass fields as fundamental3 fields in their own

right. In order to preserve gauge invariance we define these higher mass fields as [7, 30],

W
m1...mk↵ ⌘ [rm1 ,Wm2...mk↵]

F
m1...mk|pq ⌘ [rm1 ,Fm2...mk|pq],

(4.15)

which can be used to recursively define the higher mass fields in terms of their lowest

mass partners. One can then show that these higher mass equations obey a set of

equations of motion similar to their lowest mass counterparts [7],

{r↵,W
N�} =

1

4
(�mn) �

↵ F
N
mn �

X

�(N)=R⌦S
R 6=;

�

(W�)R↵ ,W
S�
 

,

[r↵,F
N |pq] = (WN [p�q])↵ �

X

�(N)=R⌦S
R 6=;

⇥

(W�)R↵ ,F
S|pq

⇤

.

(4.16)

2It is not strictly true that they need to be added - one can work with commutators on these fields
but it makes computations much simpler if these fields are introduced.

3Fundamental in the sense that they have their own equations of motion that are analogous to the
original superfields and as such there is no need to refer to lower mass fields once they have been defined.
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Note that �(N) is the deshuffle map defined by,

�(P ) =
X

X,Y

hP,X Y iX ⌦ Y, (4.17)

where denotes the shuffle product and h·, ·i is the scalar product on words such that

hA,Bi = �A,B. As a concrete example take,

�(mn) = mn⌦ ;+m⌦ n+ n⌦m+ ; ⌦mn. (4.18)

The Shuffle Product

The shuffle product is the inverse of the deshuffle product and the latter is defined

recursively in the following manner [7],

; P = P ; := P, iP jQ := i(P jQ) + j(Q iP ), (4.19)

where i, j are letters and P , Q are words. As an example, consider the following 12 345,

which comes out as,

12 345 =12345 + 13245 + 13425 + 13452

+ 31245 + 31425 + 34125

+ 31452 + 34152 + 34512.

(4.20)

This combinatorical method exhibits a symmetry on the currents - this is known as the

shuffle symmetry and has been proved for gluons [38] and supersymmetric extensions

[29].

Given that Q = �↵D↵, we can use the equations of motion in (4.5) and (4.16) to find the

BRST variation of the fields. However, as we shall see in later chapters we can use the

simpler Q = �↵r↵ operator to reduce the number of fields that are present in variations.

This follows for two reasons, firstly all generating series are under a trace and we have
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the following relations,

Tr{V, fermion} = 0, Tr[V, boson] = 0, (4.21)

which allows us to set many of the terms to zero that we obtain after variation using

Q = �↵D↵. Secondly, we shall find that invoking a labelled vertex operator V1 will

simplify the higher order correction expressions we obtain and this operator is BRST

closed under Q. For example, consider the variation of Fmn, which can be expressed as,

[Q,Fmn] = �(��[mW
n]) + [V,Fmn], (4.22)

which introduces new V fields into our expressions. Alternatively, one can use Q and

find,

Tr[Q,Fmn] = �Tr
⇥

(��[mW
n])
⇤

, (4.23)

this works as all of the generating series expressions we work with are under the trace

of the fields - thus using the statistics of the fields one can always eliminate the extra V

terms.

The Dirac and Yang-Mills equations for the lowest mass fields can be generalised to the

higher mass case using [7]

[rm, (�mW
N )↵] =

X

�(N)=R⌦S

⇥

F
Rm, (�mW

S)↵
⇤

,

[rm,FN |pm] = �mn

X

�(N)=R⌦S
R 6=;

⇥

F
Rm,FS|pn

⇤

�
X

�(N)=R⌦S
R 6=;

�

W
R↵, (�pWS)↵

 

,
(4.24)

whereR = p1p2...pn|q. Since the higher mass fields can be written as nested commutators

they lend themselves very naturally to obeying certain Jacobi-like relations. One of the

first consequences of these relations is the antisymmetrization of vector indices. We will

require a handful of these identities in later chapters and so we give them here,

W
[mn] = [W,Fmn], F

[mn]|pq = [Fpq,Fmn],

W
[mnp] = [Wm,Fnp] + [Wn,Fpm] + [Wp,Fmn],

(4.25)
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where the last identity gives a concrete example of the generalised Jacobi identities that

indices of superfields obey, that is,

F
[mn]|pq + F

[pq]|mn = 0. (4.26)

Such symmetries can be summarised by using the left-to-right Dynkin bracket defined

as [7],

l(123...n) := l(123...n� 1)n� nl(123...n� 1), l(i) := i, l(;) := 0. (4.27)

These symmetries are then given by,

KAl(B)C +KBl(A)C = 0, A,B 6= ;, 8C, (4.28)

and such generalised Jacobi identities arise due to the nature of the structure constants

inherent in the D = 10 Super Yang-Mills structure. Note that, when we are only

concerned with vector index manipulations we will suppress the spinor indices on fields.

In places where confusion may arise we will put all indices back onto the fields. In

Chapter 8 we will demonstrate that Fmn|pq, Wmn↵ and W
mnp↵ can be decomposed in a

different way into the lowest mass partners and an irreducible traceless symmetric part.

It is this exercise which will require the use of the above anti-symmetrized indices and

the Jacobi like nature of higher mass fields.

4.2 Wave Equations

It is now possible to take the above equations of motion and, by applying the Lie-

algebra d’Alembertian operator, find a series of wave equations. These are important

as the solutions to these wave equations end up being the Berends-Giele currents of the

multiparticle superfields, a fact we will demonstrate in Chapter 5. In order to do this

we have to choose a gauge to work in and here, as in [7], we use the Lorenz gauge,

[@m,Am] = �[@m,rm] = 0. (4.29)
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Using the d’Alembertian operator,

⇤K ⌘ [@m, [@m,K]], (4.30)

one can show,

⇤K = [Am, [@m,K]] + [Am, [rm,K]] + [rm, [rm,K]]. (4.31)

The proof of this is as follows,

⇤K = [rm, [@m,K]] + [Am, [@m,K]]

= [@m, [rm,K]]� [K, [Am, @m]] + [@m, [Am,K]]

= [@m, [rm,K]] + [Am, [@m,K]]

= [Am, [@m,K]] + [Am, [rm,K]] + [rm, [rm,K]],

(4.32)

where in the third line we use the Jacobi identity for [K, [Am, @m]]. Now let us consider

setting K = rn which gives the following,

⇤A
n =� [Am, [@m,rn]]� [Am, [rm,rn]]� [rm, [rm,rn]]

= [Am, [@m,An]] + [Am,Fmn] + �n↵�{W
↵,W�},

(4.33)

where for the last term we use the Yang-Mills equation of motion. Similar wave equations

are also given for the other fields, although higher mass Dirac and Yang-Mills equations

are required [7],

⇤A↵ = [Am, [@m,A↵]] + [(�mW)↵,Am],

⇤W
↵ = [Am, [@m,W↵]] + [Am,Wm↵] +

1

2
[Fmn, (�

mn
W)↵],

⇤F
mn = [Ap, [@

p,Fmn]] + [Ap,F
p|mn] + 2[Fmp,Fpn]

+ 2{(W[m�n])↵,W
↵}.

(4.34)

One can extend these wave equations to the higher mass fields by considering [rm,⇤K],

⇤K
m = [rm,⇤K] + [K,⇤A

m] + 2[[@n,K], [@n,Am]], (4.35)
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and so on. These wave equations can then be used to determine the higher mass Berends-

Giele current expansions - something which is needed in order to perform component

expansions efficiently. As an example, let us consider a field we shall utilise later Vm =

[rm,V], where V = �↵A↵ as usual. The field equation for this higher mass field is given

by,

⇤V
m =� [An, [@n,Vm]]� [An, (��nWm)]� [Am|n, (��nW)]� [V, [@n,An|m]]

+ [Vn, [@n,Am]] + [[@n,V], [An,Am]] + 2[An, [V, [@n,Am]]],

(4.36)

where A
m|n = [rm,An] is the higher-mass generalisation of the gauge field - another

field which we will formally define and utilise in later chapters. These equations can then

used in order to determine the deconcatenation of higher-point Berends-Giele currents

- this is something we shall cover in Chapter 6.

This chapter has introduced the necessary machinery to begin to work with the generat-

ing series and perturbiners of later chapters. We reviewed the derivation of the D = 10

Super Yang-Mills equations and the associated higher mass equations of motion, as well

as the vector index symmetries of such fields. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that

one can use the above equations to determine non-linear wave equations for each of the

fields. We briefly extended this method to higher mass fields, giving an equation for

general field of mass dimension k+1 where k is the mass dimension of a general field K.

We now move on to discussing Super Yang-Mills in the pure spinor formalism as well as

some aspects of the pure spinor superstring.
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Chapter 5

Super Yang-Mills in Pure Spinor

Superspace

In this chapter we introduce a good proportion of the machinery required to begin

performing amplitude calculations in the pure spinor formalism. We briefly review some

of the issues with previous superstring formalisms and outline an attempted solution.

Then we discuss pure spinor superspace and the superstring action in this formalism,

demonstrating the simplicity of many aspects of the formalism. We also succinctly

discuss how to calculate string scattering amplitudes using the free field OPEs. Finally,

we discuss one of the recent new technologies in the pure spinor formalism - so-called

multiparticle superfields which greatly aid the calculation and expression of amplitudes

in the pure spinor formalism. Finally, we give a short introduction to Berends-Giele

currents which are the back bone of much of the computational techniques in Super

Yang-Mills.

In the conformal gauge, the Green-Schwarz action is given by the following,

SGS =

ˆ

d2z[Πm
Π̄m + 1

2Πm(✓�m@̄✓)� 1
4Π̄m(✓�m@✓)], (5.1)

where the conjugate momenta are given by,

Π
m = @xm +

1

2
(✓�m@✓), Π̄

m = @̄xm +
1

2
(✓�m@̄✓). (5.2)
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Alongside this, we also need to include the Virasoro constraint,

T = �1

2
Π

m
Πm = 0. (5.3)

Note that the canonical momentum of ✓↵ does not appear in the action so we need to

define it as,

p↵ =
1

2
(Πm � 1

4(✓�m@✓))(�
m✓)↵. (5.4)

Since it does not appear in the action we need to introduce a Dirac constraint of the

form,

d↵ = p↵ � 1

2
(Πm � 1

4(✓�m@✓))(�
m✓)↵, (5.5)

whose anti-commutator is given by,

{d↵, d�} = i�m↵�Πm. (5.6)

However, the Virasoro constraint then causes problems - it mixes first and second class

constraints and thus covaraint quantisation is not possible[19, 20]. One can use light-

cone gauge but this is cumbersome and calculations are inefficient [85], as we saw in

previous chapters1.

When considering the quantisation of the superparticle or superstring, one encounters

the above issues with the nature of the constraints on the system. It turns out that, in

attempting to quantise the Brink-Schwarz superparticle [81] there are a set of second

order constraints that cannot be quantised covariantly. The same sort of issue occurs

in string theory. In 1986 Siegel proposed an alternative to the GS formalism [65] whose

action is given by,

SSiegel =

ˆ

d2z[12@x
m@̄xm + p↵@̄✓

↵], (5.7)

where xm are the worldsheet scalars (spacetime coordinates), p↵ is a free field and ✓↵

is a free Grassmann field. In this formulation, the second class constraints that plague

1For further information see the Chapter 7 bibliographic discussion in [19].
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the Brink-Schwarz superparticle can be replaced by a field that is assumed to be free,

d↵ = p↵ � 1
2(@x

m + 1
4(✓�

m@✓))(�m✓)↵, (5.8)

hence the issues of first/second class constraints disappear in Siegel’s approach. This

method is successful in quantising the superparticle [86], however, applying this method

directly to the superstring does not solve any issues, it simply moves the issue from one

area to another. Despite these issue, there is one large advantage of Siegel’s approach -

all of the fields are free and hence one can determine the OPEs of the fields,

xm(y)xn(z) ⇠ �2⌘mn ln |y � z|,

p↵(y)✓
�(z) ⇠ �

�
↵

y � z
,

d↵(y)d�(z) ⇠
�m↵�

y � z
Πm(z),

d↵(y)Π
m(z) ⇠

�m↵�

y � z
✓�(z),

(5.9)

where Πm is the conjugate momenta to xm. These OPEs give us the hint that such a

formulation will allow the simple calculation of worldsheet terms, in order to perform

these calculations one first needs to introduce the pure spinor.

5.1 Pure Spinor Superspace

There is an SO(10) irreducible representation which contributes a central charge of 22,

and cancels the matter central charge [10], whose Lorentz generator double pole gives

-3 [10]. This irreducible representation consists of the bosonic pure spinor �↵, which is

subject to the constraint [87],

��m� = 0, (5.10)

this is the pure spinor constraint and is the most important equation in this work. The

SO(10) covariant worldsheet action is then given by,

S =

ˆ

d2z

✓

1

2
@Xm@̄Xm + p↵@̄✓

↵ � w↵@̄�
↵

◆

, (5.11)
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where w↵ is now the pure spinor’s conjugate momentum. We need to also consider the

extra definitions required to fully define the theory,

Π
m = @Xm +

1

2
(✓�m@✓),

d↵ = p↵ � 1

2

✓

@Xm +
1

4
(✓�m@✓)

◆

(�m✓)↵,

D↵ = @↵ +
1

2
(�m✓)↵@m,

(5.12)

where D↵ is the supersymmetric derivative. One of the most important definitions to

this work is that of the BRST charge which is given by,

Q =

˛

dz�↵d↵. (5.13)

This operator is nilpotent, Q2 = 0, the proof of which can be found in (3.24) of [7] - the

main argument follows from the pure spinor constraint. Such nilpotency allows one to

identify which states of the theory are within the same cohomolgy classes and hence are

physically the same - that is states that differ by QΦ. Although we will typically use

this in the form,

Q = �↵D↵, (5.14)

for a formal derivation of the BRST operator see [88]. One can use the latter form due

to the OPE of the d↵ operator contracted with a superfield K,

d↵(z)K(w) ⇠ D↵K(w)

z � w
, (5.15)

hence applying this, one finds that when one performs the contour integral one is effec-

tively left with Q = �↵D↵.

Before moving on, it is instructive to look at decomposing the SO(10) symmetry into its

subgroup U(5) as this highlights how many degrees of freedom are actually eliminated

by the pure spinor constraint - näıvely one would think this is 10 but this is not the

case. We can parameterise �↵ by,

�↵ ! (�+,�a,�ab), (5.16)
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where �+ 6= 0 and,

�ab = ��ba, �a = �1

8
✏abcde�bc�de, (5.17)

the pure spinor constraint only eliminates �a 2 5 and hence leaves 11 degrees of freedom.

5.1.1 Vertex Operators

Physical states in the pure spinor formalism all have ghost number 1 and are in the

cohomology of the BRST operator - this cohomology is unique and so if two expressions

at the same weight are BRST closed then they are assumed to be physically the same.

Two such physical states which are important to calculations in string theory are the

integrated and unintegrated vertex operators. Here we discuss these operators and their

form.

Owing to the pure spinor constraint, the conjugate momenta of the pure spinor, w↵, is

invariant under the transformation [84],

�w↵ = (�m�)↵Λm, (5.18)

and as a result, w↵ can only appear in Lorentz covariant combinations,

Nmn =
1

2
(w�mn�), J = (w�), (5.19)

where Nmn are the Lorentz currents and J is the ghost number operator. We can

construct vertex operators from combinations of

[Xm, ✓↵, d↵,�
↵, Nmn, J ],

any combination that is physical must have ghost number 1, a central charge of 0 and

the mass must obey m2 = n/2 at zero momentum, where n is the conformal weight of

the fields [84]. The proposal for the unintegrated operator is [10],

V = �↵A↵(x, ✓), (5.20)
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this has the correct ghost number and central charge. Note that QV = 0 implies

�
↵�
mnpqrD↵A� = 0, that is it give the pre-spinor potential’s equation of motions and

�V = Q∆ implies �A↵ = D↵∆. In order to calculate scattering amplitudes in the string

theory we also need an integrated operator, U , given by,

U = @✓↵A↵ +Π
mAm + d↵w

↵ +
1

2
NmnF

mn, (5.21)

where Am is the gauge field and Fmn is the gauge field strength. The actual form of this

integrated operator is not required for the work carried in the next parts of this thesis

as we do not use the integrated operator - we present it here for completeness. Note

that any state that is physical must not be exact. That is, if Q� = 0 and � = Q then

� is BRST exact and is not a physical state - much like the spurious states found in the

canonical quantisation of previous chapters.

5.1.2 A Note on String Amplitudes

In order to calculate string scattering amplitudes, one needs to integrate over the zero

modes of the worldsheet fields, however the correlation functions will still contain � and

✓ and so one needs a rule to integrate over these. Such a rule is given by,

(�3✓5) = h(��m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�mnp✓)i = 2880, (5.22)

thus when we perform component expansions of the fields we only care about terms

that involve �3✓5. This is the zero mode prescription for the tree level amplitudes

and showing that this pure spinor integrate measure is in the BRST cohomology is

relatively straightforward. One simply needs to apply the operator Q = �↵D↵, noting

that D↵ = @↵ � 1
2(✓�

m)↵@m, and apply the integration measure - doing so shown the

expression is zero. In order to find the tree-level scattering of massless states we can take

inspiration from the methods used to find them in the bosonic string theory. That is we

fix three unintegrated vertex operators using the usual SL(2C) invariance and integrate
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n� 3 such that the n�point amplitude is given by,

An =

✓ n
Y

i=4

ˆ

dzi

◆⌧

V1V2V3

n
Y

r=4

Ur

�

, (5.23)

and then we use the form of the vertex operators from above to calculate the OPEs.

The relevant OPEs can be found in [7], but we repeat them here for convenience. The

worldsheet matter variables obey the following,

Xm(y, ȳ)Xn(z, z̄) ⇠ ��mn ln |y � z|2,

d↵(y)d�(z) ⇠ �
�m↵�

z � w
Πm(z),

Π
m(y)Πn(z) ⇠ � �mn

(y � z)2
,

d↵(y)✓
�(z) ⇠ �

�
↵

y � z
,

d↵(y)Π
m(z) ⇠ (�m@✓(z))↵

y � z
.

(5.24)

In order to determine the OPEs between the Lorentz currents, we first have to introduce

the fermionic Lorentz current which is given by,

Mmn = �1

2
(p�mn✓) +

1

2
(w�mn�), (5.25)

and hence the OPEs are given by [7],

Mmn(y)Mpq(z) ⇠ �p[mMn]q(z)� �q[mMn]p(z)

y � z
+
�m[q�p]n

(y � z)2
,

Nmn(y)Npq(z) ⇠ �p[mNn]q(z)� �q[mNn]p(z)

y � z
� 3

�m[q�p]n

(y � z)2
,

Nmn(y)�↵(z) ⇠ 1

2

(�mn�(z))↵

y � z
,

(5.26)

where all other OPEs are regular. Finally, for a general superfield K(x, ✓), that has no

dependence on derivatives we have,

d↵(y)K(z) ⇠ D↵K(z)

y � z
,

Π
m(y)K(z) ⇠ �@

mK(z)

y � z
,

(5.27)
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where K(z) = K(X(z, z̄), ✓(z)) and all other OPEs are regular. The superfields can be

decomposed into plane waves such that K(X, ✓) = K(✓)eik·X , and hence we will eventu-

ally need the ✓�expansions of the superfields in order to perform the pure spinor space

integration that was outlined above. Using the OPEs we can eliminate worldsheet fields

with non-zero dimension, and after integrating over the Xm zero modes and dropping

the Koba-Nielsen type factors we obtain,

An =

✓ n
Y

i=4

ˆ

dzi

◆

h�↵����f↵��i, (5.28)

where f↵�� is some function of superfields, ✓, and z. This prescription, without mod-

ification, only works for tree-level amplitudes; in order to compute loop-level ampli-

tudes one needs to either include picture changing operators or modify the formalism

[88, 89, 90, 91]. This modification is not important for the things we wish to discuss

here and so we refer the reader to the previous references.

As an example of an amplitude, let us consider calculating the three-point superstring

amplitude - usually this would require a quite involved set of calculations but in the

pure spinor formalism it is very simple. The three point amplitude for the open string

in the pure spinor formalism amounts to calculating,

A3 = Trh�A1�A2�A3i, (5.29)

and in order to do this we need the ✓ expansion of the pre-spinor potential which is

given by [29],

A↵ =
1

2
am(�m✓)↵ � 1

3
(��m✓)(�

m✓)↵ � 1

32
fmn(�p✓)↵(✓�

mnp✓) + ... (5.30)

We do not require the higher order parts of the expansion because A↵ starts at order

✓1, there are three V in the amplitude and we only include terms with ✓5 in them. If we

label the ✓n piece of A↵ as A
(n)
↵ then the only terms that give a ✓5 in the bosonic sector

are,

A1(3)
↵ A

2(1)
� A2(1)

� , A1(1)
↵ A

2(3)
� A2(1)

� , A1(1)
↵ A

2(1)
� A2(3)

� , (5.31)
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and evaluating this we find,

ABBB = �[(e1 · e2)(e3 · k2) + (e1 · e3)(e2 · k1) + (e2 · e3)(e1 · k3)], (5.32)

this vanishes for photons due to the anti-symmetry in 2 $ 3, however for gluons it is non-

zero owing to the Chan-Paton factors. Note that in the expansion of A↵, am = emeik·x,

�↵ = g↵eik·x and fmn = (kmen � knem)eik·x. In order to get to this result we perform

the following calculation,

�↵A1(1)
↵ ��A

2(1)
� ��A2(3)

� / e1me2nf
3
rs(��

m✓)(��p✓)(✓�
rsp✓)

/ 2k3re
1
me2ne

3
s(��

m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�
rsp✓)

= � 1

64
k3re

1
me2ne

3
s(��

m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�
rsp✓),

(5.33)

where we have used �rsp = ��srp. Note that the following holds for the pure spinor

integration measure,

h(��r✓)(��s✓)(��p✓)(✓�pmn✓)i = 1

45
�mn
rs , (5.34)

where [7],

�a1a2...anb1b2...bn
=

1

n!
�
[a1
b1
�a2b2 ...�

an]
bn

. (5.35)

The boson, fermion, fermion amplitude is similarly given by,

ABFF = �e1m(g2�mg3) + (2 $ 3). (5.36)

Calculating higher point amplitudes is much that same, however one now needs to

calculate OPEs of between fields since the integrated vertex operator requires such cal-

culations. We do not show them here but there are a wealth of papers demonstrating

these calculations [84, 92, 93, 83]. The main thrust of this chapter is to demonstrate

just how easy it is to calculate the scattering amplitudes of strings in the pure spinor

formalism.
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5.2 Multiparticle Superfields

The superfields in the above calculations were all single particle superfields - that is

they represented just one particle current. However, if one calculates OPEs between

multiple vertex operators then a new structure appears that become incredibly powerful

for finding amplitudes - such structures were first observed in [94, 95] and later expanded

upon in [29, 30, 96]. Let us consider a recursive definition of the OPEs of the form [36, 37],

lim
z1!z2

V 1(z1)U
2(z2) ⇠ z�k1·k2

21

L21

z12
,

lim
z1!z2

L12...(p�1)(z1)U
p(zp) ⇠ z

�(k1+...kp�1)·kp
p1

L2131...(p�1)1

zp1
,

(5.37)

and we define fermionic, ghost number 1 BRST building blocks by removing the BRST

exact terms from these expressions. The BRST building blocks, TP , are BRST-covariant,

that is their BRST variation contains themselves, for example, QT123 = (k1 ·k2)(T1T23+

T13T2) + (k12 · k3)T12T3. More generally, their BRST variation is given by,

QT1...p =

p
X

j=2

X

P=XjY
�(Y )=R⌦S

(kX · kj)TXRTjS , (5.38)

note that this terminates with Ti = Vi. After the Q exact terms are removed from LP to

give TP , the TP exhibit Lie symmetries in their indices. That is they obey the following

[37],

Lk=2n+1 : T12...n+1[n+2,[...,[2n�1,[2n,2n+1]]...]] � T2n+1...n+2[n+1,[...,[3,[2,1]]...]] = 0,

Lk=2n : T12...n[n+1,[...,[2n�2,[2n�1,2n]]...]] + T2n...n+1[n,[...,[3,[2,1]]...]] = 0.

(5.39)

The first two of these are just a statement of anti-symmetry and the Jacobi identity,

that is,

L2 � T12 = T12 + T21 = 0, L2 � T123 = T123 + T231 + T312 = 0, (5.40)

however the higher order terms lead on to the generalised Jacobi identities, in the case

of n = 2 we find,

L4 � T1234 = T1234 � T1243 + T3412 � T3421 = 0, (5.41)
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and as a result of these symmetries, only (p � 1)! permutations of the indices are in-

dependent instead of the usual p!. Furthermore, these identities imply the nested com-

mutation relations and colour factor structure that occurs in Super Yang-Mills, that is

T12...p $ f12a1fa13a2 ...fap�1pap . It is imperative that the BRST operator respect these

symmetries, so let us consider Q(T12 + T21) [37, 7],

Q(T12 + T21) = (k1 · k2){T1, T2} = 0, (5.42)

which follows from the fact these are single particle fermionic objects and hence anti-

commute.

It would be useful now to define a relation that allows us to extend this recursive

technology and build multiparticle superfields, denoted by AP
↵ , A

m
P ,W↵

P , F
mn
P , where P

is a word2. They must obey the Super Yang-Mills equations of motion (or at least

a modified version that takes account of their multiparticle nature). They must also

carry the same Lie symmetries as above - those fields that do satisfy these relations are

accordingly called BRST building blocks. The rank two fields can be ascertained by

considering the pure spinor superstring OPE between two integrated vertex operators.

The results of this calculation are the following two-particle superfields [30, 37],

A12
↵ =

1

2
[A2

↵(k2 ·A1) +Am
2 (�mW1)↵ � (1 $ 2)],

Am
12 =

1

2
[Am

2 (k2 ·A1) +A1
pF

pm
2 + (W1�

mW2)� (1 $ 2)], (5.43)

W↵
12 =

1

4
(�mnW2)

↵Fmn
1 +W↵

2 (k2 ·A1)� (1 $ 2),

Fmn
12 = km12A

n
12 � kn12A

m
12 � (k1 · k2)(A

m
1 An

2 �An
1A

m
2 ),

where k12 = k1 + k2 and the Fmn
12 clearly generalises the single particle expression to a

multiparticle expression in the obvious way, apart from the contact terms stemming from

the single particle fields. In fact, these multiparticle superfields satisfy some equations

of motion very similar to the single particle Super Yang-Mills equations. That is, they

2A word is an object that is composed of letters representing the particle in a field or object. For
example, P = 12345 is a word and so is P = mnpqrst - such objects obey a number of interesting
mathematical identities that we do not cover here [7, 97].
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satisfy,

D(↵A
12
�) = �m↵�A

12
m + (k1 · k2)(A

1
↵A

2
� +A1

�A
2
↵),

D↵A
12
m = (�mW 12)↵ + k12mA12

↵ + (k1 · k2)(A
1
↵A

2
m �A2

↵A
1
m),

D↵W
�
12 =

1

4
(�mn)

�
↵ Fmn

12 + (k1 · k2)(A
1
↵W

�
2 �A2

↵W
�
1 ),

D↵F
12
mn = k

[m
12 (�

n]W12)↵ + (k1 · k2)[A
1
↵F

mn
2 +A

[n
1 (�m]W2)↵ � (1 $ 2)],

(5.44)

which are clearly generalisations of the original equations of motion. The single particle

relations propagate up to the multiparticle level and imply the following,

km12A
12
m = 0, (5.45)

which is the Lorentz condition. The Dirac and Yang-Mills equations also propagate to

this level, with some non-linear corrections, given by,

k12m (�mW 12)↵ = (k1 · k2)[A
1
m(�mW 2)↵ � (1 $ 2)]

km12F
12
mn = (k1 · k2)[A

12
n +A1

n(k
1 ·A2)� (1 $ 2)].

(5.46)

Since we want to calculate amplitudes, and those amplitudes are built out of (un)integrated

vertex operators, it is useful to consider the multiparticle extensions of these operators

also. The rank P unintegrated vertex operator is defined in the obvious way as,

VP = �↵AP
↵ , (5.47)

note that the integrated vertex operator is defined in a similar manner - that is to

promote the single particle fields to multiparticle fields, although we do not need its

explicit form in the rest of this work. Note that when one builds a BRST invariant out

of these TP building blocks, one can globally redefine TP to VP - the resulting expression

will still be BRST invariant [37]. Taking the rank 2 fields as example, their BRST

variations are,

QV 12 = (k1 · k2)V1V2, QU12 = @V 12 + (k1 · k2)(V 1U2 � V 2U1). (5.48)
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To obtain QV 12 we perform the following quick calculation using (5.44),

QV 12 =
1

2
�↵��D(�A

12
↵) =

1

2
(k1 · k2)(V1V2 + V1V2) = (k1 · k2)(V1V2). (5.49)

Generalising to rank three and beyond involves many of the same ideas save for one

modification required in order to ensure the fields satisfy the Lie symmetries. Näıvely

following the structure of the OPEs does produce three field and beyond superfields,

however one has to add on extra supplementary pieces, collectively denoted as H, in

order to ensure the Lie symmetries are obey and the fields can be BRST building blocks.

Ultimately, the details of this redefinition are not required for the majority of the work

here and only crop up when computing scattering amplitudes in FORM - something that

forms only a minor part of the methods used here. As such we do not discuss the

technicalities here, however we will mention them in passing below, for more information

see [29, 96].

5.3 Berends-Giele Currents

The above superfields are local and as a result do not contain the kinematic pole struc-

ture required for an amplitude. One way around this is to introduce the notion of

multiparticle Berends-Giele currents. These currents were originated as a way to com-

pute, recursively, gluon scattering amplitudes [38]. These methods were then extended

to give a D = 10, supersymmetric version that can be used in Super Yang-Mills. Hence

for each of the superfields KP , we define a ghost number zero Berends-Giele current

denoted by KP such that the following are true:

• They decorate cubic diagram involving KB with the correct propagator, and;

• they combine such as to give a colour-ordered Yang-Mills tree amplitude.
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Such objects are the Berends-Giele currents defined in [7]. Let us consider the p  4, in

this case the Berends-Giele currents are defined as,

K12 =
K12

s12
, K123 =

K123

s12s123
+

K321

s23s123

K1234 =
1

s1234

✓

K1234

s12s123
+

K3214

s23s123
+

K3421

s34s234
+

K3241

s23s234
+

K[12,34]

s12s34

◆

.

(5.50)

Now we can then generalise the unintegrated vertex operator to the Berends-Giele equiv-

alent,

VA := �↵AA
↵ ⌘ MA, (5.51)

where the BRST variation of this object is just given by a deconcatenation of words,

QMP =
X

XY=P

MXMY . (5.52)

For example, we find that,

QM123 = M1M23 +M12M3 =
V 1V 23

s23
+

V 12V 3

s12
=

V[1,2],3]

s12s123
+

V[1,[2,3]]

s23s123
, (5.53)

this follows from the use of (5.38) to collect terms. The extension of this to the other

matter fields is as follows [30],

QAm
P = (��mWP ) + kmP VP +

|P |�1
X

j=1

(V12...jA
m
j+1...p � Vj+1...pA

m
12...j),

QW↵
P =

1

4
(��mn)

↵Fmn
P +

|P |�1
X

j=1

(V12...jW
↵
j+1...p � Vj+1...pW

↵
12...j),

QFmn
P = 2k

[m
P (��n]WP ) +

|P |�1
X

j=1

(V12...jF
mn
j+1...p � Vj+1...pF

mn
12...j)

+ 2

|P |�1
X

j=1

(A
[n
12...j(��

m]Wj+1...p �A
[n
j+1...p(��

m]W1...j),

(5.54)

note that all of these Berends-Giele currents obey the shuffle symmetry in their indices,

that is [30],

KA B = 0 8A,B 6= ;, (5.55)
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as well as the Berends-Giele symmetry,

KB1A = (�1)|B|K1(A Bt), (5.56)

where Bt represents the reverse ordering of the word B. These symmetries reduce the

number of independent Feynman diagrams that contribute at any given point. At tree-

level, the Yang-Mills amplitudes can be written as in terms of such blocks as [36],

AYM = hE12...n�1Vni, (5.57)

where EP is a BRST-exact superfield defined as,

EP =
X

XY=P

MXMY = QMP , (5.58)

and as we shall see in the next chapter, this structure is crucial to expressing the n�point

tree-level amplitude in a compact manner.

Before closing this chapter it is worth emphasising what the Berends-Giele currents

mean in an intuitive sense. These currents represent multiparticle fields, with the cor-

rect pole structure, and so one can imagine that they represent sub-diagrams of some

larger process. This is immensely powerful because, as we shall see, it allows one to

define any n�point tree-level amplitude in terms of the fundamental three-point vertex

of Super Yang-Mills. Hence, any tree-level diagram can be drawn as a three-point in-

teraction where each of the legs is a multiparticle superfield, representing many other

tree-level interactions. This is what will lead to the notion of generating series, recursive

amplitudes and the perturbiner in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Generating Series

In this chapter we discuss further the connection between the Super Yang-Mills equations

of motion in Chapter 4 and the Berends-Giele currents of the previous chapter. This

connection is based upon the perturbiner method [71, 72, 73, 74] for solving the wave

equations in Chapter 4 - one can expand the non-linear fields in terms of Lie algebra

generators and at each order of the expansion, the equations of motion are solved.

6.1 Generating Series as Perturbiners

The superfields K can be cast a generating series of in which the superfield is expanded

in terms of Lie-algebra generators ti with coefficients that are identified as multiparticle

Berends-Giele currents [30]. Such a series can be represented as [29, 30],

K ⌘
1
X

p=1

X

i1,...,ip

Ki1...ipt
i1 ...tip , (6.1)

and such an expansion can be shown to solve the non-linear Super Yang-Mills equations

at each expansion level [30]. Hence these generating series are a solution to the non-

linear equations of motion. The non-linear gauge transformations that accompany these

fields can also be decomposed into a generating series of the form [29],

∆ =

1
X

p=1

X

i1,i2,...,ip

∆i1i2...ipt
i1ti2 ...tip , ∆A B = 0, 8A,B 6= ;, (6.2)
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this allows us to change the gauge of the generating series - later in this chapter

we shall discuss the Harnd-Shnider gauge which simplifies the process for finding the

✓�expansions of the superfields. We could also choose other gauges, such as the BCJ

gauge which makes gauge-gravity duality manifest. In fact, one can also solve the equa-

tions using the local vertex prescription outlined in [36], however the Berends-Giele

current approach has a slight advantage in the fact that it automatically contains the

required pole structure due to the recursion,

KP ⌘ 1

sP

X

XY=P

K[X,Y ], (6.3)

where P = i1i2...ip is a multiparticle label referring to a multiparticle external state. The

equations XY = P states that the word P should be deconcatenated into smaller words,

preserving the order. For example, let P = 123 we would then have, X = ;, Y = 123,

X = 1, Y = 23, X = 12, Y = 3 and X = 123, Y = ;. Multiparticle momenta is defined

as kmP ⌘ P

j k
m
ij

and the associated Mandelstam invariant sP ⌘ 1
2k

2
P . Note that, even

though the Super Yang-Mills theory contains a quartic interaction, it is captured by

the cubic interactions in the Berends-Giele currents [98]. In fact, on a conceptual level,

the recursion outlined above starts a tree-level interaction with a cubic interaction with

multiparticle legs and then expands them down to single particle legs. In this sense, using

the multiparticle fields, all tree-level diagrams can be written as a cubic interaction and

in Super Yang-Mills that cubic interaction is given by (1.2)1. The form of K[X,Y ], in

Lorentz gauge, for each of the fields are given by [29],

A[X,Y ]
↵ =

1

2
[AX

↵ (kX · AY ) +Am
X(�mWY )↵ � (X $ Y )],

Am
[X,Y ] =

1

2
[Am

X(kX · AY ) +AX
n Fnm

Y + (WX�mWY )� (X $ Y )], (6.4)

W↵
[X,Y ] =

1

4
Frs
X (�rsWY )

↵ +
1

2
W↵

Y (kY · AX) +
1

2
Wm↵

Y Am
X � (X $ Y ),

Fmn
P = kmP An

P � knPA
m
P �

X

XY=P

(Am
XAn

Y �Am
Y An

X),

1This fact allows one to use the powerful mathematics of planar binary trees when considering these
amplitudes [99].
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where higher mass fields can be defined using their commutator definitions, for example,

Wm↵
P = kmP W↵

P +
X

XY=P

(W↵
XAn

Y �W↵
Y A

m
X). (6.5)

In general, we replace [@m,K]P = kPmKP and [K,K0]P =
P

XY=P (KXK0
Y � KY K

0
X). In

fact these deconcatentations follow directly from non-linear wave equations in Section

4.2, noting that ⇤ekP ·X = 2sP e
kP ·X . Noting this we can then determine the expression

that gives Vm
[X,Y ] - which will follow from (4.36),

Vm
P =� 1

2

X

XY=P

⇥

Vm
X (kX · AY ) +An

X(��nWm
Y ) +A

m|n
X (��nWY )

+ VX(k · A
|m
Y )�Am

X(kX · VY )� (X $ Y )
⇤

+
1

2

X

XY Z=P

⇥

VX(kX · AY )A
m
Z + (kZ · AX)VY A

m
Z � (X $ (Y $ Z))

⇤

,

(6.6)

where (X $ (Y $ Z)) denotes swapping X $ Y Z as well as Y $ Z. For example,

consider P = 1234 split in the first instance as X = 12, Y = 3, Z = 4. Then (X $

(Y $ Z)) implies the following set of combinations: (12, 4, 3), (34, 1, 2), (34, 2, 1). Of

course, one could simplify this noting (6.5) and find,

Vm
P = kmP VP +

X

XY=P

(VXAm
Y � VY A

m
X). (6.7)

Now to demonstrate that the generating series is in fact a perturbiner we simply substi-

tute the series (6.1) into the non-linear equations of motion (4.5), upon inspecting each

order of the expansion we find the Berends-Giele equations of motion. This is essentially

what a perturbiner is: a sum of solutions to the equations of motion at each order. The

Berends-Giele equations of motion are then given by [29],

D(↵A
P
�) = �m↵�A

P
↵ +

X

XY=P

(AX
↵ A

Y
� �AY

↵A
X
� ),

D↵A
P
m = kPmAP

↵ + (�mWP )↵ +
X

XY=P

(AX
↵ A

Y
m �AY

↵A
X
m),

D↵W
�
P =

1

4
(�mn)

�
↵ Fmn

P +
X

XY=P

(AX
↵W

�
Y �AY

↵W
�
X),

D↵F
mn
P = �(�[mW

n]
P )↵ +

X

XY=P

(AX
↵ F

mn
Y �AY

↵F
mn
X ),
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hence the Berends-Giele currents, summed into a generating series, solve the non-linear

equations of motion of Super Yang-Mills in D = 10. Note also that the Lorenz gauge,

as well as the Dirac and Yang-Mills equations, are also satisfied [29],

kPmAm
P = 0,

kpm(�mWP )↵ =
X

XY=P

[AX
m(�mWY )↵ �AY

m(�mWX)↵],

kPmFmn
P =

X

XY=P

[2(WX�
nWY ) +AX

mFmn
Y �AY

mFmn
X ],

(6.8)

and so the generating series solves all of the equations we reqiure. One can define finite

gauge transformations for the Berends-Giele currents in order to move them into BCJ

gauge, or any other gauge of choice. However, this is not particularly important here, so

we refer to the reader to Section 4.2.5 in [7] for further information. We will, however,

discuss gauge transformations into the Harnad-Shnider gauge as this greatly simplifies

the calculation of amplitudes.

6.2 Harnad-Shnider Gauge

During the calculation of the string theory tree-level amplitude, we showed a ✓ expansion

for A↵ in terms of single particle polarisation tensors. One can extend this to multipar-

ticle fields, however doing so in Lorenz gauge is quite difficult and in order to avoid this

one can perform a finite gauge transformation into the so-called Harnad-Shnider gauge

which obeys [39],

✓↵A↵ = 0. (6.9)

This gauge is not preserved in Lorenz gauge - this requires us to perform the non-linear

transform,

A
HS
↵ = A

L
↵ � [D↵,L] + [AL

↵,L], (6.10)

where L is the generating series of the gauge transformation. If we now define the Euler

operator as D = ✓↵@↵, then the above equation can be re-written as,

[D,L] = ✓↵AL
↵ + [✓↵AL

↵,L], (6.11)
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and so the Berends-Giele current transformations LP must satisfy,

DLP = ✓↵AP
↵ +

X

XY=P

(✓↵AX
↵ LY � ✓↵AY

↵LX), (6.12)

where Li = 0. Thus for P = 12, the gauge transformation must satisfy,

DL12 = ✓↵A12
↵ =) L12 =

1

s12
✓↵A12

↵ , (6.13)

and so in this way we can transform the fields from one gauge to another. Now, let us

assume that this step has been taken such that all of the fields in the following are in

Harnad-Shnider gauge. Upon contracting ✓↵ into (4.5) we find the following,

(D + 1)A↵ = (✓�m)↵Am, DAm = (✓�mW),

DW
� =

1

4
(✓�mn)�Fmn, DF

mn = (✓�[mW
n])

(6.14)

which can be inverted to give the recursive definition of the entire set of ✓ expansions

for the non-linear fields. Inverting these gives the following set of definitions [100],

[A↵]k =
1

k + 1
(✓�m)↵[Am]k�1, [Am]k =

1

k
(✓�m[W]k�1),

[W↵]k =
1

4k
(✓�mn)↵[Fmn]k�1, [Fmn]k =

1

k
(✓�[m[Wn]]k�1),

(6.15)

where the higher mass terms follow from (4.16). The recursions defined above begin

with the 0th order part of the non-linear fields, that is [K]0 and their corresponding

multiparticle Berends-Giele equivalent [KP ]0 is initiated by the following components,

[Am
P ]0 ⌘ emp ekP ·x, [W↵

P ]0 ⌘ g↵P e
kP ·x, fmn

P ⌘ kmP enP � knP e
m
P �

X

XY=P

(emXenY � emY enX),

(6.16)

where emP and �↵P represent multiparticle polarisation tensors - these can be deconcate-

nated to single particle polarisation tensors by using analogues of (6.3) and (6.4). How-

ever, as we shall see in the next section, they allow one to express the n�point tree-level

amplitude in a succinct and familiar form. Note that these mutliparticle polarisations

inherit the Lorenz gauge condition, that is they obey kP · eP = 0. Taking all of this in

hand, and using (6.15), one can determine the Berends-Giele current ✓ expansions very
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quickly, they are given by,

AP
↵ =

1

2
(✓�m)↵e

m
P +

1

3
(✓�m)↵(✓�

mgP )�
1

32
(✓�m)↵(✓�mnp✓)f

np
P + ...,

AP
m = emP + (✓�mgP )�

1

8
(✓�mnp✓)fPnp +

1

12
(✓�mnp✓)(✓�ng

P
p ) + ..., (6.17)

W↵
P = g↵P +

1

4
(✓�mn)↵fPmn � 1

4
(✓�mn)

↵(✓�mgnP )�
1

48
(✓�mq)↵(✓�qnp✓)f

m|np
P + ...,

Fmn
P = fmn

P � (✓�[mg
n]
P ) +

1

8
(✓�pq[m✓)f

n]|pq
P � 1

12
(✓�pq[m✓)(g

n]p
P �q✓) + ...,

where we give the expansion to ✓3, although in actually calculations we often need to go

to ✓5. Going to higher orders is only required when we start to investigate corrections,

because as we shall see, tree-level SYM amplitudes only involves hVVVi - and so we

will only require the AP
↵ expansion in this chapter owing to the pure spinor integration

measure.

6.3 Tree Level Amplitudes

The Harnad-Shnider gauge drastically reduces the amount of work required in order to

obtain n�point amplitudes. This follows because we can work at the level of multipar-

ticle superfields to find any terms that contain �3✓5 - which is easily given the above

✓�expansions. Then from these expressions we can use the multiparticle polarisation

deconcatenations to find the amplitudes. Tree-level amplitudes are summarised by the

BRST block [98],

hMAMBMCi, (6.18)

for MA ⌘ �↵AA
↵ - where AA

↵ is the multiparticle Berends-Giele current for the pre-

spinor potential. The BRST invariant combinations of such blocks will descend from

the generating series given by,

TrhVVVi /
1
X

n=3

(n� 2)
X

i1<i2<...<in

MSYM (i1, i2, ..., in), (6.19)

where MSYM are the colour-dressed super Yang-Mills amplitudes. It is rather simple to

show that the generating series TrhVVVi is BRST closed. The BRST variation of V is
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✓ Component

AA
↵ AB

� AC
� Components

1 1 3 � 1
128(✓�m)↵(✓�n)�(✓�p)�(✓�

pqr✓)emA enBf
C
qr

1 3 1 � 1
128(✓�m)↵(✓�n)�(✓�

npq✓)(✓�p)�e
m
A fBpqe

r
C

3 1 1 � 1
128(✓�m)↵(✓�

mnp✓)(✓�q)�(✓�r)�f
np
A eBq e

r
C

2 2 1 1
18(✓�m)↵(✓�

mgA)(✓�n)�(✓�
ngB)(✓�p)�e

p
C

2 1 2 1
18(✓�m)↵(✓�

mgA)(✓�n)�e
n
B(✓�p)�(✓�

pgC)

1 2 2 1
18(✓�m)↵e

m
A (✓�n)�(✓�

ngB)(✓�p)�(✓�
pgC)

Table 6.1: Various multiparticle component expressions for the tree-level amplitude.

given by {Q,V} = 1
2{V,V} and hence the variation of the tree level generating series is

TrhVVVVi, but owing to the cyclicity of the trace as well as the fermionic statistics of V

the above result is zero. Now note that (6.19) is invariant under gauge transformations

and so we can apply Harnad-Shnider gauge and expand the BRST blocks to give,

hMAMBMCi =
1

2
emA enBf

C
mn + (gA�mgB)e

m
C , (6.20)

and so the n�point amplitude can be written succinctly in terms of the three-point

amplitudes, where the single particle polarisations are replaced with multiparticle po-

larisations. In the following, we detail the calculations required to get to this.

Finding the BRST Block in Components

Since hMAMBMCi = h�↵����AA
↵A

B
�A

C
� i we have already satisfied the �3 part of the

pure spinor integration measure. Hence we only need to consider finding the ✓5 part

of the AP
↵ product. We show these in Table 6.1. Let us take the first and fourth

entries as examples to demonstrate how to go from these raw expansions to the required

expressions. Contracting the � into the expressions in the table, we find that the first

entry gives,

A113 =
1

128
h(��m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�qrp✓)iemA enBf

C
qr

= 32(�qm�
r
n � �rm�

q
n)e

m
A enBf

C
qr =

1

2
emA enBf

C
qr.

(6.21)
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In the case of the fourth entry in the table we have the following,

A221 = � 1

18
h(��p✓)(��m✓)(��n✓)(✓�m)↵(✓�

n)�ig↵Ag�Be
p
C

= (gA�pgB)e
p
C ,

(6.22)

where h(��p✓)(��m✓)(��n✓)(✓�m)↵(✓�
n)�i = �18�p↵� . Repeating these steps for the

other parts of the table gives the BRST building block in multiparticle polarisations.

For the three point amplitude we simply replace emA ! eim, fCmn = kimein � kne
i
m, and

gA ! �i and one obtains,

hM1M2M3i =
1

2
(e1 · k3)(e2 · e3)� (e2 · k3)(e1 · e3) + �1�

m�2e
3
m + cyc(1, 2, 3), (6.23)

however, note that k3 = �k2 � k1, due to momentum conservation and hence we obtain

the amplitude found in the string theory case,

hM1M2M3i =
1

2
(e1 · k3)(e2 · e3) + (e2 · k1)(e1 · e3) + �1�

m�2e
3
m + cyc(1, 2, 3),

=
1

2
em1 fmn

2 en3 + (�1�
m�2)e

m
3 + cyc(1, 2, 3).

(6.24)

6.4 Introducing Vi

Many of the expressions used in the next chapter are not actually constructed with the

field V - which can contain any particle labels. Rather, the V in many of the expres-

sions below is a labelled field denoted by Vi. This means than the expansion of Vi into

Berends-Giele currents and components must contain the particle i in its expansion. The

main reason for the introduction of this non-linear field is that it is BRST closed and we

are able to find generating series expressions which contain it, hence {Q,Vi} = 0. With-

out this field the BRST variation of the ansatz would produce terms with VV which are

hard to eliminate. A more important motivation can be found when looking at 1-loop

amplitudes in the pure spinor superstring theory [41, 42] and Super Yang-Mills [101].

It was found that upon calculating the disk amplitudes the BRST closed expressions

contained V1 [41]. Given the potential link between ↵0 corrections and loop kinematic

factors, it does not seem unreasonable to expect the presence of such a field in the
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corrections. However, as we shall elucidate in later chapters, there is a potential way

to define the corrections without use of V1 - this technique involving interpreting the

Chern-Simons-like action of the theory in a novel way. This method is in its infancy but

initial investigations are promising.

The key takeaway here is that if one finds a generating series expression, such as hVVVi,

then going from this expression to the component expansions at arbitrary order is quite

simple. In fact, in FORM applying these methods can lead to very quick computations.

As such, in order to determine ↵0 corrections, that stem from the field theory limit of

string amplitudes, one simply has to find BRST closed generating series expressions.

This is what we turn to in the next Part.
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Part II

Finding Corrections
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Introduction to Part II

This part details the majority of original research in this project and covers a number

of topics which have been used to attempt to find the ↵0 corrections. The first chapter

details how one can build the ansatz using a mixture of group theory arguments and

graph theory tricks in order to capture all the terms that could possible contribute.

The next chapter details some of the novel identities that have been derived in order to

canonicalise the ansatz as well as its variation. Chapter 9 details the calculations used

in order to find the ↵0 and ↵02 generating series. The calculations are done by hand

and give a very good demonstration of the techniques used throughout this work. The

following chapter give the novel ↵03 corrections in a number of forms and details some

BRST exact identities that may be useful in future research. Chapter 11 generalises the

idea of the higher mass fields to V and A
m - this was done in the hope of uncovering

some new way of expressing the corrections and as a remedy to some of the issues

highlighted in other chapters. The final chapter of this part presents the current state-

of-the-art knowledge concerning the ↵04 corrections as well as associated issues with this

correction’s derivation and a few possible ways to overcome these issues using novel

techniques.
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Chapter 7

Building the Ansatz

To find the higher order corrections we first generate an ansatz that produces all of the

terms that can appear at a given order by group theory arguments. We initially assume

that any correction must be composed of W and F as these are the gauge invariant

combinations of the gauge field, as well as any terms that contain a single Vi. Then we

apply the BRST operator to the ansatz and set the result to zero, thus implying BRST

closure. This produces a number of linear equations of the unknown coefficients in front

of each term in the ansatz. That is, the BRST variation of the ansatz produces a series

of terms of the form,

fi(xj)Si(K) = 0, (7.1)

where we assume Si(K) 6= 0. Ensuring that we capture all the cases where Si(K) = 0

is the motivation behind the canonicaliztion we shall undertake in the coming chapters

as we want to guarantee that the only solution to the above equation follows from

fi(xj) = 0. These linear equations can be solved to give the terms which are BRST

closed and hence form the higher order correction. There is some redundancy in these

linear equations, a point we shall come to in the next chapter. Typically one has to then

compare the result from the BRST variation with a known result from string theory

in order to fix the last constant - this is due to various Mandelstam invariants being

invariant under the action of the BRST operator. Effectively, this means we can multiply

a generating series expression by certain function of the generalised Mandelstam variable
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sP and the result remains BRST closed. However, this new generating series may not

give the correct component expansion. Hence we use a result from the field theory limit

of string theory to fix this freedom, such that the component expansion reproduces the

known result. It is clear that the structure of the ansatz is of fundamental importance

to finding the correct higher order generating series, thus simplifying this ansatz as

much as possible is a rather important part of finding any correction - without these

simplifications one cannot guarantee that the linear equations are correct. Furthermore,

without such simplifications the ansatz could contain many thousands of terms that are

redundant or automatically zero due to the pure spinor constraint.

This chapter will focus primarily on the methods used to build the ansatz and in order

to build the ansatz we need to answer three questions: what terms are allowed by

group theoretic constraints?; are there any relations between fields that allow us to

put everything in a simple basis?; and what are the possible vector index contractions

between the allowed fields? In this chapter we aim to answer the first and last questions

- giving the most general ansatz we can, considering only the most basic restrictions.

The following chapter details a number of new identities which can be used to simplify

the ansatz and canonicalise any BRST variation of the superfields. These identities are

not only useful here but can be used in other areas of research including loop calculations

in string theory.

7.1 Dynkin Labels of SO(10)

In order to begin restricting what generating series expressions can appear at each

correction order of the ansatz we first begin by determining which terms are allowed by

the SO(10) group. This part of the procedure allows us to determine which terms are

non-zero under the SO(10) group structure and so this generally takes account of the

Bianchi identities between � and F, as well as other group based identities. In order to do

this we turn to the Dynkin label decomposition of each ansatz term - see [7, 102, 103] for

more detail. Note that all of the decompositions here are performed using LiE [104] - a

programme that performs Dynkin label decomposition automatically. The fundamental
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Dynkin labels for so(10) algebra are given by the following [7, 105],

Scalar A = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0),

Vector Am = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0),

2-Form A[mn] = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (7.2)

3-Form A[mnp] = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0),

Anti-Weyl ⇠↵ = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0),

Weyl ⇠↵ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1),

where the last five correspond to the five eigenvalues associated with the rank five Lie

algebra D5 - these are the basis labels that we use to determine the labels of higher mass

fields. The pure spinor, �↵, is a Weyl spinor and a product of n such pure spinors has

the Dynkin label,

Pure Spinor (�↵)n = (0, 0, 0, 0, n). (7.3)

One can then use the anti-symmetric tensor product of these labels to find higher mass

objects, for example the antisymmetric four tensor has the form, A[mnpq] = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1),

which is the anti-symmetric tensor product of four vector labels - exactly what one

expects. We can also consider the 5-form which is given by A[mnpqr] = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0) �

(0, 0, 0, 0, 2), which is the sum of two other representations. To understand the indi-

vidual pieces of this decomposition we can work with a slightly simpler situation which

combines the above with the knowledge of Fierz decompositions. We have the following

decompositions between Weyl and anti-Weyl spinors,

 ↵�� =
1

16
�↵�m1

( �m1�) +
1

96
(�m1...m3)

↵�( �m1...m3�)

+
1

3840
(�m1...m5)

↵�( �m1...m5�),

 ↵�
� =

1

16
��↵( �) +

1

32
(�m1m2)

�
↵ ( �m1m2�)

+
1

3840
(�m1...m4)

�
↵ ( �m1...m4�),

 ↵�� =
1

16
�m1
↵� ( �m1�) +

1

96
(�m1...m3)↵�( �

m1...m3�)

+
1

3840
(�m1...m5)↵�( �

m1...m5�).

(7.4)
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The Dynkin labels of these products can be found using LiE [104] and are given by the

tensor sums,

 ↵�� = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 0, 0, 2),

 ↵�
� = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 0, 1, 1),

 ↵�� = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 0, 2, 0).

(7.5)

One can then compare the results of the 5-form decomposition with the results from the

Fierz decompositions and determine their form. These results then imply the following

useful relations,

( �m�) $ (1, 0, 0, 0, 0),

( �mn�) $ (0, 1, 0, 0, 0),

( �mnp�) $ (0, 0, 1, 0, 0),

( �mnpq�) $ (0, 0, 0, 1, 1),

 ↵�
mnpqr
↵� �� $ (0, 0, 0, 0, 2),

 ↵�
↵�
mnpqr�� $ (0, 0, 0, 2, 0),

(7.6)

where we note that there are two different types of five form: the self dual form

(0, 0, 0, 0, 2) and the anti-self dual form (0, 0, 0, 2, 0) which correspond to whether the

� matrix spinor indices are anti-Weyl or Weyl respectively. Note that, owing to the

self-duality of �mnpqr in D = 10, that is,

�m1m2m3m4m5 =
1

5!
✏m1...m5n1...n5�n1n2n3n4n5 , (7.7)

we have �mnpqr�mnpqr = 0. There are other duality property identities similar to the

above which link �3 with �7 and �1 with �9 - hence we can usually eliminate �7 and �9

in favour of �3 and �1 respectively [7].

In order to determine the correct ansatz we are ultimately interested in the number,

and type, of scalar structures that can be formed from various different fields - scalar

terms are terms that are fully contracted and do not have any free indices. Again we

can use LiE to determine the number of such contractions possible from a given set of

fields. For example, consider the product of two 2-form tensors, the decomposition of
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such a product is given by,

A[mn] ⌦A[pq] $(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 0, 1, 1)� (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

� (0, 2, 0, 0, 0)� (1, 0, 1, 0, 0)� (2, 0, 0, 0, 0),

(7.8)

hence there is only one independent scalar term that can be constructed from two 2-

forms, FmnFmn; the same is true when the product is between three 2-forms, the only

scalar that can be constructed is FmnFnpFpm. The other parts of the decompositions,

for example (2, 0, 0, 0, 0), come from the other group objects that can be constructed out

of the fields but these have free indices and hence for our ansatz they do not contribute.

Things become more interesting when we take the product of four 2-forms as there are

many more ways to generate scalars; the decomposition of this is,

A[mn] ⌦A[pq] ⌦A[rs] ⌦A[ab] $ 6(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)� 27(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)� ..., (7.9)

and hence there are six possible scalar combinations. These six scalar combinations are

given by,

FmaFabFbcFcm, FmnFmnFpqFpq, FmaFnbFamFbn,

FmnFbcFbcFmn, FmaFnbFanFbm, FmaFanFbmFnb.

(7.10)

In order to find the possible scalar combinations for higher order corrections we simply

repeat this procedure for all field combinations that are of the correct dimension and

determine which terms can produce a scalar combination - each of these combinations

can then be used to generate terms in the ansatz.

Before we move on to discussing the higher mass superfields and their scalar combina-

tions we ought to say a word or two about how to determine which terms may contribute

to a given correction order. To do this we first need the dimensions of each of the fields,

these are given in Table 7.1. The tree-level terms are given by VVV which has weight

1.5, this is the only combination at weight 1.5 that has ghost number three and is non-

zero; the order ↵02 terms have weight 5.5, ↵03 has weight 7.5 and ↵04 has weight 9.5.

These restrictions help to pin down the handful of structures that may contribute to

the ansatz, before applying the Dynkin decomposition we first determine which terms

can contribute at a given order using their dimensions. For example, a term of the
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Field Dimension

A↵ 0.5
Am 1
rm 1
W
↵ 1.5

Fmn 2

Table 7.1: The dimensions of each of the fields. These are used to determine whether
a term can contribute to the correction.

form V(��W)(��W)FF could contribute to the ↵03 term - it has ghost number three

and weight 7.5, there are also combinations of the indices which are non-zero. Note

that we only consider terms built from W and F as these fields are gauge invariant - as

mentioned previously.

What is more, recognise that we can generate terms which contain Vi and those that do

not contain Vi and at ↵03 these terms decouple and one can use either representation.

However, at ↵04 we suspect that these terms no longer decouple and both are required

in order to give the correct kinematic factor component expansion. The ↵02 correction

has no representation which does not contain a Vi, this correction can only be expressed

as an operator involving Vi. This splitting is curious and it is an interesting subtly to

note that, at least up to ↵04, only the ↵03 correction has this decoupling effect. In fact,

at ↵04 it is likely that there is no notion of decoupling and that Vi and no-Vi terms must

contribute to the correction.

7.1.1 Higher Mass Superfield Labels

Finding the Dynkin labels of higher mass superfields is relatively straightforward. We

take the tensor products of the required labels and then subtract any representations

associated with the constraints. As an example, take W
m↵, this can be built from a

vector representation and a Weyl spinor representation and hence we conclude W
m↵ $

(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)� (1, 0, 0, 0, 1). Now we are left with determining what each of these labels

could represent. The first label represents an irreducible representation that can be

constructed from a gamma matrix and W
m↵ as the representation is that of an anti-

Weyl spinor. Hence we find that, �m↵�W
m� $ (0, 0, 0, 1, 0), however, this term must

vanish due to the Dirac equation - LiE has no notion of equations of motion and so we
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have to remove these kinds of terms post-decomposition although this is automated in

our procedure. Hence we are left with,

W
m↵ $ (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (7.11)

as the label for the higher mass Wm↵ field, this feels ‘natural’ as it somewhat looks like

the vector sum of a vector SO(10) label and a Weyl label. We can also look at the case of

F
m|pq, which is the product of a vector and 2-form, upon performing the decomposition

one finds the following,

F
m|pq $ (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)� (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)� (1, 1, 0, 0, 0). (7.12)

The first term corresponds to a vector label and so it can only be composed1 of Fm|mq,

but this is zero2 due to the Yang-Mills equation of motion. The second part of the decom-

position is a 3-form, which can only correspond to F
[m|pq] = 0 due to the Bianchi/Jacobi

identity. As a result, we must conclude that,

F
m|pq $ (1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (7.13)

which is again intuitive as it resembles the vector addition of the vector and 2-form

Dynkin labels. One can continue in this manner to determine the higher mass Dynkin

labels [105],

F̂
(m1...mn)|pq $ (n, 1, 0, 0, 0), Ŵ

(m1...mn)↵ $ (n, 0, 0, 0, 1), (7.14)

where Ŵ
(m1...mn)↵ is the traceless symmetric part of the field - we will show in the next

chapter that all of the other parts of the field can be decomposed in terms of lower mass

dimension fields.

1Note that Fm|pp is already set to zero since this is zero under the SO(10) group structure and is not
the result of an equation of motion.

2Actually, it technically is not zero since F
m|mn = �n

↵�{W
↵,W�}, however these terms will be gen-

erated elsewhere in the ansatz and hence we set Fm|mn = 0 so we can reduce the number of terms that
we need to deal with in the ansatz code.
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7.2 A Graph Theory Trick for Ansatz Building

Here we lay out a method to quickly build an ansatz using a graph theory based approach

and the dd command in FORM. From the FORM manual [106] the dd_ command,

...is a combinatorics function. The tensor dd_ with an even number of in-

dices is equal to the totally symmetric tensor built up from products of kro-

necker delta’s. Each term in this symmetric combination is normalised to

one. In principle there are n!/(2n/2(n/2)! terms in this combination. The

profit comes when some or all the indices are contracted with vectors and

some of these vectors are identical. In that case FORM will use combina-

torics to generate only different terms, each with the proper prefactor. This

can result in great time and space savings.

In practice, this generates all possible contractions between vector indices on our super-

fields. Hence the premise is based on writing index contractions as a graph, for example

the unique seed (��mnpqr�)(W�sW)FmnFpqFrs would be displayed as in Figure 7.1 and

(��mnpqr�)(W�rW)FamFnpFqa would be as in Figure 7.2. Each index contraction be-

tween two vector indices is denoted by an edge of the graph, the nodes are characterised

by the position and the number of vector indices it has, this is crucial as generating

series do not commute and position of �-matrices very much matters. For example a

gamma matrix in the third position with five vector indices is denoted by �
(5)
3 . The basic

building block of the graphs are �, F , W and D with the correct position and index

numbers. In the case of derivatives we would display a term like WWWWDF as,

(��(5)�)(W�(n)W)(W�(m)
W)Da

Fbc �! �
(5)
1 �

(m)
2 �

(n)
3 D

(1)
4 F

(2)
4 (7.15)

on the implicit understanding that all other � matrices other than �1 contract two Ws

together. Generating these graphs in FORM is very straightforward owing to the dd_

command already built in, one can then apply some of the relevant restrictions on the

terms (e.g. from the PS constraint) - we will detail some of these later in this chapter.

Loops have been forbidden as these are typically zero due to some equation of motion
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5

Figure 7.1: Graph of (��mnpqr�)(W�sW)FmnFpqFrs and its permutations.

and can be written as some other set of fields or are zero due to gamma self-contractions.

�
(5)
1 �

(1)
2

F
(2)
3 F

(2)
4 F

(2)
5

Figure 7.2: Graph of (��mnpqr�)(W�rW)FamFnpFqa and its permutations.

Let us consider working through an example at ↵04 by considering terms of the form

WWFFF. Note that in the building of our ansatz we ignore the Vi at the start of

the Vi expressions as it is already a scalar and so we do not need to consider it when

building the vector contractions. Furthermore, because expressions are under the trace

we can always move Vi to the front of any expression. Throughout this chapter we

shall assume that we are working in the basis whereby expressions involving two W are

expressed as (���)(W�W) rather than (��W)(��W). We do this here as it reduces the

number of terms one has to consider because we only have to cycle through �1, �3, �5 for

one � matrix. This follows because (���) = (��mnpqr�). To implement the code that

generates the graphs for the WWFFF term with �1 we use the following FORM code3,

AutoDeclare Vectors g;

AutoDeclare Vectors D;

AutoDeclare Vectors F;

3This is a very simplified version of the full code, which transforms the vector indices to generating
series expressions and applies equations of motion and other restrictions.
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Local F = dd_(g1,g1,g1,g1,g1,g2,F3,F3,F4,F4,F5,F5);

id g?.g?=0;

id (F?.F?)=0;

Print F +s;

.end

let us take a moment to explain some of these lines of code. The first id statement is in

place to prevent any gamma matrix self-contraction as these are zero on the spot. The

second id statement prevents F self contractions as these are also zero on the spot due

to anti-symmetry. Putting all of this together produces,

F =

+ 480*g1.g2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5^2*F3.F4

+ 480*g1.g2*g1.F3*g1.F4^2*g1.F5*F3.F5

+ 480*g1.g2*g1.F3^2*g1.F4*g1.F5*F4.F5

+ 240*g1.F3*g1.F4^2*g1.F5^2*g2.F3

+ 240*g1.F3^2*g1.F4*g1.F5^2*g2.F4

+ 240*g1.F3^2*g1.F4^2*g1.F5*g2.F5

;

The second three terms of the above reproduce the terms from Figure 7.1 and the first

three terms reproduce the terms in Figure 7.2. At this basic level the code works well

and produces many of the terms we will need, the same is true for the case with W�rspW,

as this produces,

F =

+ 2880*g1.g2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5^2*g2.F3*g2.F4

+ 2880*g1.g2*g1.F3*g1.F4^2*g1.F5*g2.F3*g2.F5
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+ 2880*g1.g2*g1.F3^2*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F4*g2.F5

+ 720*g1.g2*g1.F3^2*g1.F4^2*g2.F5^2

+ 720*g1.g2*g1.F3^2*g1.F5^2*g2.F4^2

+ 720*g1.g2*g1.F4^2*g1.F5^2*g2.F3^2

+ 2880*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F3*F4.F5

+ 2880*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F4*F3.F5

+ 2880*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F5*F3.F4

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4^2*g2.F5*F3.F5

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F5^2*g2.F4*F3.F4

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F3^2*g1.F4*g2.F5*F4.F5

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F3^2*g1.F5*g2.F4*F4.F5

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F4*g1.F5^2*g2.F3*F3.F4

+ 1440*g1.g2^2*g1.F4^2*g1.F5*g2.F3*F3.F5

+ 960*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F4*F3.F5*F4.F5

+ 960*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F5*F3.F4*F4.F5

+ 240*g1.g2^3*g1.F3^2*F4.F5^2

+ 960*g1.g2^3*g1.F4*g1.F5*F3.F4*F3.F5

+ 240*g1.g2^3*g1.F4^2*F3.F5^2

+ 240*g1.g2^3*g1.F5^2*F3.F4^2

;

which gives all 21 permutations of index contractions that we expect from group theory.

It is simply a matter of scanning the result and finding the unique contractions and

then writing them in a suggestive form which can them be permuted by the ansatz file.

The situation breaks down a little when we have two �mnpqrs matrices appearing in the

contraction. In this case we obtain,

F =

+ 57600*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F3*g2.F4*g2.F5

+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F4^2*g2.F3*g2.F5^2

+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F3*g1.F5^2*g2.F3*g2.F4^2

+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F3^2*g1.F4*g2.F4*g2.F5^2
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+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F3^2*g1.F5*g2.F4^2*g2.F5

+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F4*g1.F5^2*g2.F3^2*g2.F4

+ 14400*g1.g2^2*g1.F4^2*g1.F5*g2.F3^2*g2.F5

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F4*g2.F3*g2.F5*F4.F5

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F4*g2.F4*g2.F5*F3.F5

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F4*g2.F5^2*F3.F4

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F5*g2.F3*g2.F4*F4.F5

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F5*g2.F4*g2.F5*F3.F4

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F3*g1.F5*g2.F4^2*F3.F5

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F3^2*g2.F4*g2.F5*F4.F5

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F3*g2.F4*F3.F5

+ 19200*g1.g2^3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F3*g2.F5*F3.F4

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F4*g1.F5*g2.F3^2*F4.F5

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F4^2*g2.F3*g2.F5*F3.F5

+ 9600*g1.g2^3*g1.F5^2*g2.F3*g2.F4*F3.F4

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F3*g2.F4*F3.F5*F4.F5

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F3*g2.F5*F3.F4*F4.F5

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F4*g2.F3*F3.F5*F4.F5

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F4*g2.F5*F3.F4*F3.F5

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F5*g2.F3*F3.F4*F4.F5

+ 4800*g1.g2^4*g1.F5*g2.F4*F3.F4*F3.F5

;

which gives 25 permutations despite there only being 13 independent ones. This is quite

easy to explain: the code is summing the permutations coming from the diagrams in

Figure 7.3. The more general code generally eliminates these kinds of graphs and so we

do not generate these kinds of terms in the ansatz - this is important as a simplified

ansatz greatly reduces the computational power/time required to perform the BRST

variation. So we extend this to the (��(5)�)(W�(n)W)(W�(m)
W)Da

Fbc case and look at

the case where m = n = 1, the code for this is,
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Figure 7.3: The two graphs that contribute to permutations of (��(5)�)(W�(5)W)FFF.
Note that F4 and F5 has changed places in the second diagram.

AutoDeclare Vectors g;

AutoDeclare Vectors D;

AutoDeclare Vectors F;

Local F = dd_(g1,g1,g1,g1,g1,g2,g3,D4,F4,F4);

id g?.g?=0;

id (F?.F?)=0;

id (D?.F?)=0;

Print F +s;

.end
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where the D4.F4 = 0 statement takes care of the equations of motion - recall the Yang-

Mills equation generates fields at order p + 1 and so we set these terms to zero when

consider p�fields. This can be performed because we generate our ansatz by counting

the number of fields in each term. So for example, we begin by generating all terms

that can involve three fields. Hence if we can use an equation of motion to eliminate a

three field term in favour of a four field term we simply discard it. This is because such

a term will appear when we consider ansatz terms with four fields. In the case outlined

above there is only one seed given by,

F =

+ 120*g1.g2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4^2

;

which corresponds to,

(��mnpqr�)(W�mW)(W�nW)(Fp|qr). (7.16)

We can then extend to allowing m = 3, n = 1, and we obtain,

F =

+ 720*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.F4

+ 360*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.F4^2*g2.D4

+ 360*g1.g2^2*g1.D4*g1.F4^2*g2.g3

+ 240*g1.g2^3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g3.F4

+ 120*g1.g2^3*g1.F4^2*g3.D4

;

giving us four seeds of the form,

(��mnpqr�)(W�mns
W)(W�pW)(Fq|rs)

(��mnpqr�)(W�mns
W)(W�pW)(Fs|qr)

(��mnpqr�)(W�mnp
W)(W�sW)(Fq|rs)

(��mnpqr�)(W�mnp
W)(W�sW)(Fs|qr),

(7.17)
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these same seeds will appear for m = 1, n = 3 but in the correct order for the fields. We

can also consider m = 5, n = 1 to obtain,

F =

+ 2400*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.D4*g2.F4^2

+ 4800*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.F4*g2.D4*g2.F4

+ 4800*g1.g2^3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3*g2.F4

+ 2400*g1.g2^3*g1.F4^2*g2.g3*g2.D4

+ 1200*g1.g2^4*g1.D4*g2.F4*g3.F4

+ 1200*g1.g2^4*g1.F4*g2.D4*g3.F4

+ 1200*g1.g2^4*g1.F4*g2.F4*g3.D4

;

giving three more seeds, again these are symmetric with the m = 1, n = 5 case. For

m = 3, n = 3 we obtain,

F =

+ 2160*g1.g2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^2

+ 4320*g1.g2*g1.g3^2*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3*g2.F4

+ 2160*g1.g2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4^2*g2.g3*g2.D4

+ 720*g1.g2*g1.g3^3*g1.D4*g2.F4^2

+ 1440*g1.g2*g1.g3^3*g1.F4*g2.D4*g2.F4

+ 4320*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3*g3.F4

+ 2160*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.F4^2*g2.g3*g3.D4

+ 2160*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.D4*g2.F4*g3.F4

+ 2160*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4*g2.D4*g3.F4

+ 2160*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4*g2.F4*g3.D4

+ 720*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.D4*g3.F4^2

+ 1440*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.F4*g3.D4*g3.F4

;

for four more seeds. The m = 5, n = 3 case gives,
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F =

+ 43200*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g2.F4

+ 21600*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^2*g2.D4

+ 21600*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.D4*g2.g3*g2.F4^2

+ 43200*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4*g2.g3*g2.D4*g2.F4

+ 7200*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^3*g2.D4*g2.F4^2

+ 7200*g1.g2^2*g1.D4*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^3

+ 28800*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.D4*g2.g3*g2.F4*g3.F4

+ 28800*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.F4*g2.g3*g2.D4*g3.F4

+ 28800*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.F4*g2.g3*g2.F4*g3.D4

+ 14400*g1.g2^3*g1.g3^2*g2.D4*g2.F4*g3.F4

+ 7200*g1.g2^3*g1.g3^2*g2.F4^2*g3.D4

+ 14400*g1.g2^3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g3.F4

+ 7200*g1.g2^3*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^2*g3.D4

+ 3600*g1.g2^4*g1.g3*g2.D4*g3.F4^2

+ 7200*g1.g2^4*g1.g3*g2.F4*g3.D4*g3.F4

+ 3600*g1.g2^4*g1.D4*g2.g3*g3.F4^2

+ 7200*g1.g2^4*g1.F4*g2.g3*g3.D4*g3.F4

;

giving another six seeds. Finally, the m = n = 5 case gives,

F =

+ 72000*g1.g2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^4

+ 288000*g1.g2*g1.g3^2*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3^3*g2.F4

+ 144000*g1.g2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^3*g2.D4

+ 144000*g1.g2*g1.g3^3*g1.D4*g2.g3^2*g2.F4^2

+ 288000*g1.g2*g1.g3^3*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g2.D4*g2.F4

+ 72000*g1.g2*g1.g3^4*g2.g3*g2.D4*g2.F4^2

+ 288000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.D4*g1.F4*g2.g3^3*g3.F4

+ 144000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3*g1.F4^2*g2.g3^3*g3.D4

+ 432000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.D4*g2.g3^2*g2.F4*g3.F4
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+ 432000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g2.D4*g3.F4

+ 432000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^2*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g2.F4*g3.D4

+ 288000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^3*g2.g3*g2.D4*g2.F4*g3.F4

+ 144000*g1.g2^2*g1.g3^3*g2.g3*g2.F4^2*g3.D4

+ 144000*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.D4*g2.g3^2*g3.F4^2

+ 288000*g1.g2^3*g1.g3*g1.F4*g2.g3^2*g3.D4*g3.F4

+ 144000*g1.g2^3*g1.g3^2*g2.g3*g2.D4*g3.F4^2

+ 288000*g1.g2^3*g1.g3^2*g2.g3*g2.F4*g3.D4*g3.F4

+ 72000*g1.g2^4*g1.g3*g2.g3*g3.D4*g3.F4^2

;

and so we have another four seeds. Thus in total for this term there are 21 possible

seeds we should consider in the ansatz. This automation makes it very quick to identify

the number of seeds as well as their structural form although care is to be taken when

analysing these terms so that they come out correctly. Once this has been set up it is

then possible to code up various identities to transform there graph outputs to superfield

outputs. Then one can employ much of the other machinery developed here and in other

works in order to canonicalise any ansatz into a form that contains as few higher mass

fields as possible.

This chapter has discussed some of the basic things we can do when determining the

ansatz at a given order. By first considering dimensions and the SO(10) group structure

we can greatly reduce the number of terms we need to consider in the ansatz. Then

using the above graph theory trick we can easily generate all of the relevant contractions

and begin to apply some of the equations of motion not captured by the Dynkin label

decomposition. From here we can apply further identities, as we discuss in the next

chapter, to not only simplify the ansatz but also canonicalise the BRST variation and

hence the system of linear equations.
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Chapter 8

New Higher Mass Identities

In this chapter we derive and highlight some of the higher mass identities used to canon-

calise the BRST variations of the ansatz. These identities can also be used to greatly

simplify the ansatz as these identities demonstrate that some field combinations are not

independent. As a result, one can reduce the number of independent ansatz terms gen-

erated by the methods in the previous chapter. We also discuss some identities that can

be derived from the pure spinor constraint, ��m� = 0, as this can also greatly reduce

the number of terms considered in the ansatz. The next few sections are devoted to the

way in which it is possible to canonicalise the BRST variations of the ansatzes - this

is a crucial step in uncovering the corrections as it is this canonicalisation that gives

the correct linear equations. It is fruitful to review here the methodology which we are

employing in order to determine the ↵0 corrections. Initially we determine the most

general ansatz using group theory constraints and the pure spinor identity. This process

produces many hundreds or thousands of terms. The nature of the BRST cohomology

is such that an operator at the correct mass dimension for a correction, that is BRST

closed, is necessarily a generating series representation of the correction. Thus, in order

to determine the corrections we need to take the BRST variation of our ansatz and set it

equal to zero. In doing so, we will obtain a number of linear equations in the coefficients

of the terms in the ansatz. This system of linear equations must then be solved in order

to find the correction. It is for this reason that canonicalisation of the generating series
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variation is so important. In fact, it is the core issue that prevents us from quickly

determining the correct generating series expression for the correction.

8.1 Jacobi Identities

One of the ways in which we can perform this kind of canonicalisation is using Jacobi

identities, and this amounts to picking a specific ordering basis for the indices and

applying this in FORM. This is a must when using the generating series formalism as it is

quite possible that any ansatz that is generated contains terms that are redundant due

to Jacobi identities. For example, let us consider Wnm where we wish to order all terms

such that we have W
mn along with other quadratic fields. In this case we can simply

use the Jacobi identity given by,

W
nm = [rn, [rm,W]]

= �[rm, [W,rn]]� [W, [rn,rm]]

= W
mn � [W,Fmn].

(8.1)

Ultimately, our goal here and throughout subsequent sections on canoncalisation is to,

where possible, reduce higher mass fields to lower mass quadratic or cubic fields. In

the example above we can replace, for example, Wmn + W
nm with 2Wmn � [W,Fmn].

This induces mixing between the ansatz terms which help to give a fuller set of linear

equations.

This can be generalised to the three-vector index case, whereby there are three possible

positions for our canonical index m, Wmnp, Wnmp and W
npm. In the first instance we do

nothing, however in the second instance we can use the results from the above equations

and replace W with W
p in the right-hand side,

W
nmp = W

mnp � [Wp,Fmn]. (8.2)
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For the W
npm case, we have to do a little more manipulation but it is just applying the

Jacobi identity a couple of times,

W
npm = [rn, [rp, [rm,W]]]

= [rn, [rm,Wp]]� [rn, [W,Fmp]]

= �[rm, [Wp,rn]]� [Wp, [rn,rm]]

+ [W, [Fmp,rn]] + [Fmp, [rn,W]]

= W
mpn � [Wp,Fmn]� [W,Fn|mp]� [Wn,Fmp].

(8.3)

These are the only identities we need for W for the ↵03 & ↵04 corrections, however, we

can generalise this such that we can determine W
Pm in terms of WmP as well as other

fields. This is given by,

W
Pm = W

mP �
X

�(P )=R⌦S
S 6=;

[WR, (F)Sm], (8.4)

where (F)Sm = F
s1s2...,sk�1|msk for |S| = k - for example consider S = npqr, then

(F)Sm = F
npq|mr. Let us consider the example whereby we set P = npq, the result is

given by,

W
npqm = W

mnpq � [Wnp,Fmq]� [Wnq,Fmp]� [Wpq,Fmn]� [Wq,Fn|mp]

� [Wp,Fn|mq]� [Wn,Fp|mq]� [W,Fnp|mq],

(8.5)

which can be readily shown by considering W
npqm = [rn, [rp, [rq, [rm,W]]]] and the

relevant Jacobi identities. We shall also need some identities for the F field. For this

non-linear field we choose to send the canonicalised index to the end - this is mainly to

do with calculational ease - in order to obtain a basis. For F
nm = �F

mn this is easy,

however for higher mass fields we need to use Jacobi. Consider the case where a is the

canonicalised index and we have F
a|bc

0 = F
a|bc + F

b|ca + F
c|ab =) F

a|bc = F
c|ba � F

b|ca. (8.6)
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This can be trivially extended to the case F
ba|cd,

F
ba|cd = F

bd|ca � F
bc|da, (8.7)

however for the F
ab|cd case we get an extra quadratic factor in the fields,

F
ab|cd = F

bd|ca � F
bc|da + [Fba,Fcd]. (8.8)

These are the only identities required to canonicalise the BRST variation using the

Jacobi identities; they successfully capture all of the Jacobi triplets in the variation.

We further need the identities to handle terms such as Fnm|pm which can be decomposed

into two quadratic field terms. The equation of motion we begin with is given by the

higher mass Yang-Mills equation of motion,

F
mn|pm = [rm,Fn|pm] = [Fnm,Fpm]� {Wn, (�pW)}� {W, (�nWp)}, (8.9)

in order to determine the equation of motion for F
nm|pm we need to use the following

Jacobi identity,

[rn, [rm,Fpm]] = F
nm|pm � [Fpm,Fmn], (8.10)

and so we have,

F
nm|pm = 2[rm,Fn|pm]� {Wn, (�pW)}� {W, (�n)Wp)}. (8.11)

The premise behind such canonicalisation is to remove any such terms in the non-linear

superfields and replace them with lower dimensional fields. This ensures that we have

proper canonicalisation across the entire variation.

8.2 Tensor Decomposition

When performing the Dynkin label decomposition we are dealing with the irreducible

parts of the various higher mass fields. It turns out, as we will show below, that it
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is actually the symmetric, traceless part of the fields (with more than two covariant

derivatives acting on them) that is the irreducible. All of the other parts of the field can

be decomposed into lower mass dimension fields. Hence, in the most proper sense the

ansatz is formed from the symmetric, traceless parts of the higher mass fields and as

such we need to be able to project from these symmetric parts to the full non-linear fields

and then back again. Projecting to the full non-linear fields is trivial and can be done

by substituting the defining equations of the symmetric parts in terms of the full-fields.

However, to project from these full fields back to the symmetric part is much harder

and requires knowledge of the full decomposition in terms of the symmetric parts of the

field and quadratic terms that make up the rest of the field. In this chapter we derive

the tensor decompositions of these higher mass fields and demonstrate that everything

but the symmetric traceless part can be written in terms of lower mass dimension fields.

In order to perform this decomposition we take inspiration from [107, 108].

An easy example is W
mn which can be decomposed into a symmetric traceless part

Ŵ
(mn), a symmetric trace W̃

(mn) and an anti-symmetric part W[mn],

W
mn = Ŵ

(mn) +
1

10
W̃

(mn) +
1

2
W

[mn]. (8.12)

The last two parts of the decomposition can be expressed in terms of lower mass fields,

W̃
(mn) =

�mn

2
[Fab, (�

ab)W]

W
[mn] = [W,Fmn],

(8.13)

where (�abW) = (�abW)↵ - we use this convention frequently below. Using the above

we have the following decomposition,

W
mn = Ŵ

(mn) +
�mn

20
[Fab, (�

ab)W] + [W,Fmn]. (8.14)

We can also play this game for F
ab|mn since we shall deal with the part of this tensor

that is symmetric and traceless in a, b. The symmetric, trace part becomes,

F̃
(ab)|mn = 2�ab([Fmp,Fpn] + {(W[m�n]),W}), (8.15)
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and, in keeping with our conventions, the anti-symmetric part can be written as,

F
[ab]|mn =

1

2
[Fmn,Fab], (8.16)

which follows from the Jacobi identity. As a result, we note that,

F
ab|mn = F̂

(ab)|mn +
�ab

5
([Fmp,Fpn] + {(W[m�n]),W}) +

1

2
[Fmn,Fab] (8.17)

This becomes more complicated for W
mnp as this tensor can be decomposed into a

symmetric traceless part, a symmetric trace, an anti-symmetric part, and three 2-forms

which are anti-symmetric in two of the indices. Thus the decomposition schematically

looks like,

W
mnp = Ŵ

(mnp) +
1

X
W̃

(mnp) +W
[mnp] +W

[mn]p +W
[m|n|p] +W

m[np], (8.18)

where again Ŵ is the traceless symmetric part and W̃ is the symmetric trace part - note

we have not fixed the constants yet. We can, and do, show that only two of the 2-forms

are independent and so the decomposition actually becomes,

W
mnp = Ŵ

(mnp) +
1

X
W̃

(mnp) +W
[mnp] +W

[mn]p +W
m[np], (8.19)

where the constants can be determined such that the decomposition is an irreducible

representation. This is given below. The anti-symmetric part of this is well-known in

the literature and is given by [7],

W
[mnp] = [Wp,Fmn] + [Wn,Fpm] + [Wm,Fnp]. (8.20)

The 2-forms require a little more work and we choose as the independent basis structures

W
[mn]p andW

m[np] as we can expressW[m|n|p] in terms of this in a simple manner. Before

we show this, however, we shall find the form of W[mn]p and W
m[np] in terms of lower
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mass fields,

W
[mn]p = W

mnp �W
nmp

=) W
nmp = �[rm, [Wp,rn]]� [Wp, [rn,rm]]

= W
mnp + [Wp,Fnm]

=) W
[mn]p = [Wp,Fmn].

(8.21)

For Wm[np] we obtain,

W
m[np] = W

mnp �W
mpn

=) W
mpn = �[rm, [rn, [W,rp]]]� [rm, [W, [rp,rn]]]

= W
mnp + [rm, [W,Fpn]]

=) W
m[np] = [W,Fm|np] + [Wm,Fnp]

= [W,Fm|np] +W
[np]m.

(8.22)

Now we can show that the case of W
[m|n|p] can be written as a linear combination

of W
[mn]p and W

m[np]. To do this, consider W
pnm and apply the Jacobi identity to

[rn, [rm,W]],

W
pnm = [rp, [rm,Wn]]� [rp, [W,Fmn]], (8.23)

the second term of this equation is in a form we are happy with, however the first term

corresponds to W
pmn which we cannot do much with until we apply the Jacobi identity

one more time to give,

W
pnm = W

mnp � [rm, [W, [rp,rn]]]� [Wn,Fmp]� [rp, [W,Fmn]] (8.24)

thence we find,

W
[m|n|p] = [W,Fm|np] + [Wm,Fnp] + [Wn,Fmp] + [W,Fp|mn] + [Wp,Fmn]

= W
m[np] +W

[mp]n +W
p[mn]

(8.25)

and so there are only two 2-form tensors that are independent and here we choose W[mn]p

and W
m[np] to be the basis. Now the trace symmetric part we shall deal with in due

course, but first let us look at the mixed symmetry terms. After removing the symmetric
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and anti-symmetric terms from W
mnp we are left with some terms proportional to,

2Wmnp �W
npm �W

pmn = 2(W[mn]p +W
m[np] �W

n[pm] �W
[pm]n). (8.26)

We can now move on to the symmetric trace part of the decomposition. We have that,

W̃
(mnp) = (�m�np + �n�mp + �p�mn), (8.27)

where,

�m =
1

3
(Wqqm +W

qmq +W
mqq). (8.28)

We are now in a position to fix the normalisation X in (8.19), to do so we note that we

can write the symmetric, traceless part of Wmnp as,

Ŵ
(mnp) = W

(mnp) � 1

X
(�m�np + �n�mp + �p�mn). (8.29)

Now taking the trace of both sides and expanding W
(mnp) in terms of Wmnp we find,

0 =
1

3
(Wmpp +W

pmp +W
ppm)� 1

X
(10�m + �m + �m),

0 = X�m � 12�m,

=) X = 12

(8.30)

We need to determine the form of the trace parts of the non-linear fields. The first of

these is rather trivial as it is simply an extension of (8.13),

W
mqq = [rm,Wqq] =

1

2
[rm, [Fab, (�

ab)W]]

= �1

2
[(�ab)Wm,Fab]�

1

2
[(�ab)W,Fm|ab].

(8.31)

To obtain the other trace vectors we can use the Jacobi identity to massage the indices

into the form W
mqq, for example,

W
qnq = [rq, [rn,Wq]] = [rn,Wqq]� [Wq, [rq,rn]]

= �1

2
[(�ab)Wn,Fab]�

1

2
[(�ab)W,Fn|ab]� [Wq,Fnq],

(8.32)
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and finally,

W
qqp = [rq, [rq, [rp,W]]] = [rq, [rp,Wq]]� [rq, [W,Fpq]]

= [rp,Wqq]� [Wq,Fpq]� [Wq,Fpq]� [W,Fq|pq],

(8.33)

where we have,

F
q|pq = ��p↵�{W↵,W�}, (8.34)

thence,

W
qqp = �1

2
[(�ab)Wp,Fab]�

1

2
[(�ab)W,Fp|ab] + [W, �p↵�{W

↵,W�}]. (8.35)

Since �p is symmetric in its spinor indices we have,

�
p
↵�{W

↵,W�} = �
p
↵�W

↵
W
� + �

p
↵�W

�
W
↵

= 2(W�pW),

(8.36)

So finally,

W
qqp = �1

2
[(�ab)Wp,Fab]�

1

2
[(�ab)W,Fp|ab] + 2[W, (W�pW)], (8.37)

or alternatively,

W
qqp = �1

2
[(�ab)Wp,Fab]�

1

2
[(�ab)W,Fp|ab]� 2[Wq,Fpq]. (8.38)

To make (8.19) an irreducible representation of the SO(10) symmetry group we have to

choose the constants in a particular way (there is a freedom to change the constants in

the partially symmetric term due to the fact only two of the 2-forms are independent),

hence the irreducible representation is given by,

W
mnp = Ŵ

(mnp) +
1

12
W̃

(mnp) +W
[mnp]

+
2

3
(2Wm[np] +W

p[mn] �W
[mn]p � 2W[pm]n),

(8.39)
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alternatively one can take,

W
mnp = Ŵ

(mnp) +
1

12
W̃

(mnp) +W
[mnp]

+
2

3
(W[mn]p +W

m[np] �W
n[pm] �W

[pm]n).

(8.40)

These decompositions allow us to write much simpler ansatzes as we can assume sym-

metry properties about the indices which eliminates many terms from the ansatz. It

also reduces the number of unknowns that need to be solved for, thus making the whole

process of finding corrections slightly easier.

8.3 Pure Spinor Identities

In this section we shall derive some identities that follow from the application of the pure

spinor constraint - these identities are absolutely necessary in order to properly canon-

icalise the BRST variations. These identities allow us to canonicalise the �-matrices in

various generating series expressions, it is the ��matrices that often causes issues when

finding the correct set of linear equations. The first identity that we need to consider,

which will underpin many of the other identities presented here, stems from the �-matrix

identity,

�m↵(��
m
⇢�) = 0. (8.41)

Consider the following,

�↵�⇢�m↵(��
m
⇢�) = (��m)�(��

m)� + (��m)�(��
m)� + �m��(��

m�)

= 2(��m)�(��
m)� = 0,

(8.42)

hence we have the following important identity [7, 87],

(��m)↵(��
m)� = 0. (8.43)

As a result, any terms of the form (��mW)(��mW) = 0, but it also implies that there

are identities that can simplify terms such as (��m)↵(��
mnp)� . To see this, consider the
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��matrix decomposition into �m and �np, that is,

�mnp = �m�np + �mp �
n � �mn �

p. (8.44)

Using this, one can easily show the following,

(��m)↵(��
mnp)� = (��n)↵(��

p)� � (��p)↵(��
n)� , (8.45)

and hence we can break the contraction (��m)↵(��
mnp)� into terms involving only �m -

thus reducing the number of terms that need to be considered in the ansatz. One can ex-

tend this to higher order � matrices, for example consider the case of (��mnp)↵(��
mqr)�

which simplifies to,

(��mnp)↵(��
mqr)� =(��npr)↵(��

q)� � (��npq)↵(��
r)� + (��n)↵(��

pqr)�

� (��p)↵(��
nqr)� + ⌘nr(��p)↵(��

q)� � ⌘rp(��n)↵(��
q)�

� ⌘nq(��p)↵(��
r)� + �pq(��n)↵(��

r)� ,

(8.46)

which again allows us to write terms generated in the ansatz, that contain (��mnp)↵(��
mqr)� ,

can be absorbed into other terms in the ansatz. It also allows us to canonicalise the

BRST variation of the ansatz as we will have to apply these identities to the variation in

order to obtain the correct set of linear equations. For higher order ��matrices we can

play the same game by noting that, in the case of �mnpqr, we have the decomposition,

�mnpqr = �m�npqr + ⌘mr�npq � ⌘mq�npr + ⌘mp�nqr � ⌘mn�pqr (8.47)

and so we have identities such as,

(��m)↵(��
mnpqr)� =(��r)↵(��

npq)� � (��q)↵(��
npr)�

+ (��p)↵(��
nqr)� � (��n)↵(��

pqr)�

(8.48)

and,

(��mnp)↵(��
mqrst)� =(��n)↵(��

pqrst)� � (��p)↵(��
nqrst)� + (��npt)↵(��

qrs)� (8.49)

� (��nps)↵(��
qrt)� + (��npr)↵(��

qst)� � (��npq)↵(��
rst)�
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� ⌘nq(��p)↵(��
rst)� + ⌘nr(��p)↵(��

qst)� � ⌘ns(��p)↵(��
qrt)�

+ ⌘nt(��p)↵(��
qrs)� + ⌘pq(��n)↵(��

rst)� � ⌘pr(��n)↵(��
qst)�

+ ⌘ps(��n)↵(��
qrt)� � ⌘pt(��n)↵(��

qrs)� .

One can continue to give the �5�5 decomposition, but this contains 24 different terms.

The point of this section is to show that the pure spinor condition can have very intricate

effects and link ansatz terms together in a way that is not a priori obvious. It is only by

utilising all of the identities and methods outlined above that one can determine these

↵0 corrections in a somewhat efficient manner.

In this chapter we have introduced a number of new identities which can be used to

canonicalise the indices of various higher mass fields. These new identities included some

new Jacobi based identities which allow us to pick a specific index to canonicalise on,

allowing us to find Jacobi identities that result from the BRST variation of the ansatz.

Furthermore, we determined the decomposition of some of the higher mass fields into

their irreducible symmetric, traceless part and other fields. Finally, we reviewed some of

the identities that follow from the pure spinor identity. All of the identities are pivotal

to properly ordering the generating series expressions that result from BRST variation

of complex ansatzes.
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Chapter 9

α
0 and α

02 Results

Determining the ↵0 and ↵02 results is a much simpler task than working at higher orders,

mainly due to the fact that the ansatz grows exponentially at each mass dimension1.

Hence, at lower ↵0 orders it is easier to canonicalise the variation of the ansatz because

there are fewer terms to deal with. In fact, in the case of the ↵0 corrections it is almost

trivial to demonstrate that there are no corrections at this order. The constraints from

group theory and dimensional analysis demonstrate that there is no ansatz at this order

that meets the requirements. The ↵02 corrections are a little more involved, but they are

much more tractable than higher order corrections and so we spend a little time analysing

these terms in depth. In fact we can find this correction by hand as a demonstration of

the techniques outlined here.

9.1 A Brief Note on the α
0 Correction

It is worth briefly outlining the the results of applying dimensional analysis and group

theory arguments at the ↵0 order to show there is no ansatz. We can also come to

this conclusion using dimensional arguments only, and a little bit of calculation. For

completeness, we shall explore both avenues.

1Note that the dimensions of each ↵0 corrections grows as dim(↵0n) = (2n+ 3
2
).
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The corrections at ↵0 would have mass dimension equal to 3.5 (each ↵0 order adds mass

dimension 2 - the ↵00 correction has mass dimension 1.5). At this mass dimension there

are only a handful of terms we can write down2,

V(��W)(��W),

V(���)rF,

(���)(��W)F.

(9.1)

With a little thought, as well as some trial and error, it becomes obvious that these are

the only terms that one can consider. If one then use LiE to analyse these terms one

finds that there are no scalar combinations in SO(10) and hence there can be no ansatz

at this order and as a result there can be no ↵0 correction [77, 109]. This is a well known

result and comes as no surprise, but it is always worthwhile checking the obvious results

to ensure the method is sound.

There is another way to come to this conclusion using some knowledge about � matrices

in D = 10. Firstly, note that the pure spinor constraint implies that the � matrix in

(���) must have five vector indices. It is obvious that this matrix cannot have one index

as this is the definition of the pure spinor. The � matrix cannot have three vector indices

because �mnp
↵� = ��mnp

�↵ and the pure spinor is a bosonic spinor. Thus (��mnp�) = 0 due

to the antisymmetry of the matrix and the bosonic statistics of the pure spinor. Hence

(���) ⌘ (��mnpqr�) in all of our ansatzes. This immediately implies that the second

term in (9.1) must be zero since there is no way to fully contract all of the vector indices

without a �5 self contraction which sets the term to zero anyway. Hence the second

term is out. As for the third term, this a little more involved, but one can use pure

spinor identities to remove this term as well. Note that the � matrix in (��W) must

have �3 in order to saturate all of the vector indices. Hence, consider the identity given

in (8.49) - when one sums over two more indices in this identity the terms involving

�1�5 disappear due to the self-contractions within the �5 matrix. Hence the only terms

left are ones which will involve (��m�) = 0 and (��mnp�) = 0 and hence there are

no corrections at this order from this kind of term. The first term in (9.1) requires a

2Note that we may occasionally use this kind of abstract notation where we do not explicitly include
the trace and Vi but this is implicit throughout.
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little more explanation but the theme basically runs the same - it’s all the pure spinor

identity. In the case when we have �1�1 the pure spinor identity trivially kicks in. For

other combinations one needs to simply contract all of the indices on �3�3 in (8.46) and

one obtains zero via self-contractions and the pure spinor identity. Finally, we know

that due to self-duality,

�
mnpqr
↵� �mnpqr

⇢� = 0, (9.2)

hence there can be no corrections at this order due solely to the pure spinor identity.

This ought to make clear the power of the pure spinor identity when considering these

ansatzes - many of the terms one would presume could contribute are actually zero. In

many cases, this is not immediately obvious but a little tracking of � matrices and many

of the terms simply disappear - although such tracking can become quite difficult at

higher orders.

9.2 Determining the α
02 Correction

When working to ↵02 we have to consider operators which have mass dimension 5.5,

this increases the possible number of terms we can consider, on dimensional grounds,

to nine. In the following we shall analyse these terms using group theory analysis and

then explicitly show the BRST calculations that one performs in order to obtain BRST

closure. The possible V and no-V terms are given by the following set,

V(��W)(��W)F, V(��rW)(��rW),

V(��W)(��r2
W), V(���)FrF,

(���)(��rW)rF, (���)(��r2
W)F,

(���)(��W)r2
F, (��W)(��W)(��rW),

however, using the SO(10) group structure we find that all but two of these structures

are zero3. The only two non-zero terms are, V(��W)(��W)F and V(��rW)(��rW) -

there is only one independent scalar for each of these terms. One thus concludes that

3Note that the term V(���)FrF is zero, but using the equations of motion it is linked to the first
term in the set.
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there is not a no-V sector correction at this order and any correction must involve V. In

the case of the first term, the only independent scalar one can write down is4,

V1(��
m
W)(��nW)Fmn, (9.3)

since any other scalar form would either be zero or can be broken down into this form

using the pure spinor identity. As for the second term, one has to keep in mind all of the

pure spinor machinery as well as the Dirac equation. These facts imply that the only

scalar we can construct that is non-zero (at least at the level of group theory and pure

spinor arguments) is,

V1(��
m
W

n)(��nWm). (9.4)

As a result our ansatz is quite easy to write down and gives a flavour of the kind of

behind-the-scenes calculations required to obtain these ansatzes. The ansatz will be

given by,

Y =Tr
�

V1[x1(��
m
W)(��nW)Fmn + x2(��

m
W)Fmn(��nW)

+ x3F
mn(��mW)(��nW)] + x4V(��

m
W

n)(��nWm)
�

,

(9.5)

where we have dropped terms that are the same up to anti-symmetry of F. Let us

consider the first term, with x1 and look at the BRST variation of this term. The

calculation goes along as follows,

Tr{Q, (V(��mW)(��nW)Fmn)} = �Tr[V1(��
m{Q,W})(��nW)Fmn] (9.6)

+ Tr[V1(��
m
W)(��n{Q,W})Fmn]

� Tr[V1(��
m
W)(��nW){Q,Fmn}]

= �1

4
Tr[V1(��

pq�m�)Fpq(��
n
W)Fmn]

+
1

4
Tr[V1(��

m
W)(��pq�n�)FpqF

mn]

� Tr[V1(��
m
W)(��nW)(��[mW

n])],

4Note the explicit label on the V in these expressions. The trace is implicit in these expressions.
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now note that �pq�m = �mpq + �mq�p � �mp�q and hence the pure spinor constraint and

anti-symmetry gets rid of the first two terms5. The final term is zero by the pure spinor

constraint also, this is clear from the (��m)↵(��
n)� identity. Hence, we have actually

stumbled6 onto one of the forms of the ↵02 corrections, that is,

L↵02 = Tr[V1(��
m
W)(��nW)Fmn], (9.7)

note of course that all other combinations of the fields will have a BRST variation that

is zero as our arguments are based off of symmetry and the pure spinor constraint and

hence they are not affected by field ordering. In fact, we can show that these field

orderings do not matter by looking at BRST ancestors of the expressions. For example,

consider,

Tr{Q,V1(��
mnp

W)(W�mnp
W)} =

1

4
Tr[V1(��

mnp)�(��
qr)�Fqr(W�mnp

W)]

� 1

4
Tr[V1(��

mnp
W)Fqr(��

qr)�(�mnp
W)� ]

+
1

4
Tr[V1(��

mnp
W)(W�mnp)�(�

qr�)� ],

(9.8)

let us take the first line of this variation and manipulate it into a form that will be useful

here. First begin by noting the identity �mnp
↵� �

mnp
⇢� = 12(�m↵��

m
�⇢� �m↵⇢�

m
�⇢), as a result of

this identity we can write the first term in the following manner,

1

4
(��mnp)�(��

qr)�Fqr(W�mnp
W) = 4Fqr(��

qr�mW)(��mW)

� 4Fqr(��
m
W)(��qr�mW),

(9.9)

and now one can apply �qr�m = �mqr � �mq�r + �mr�q as well as (8.45) to obtain,

1

4
(��mnp)�(��

qr)�Fqr(W�mnp
W) = 24Fmn(��

m
W)(��nW). (9.10)

The same sort of calculation follows for the other terms, except two small caveats. The

first being that one obtains terms of the form (��mqr�) = 0 which follows as before from

5One could see this immediately and there really was no need to invoke the � matrix identity. We
know that ��� must be ��5� to be non-zero and it is not possible form this combination out of three �

matrices hence these terms had to be zero on the spot.
6Of course there was no stumbling here - this term was chosen on purpose!
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the antisymmetry of �3. The second caveat is taking care of the antisymmetry of �2

under swapping the spinor indices. Bearing these points in mind one finds,

Tr{Q,V1(��
mnp

W)(W�mnp
W)} = 24Tr[V1Fmn(��

m
W)(��nW)]

� 12Tr[V1(��
m
W)Fmn(��

n
W)]

� 12Tr[V1(��
m
W)(��nW)Fmn].

(9.11)

Of course the expression we started with is BRST exact and hence we find,

2hV1Fmn(��
m
W)(W�nW)i = hV1(��

m
W)Fmn(��

n
W)i+ hV1(��

m
W)(��nW)Fmni,

(9.12)

where the pure spinor integration measure hi projects out the BRST exact piece. One

can then perform the same manipulations in order to demonstrate,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W)(��mW)} = Tr

⇥

V1(��
m
W)[Fmn, (��

n
W)]

⇤

(9.13)

which then implies,

hV1(��
m
W)Fmn(��

n
W)i = hV1(��

m
W)(��nW)Fmni, (9.14)

and hence field ordering does not matter as all field ordering only differ by a BRST

exact term(s). Given that all of these field ordering are the same one could take a

linear combination of each ordering weighted by 1/3. However, this allows us to use the

symmetric trace [110, 111] to express the correction in line with the literature,

L↵02 = sTr[V1(��
m
W)(��nW)Fmn], (9.15)

where the symmetry acts on W and F as we can use cyclicity to always bring V1 to the

front of the trace7. Note that the symmetric trace implicitly contains the correct factors

when expressed in terms of normal traces - that is including the relevant 1/n! factors.

Now, let us quickly look at the second kind of term that we can add to the ansatz,

namely V(��mW
n)(��nWm) and determine its BRST variation. The variation goes as

7Essentially, the symmetric trace here represents sTr(ABC) = 1
3
Tr(ABC + CAB +BCA).
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follows,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W

n)(��nWm)} =� Tr[V1(��
m{Q,Wn})(��nWm)]

+ Tr[V1(��
m
W

n)(��n{Q,Wm})]

(9.16)

which gives the following,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W

n)(��nWm)} =� 1

4
Tr[V1(��

pq�m�)Fn|pq(��nWm)]

+ Tr[V1{(��
n
W), (��mW)}(��nWm)]

+
1

4
Tr[V1(��

pq�n�)(��mW
n)Fm|pq]

� Tr[V1(��
n
W

m){(��mW), (��nW)}],

(9.17)

which is zero due to the pure spinor identity. Let us explain this a little further. We

know that (��pq�n�) terms are zero due to the antisymmetry of �3 as well as the plain

pure spinor identity. The anti-commutator terms are zero due to (��m)↵(��
m)� = 0

hence both of these terms disappear. The same occurs with the variation {Q,Wm} and

hence the total BRST variation is zero. This is another BRST-closed expression and

hence this, by cohomology arguments alone, is another expression for the ↵02 corrections,

L↵02 = Tr(V1(��
m
W

n)(��nWm)). (9.18)

However, if one considers the term,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W

n)Fmn} =
1

4
Tr[V1(��

m)�(��
pq)�F

n|pq]� Tr[V1{(��
n
W), (��mW)}Fmn]

+ Tr[V1(��
m
W

n)(��[mW
n])],

(9.19)

one can demonstrate,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W

n)Fmn} = �Tr[V1(��
m
W

n)(��nWm)], (9.20)

and hence this term is BRST exact, as a result this term is not actually a physical

generating series of the correction at this order and so the only valid expression is the

previous one.
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Using BRST closure and component expansions it appears that the first expression is

the form of the ↵02 correction. We can connect the correction to an effective generating

series action, at tree-level the amplitudes are generated by the action [109, 112, 113],

S =

ˆ

d[X]Trh12VQV+ 1
3VVVi, (9.21)

where QV is a kind of kinematic term and VVV is the generating series of tree-level

amplitudes - the generating series V = �↵A↵ satisfies the equation of motion QV = VV.

Hence, we have an action for V, which has some equations of motion so we can treat

the ↵0 corrections are perturbations to this action [77]. Thence we find that, up to ↵02

we have the action,

S =

ˆ

d[X]Trh12VQV+ 1
3VVV+ ↵02

V(��mW)(��nW)Fmni. (9.22)

Hence, at this order, the generating series have to satisfy the following equation of

motion,

QV = VV+ ↵02(��mW)(��nW)Fmn (9.23)

which can be used to determine effective equations of motion. Each of the interac-

tion terms that are added to this effective action represent the generating series of

the amplitudes at that order. One can perform further analysis of such actions along

Batalin-Vilkovisky [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119] which allows one to consider off-shell

actions. This premise is the basis of one potential solution to the issues raised by the

↵04 correction, we shall detail this in the coming chapters.

In this chapter we have found the ↵02 corrections to the Super Yang-Mills generating

series using BRST cohomology arguments. The calculations in this chapter have been

rather tractable, a luxury which is lost once we move to higher order corrections as

the ansatz exponentially grows. This chapter has shown the essence of the method

used to determine the results presented, or attempted, in later chapters and serves as

a good example of how one can use BRST cohomology arguments to determine the

corrections. We also detailed how the generating series can be used to form an action
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that yields equations of motion that the generating series satisfies. The generating series

expressions found in this chapter can then be added to this action and one obtains an

effective generating series whose interaction terms are the various amplitude generating

series.
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Chapter 10

α
03 Results

Working at the level of ↵0 and ↵02 corrections is rather straightforward. In the former

case, there is simply no correction and in the latter case the weight of the correction, as

well as group theory constraints, mean that the ansatz is incredibly simple. As a result,

we only have to begin to employ more complex machinery once we arrive at ↵03. This

correction demonstrates a decoupling of the generating series into terms which involve

V1 and those that do not. This decoupling is interesting as it appears to be the only ↵0

order that such a decoupling occurs at. In the ↵02 case there was no way to express the

correction in terms of no-V1 terms and at ↵04, as we shall see, one needs to mix both V1

and no-V1 terms in order to find the correction. First, we present the solution involving

V1 terms as well as a number of BRST-exact expressions at this order that are found as

a consequence of enforcing BRST closure on the ansatz. These BRST-exact terms are

quite useful as they allow us to simplify the result from the ansatz.

Note that BRST closure is not enough to completely fix all of the constants, as mentioned

previously - one can add BRST exact expressions to the solution and change the form

of the solution. In fact, it is this that allows us to simplifies the initial solution. The

BRST-closure property also does not fix completely the component expansion at a given

order, this is because some Mandelstam invariants are BRST invariant and hence one

needs to properly compare any solution to the BRST-closure with a know amplitude.

Luckily these amplitudes have been previously derived as the field theory limit of string

scattering amplitudes [7].
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10.1 V Corrections

In order to build the ansatz, one first needs to determine the terms that can contribute

in the V sector according to their weight and group theory properties. Recalling that V

has weight 0.5, and ↵03 corrections have weight 7.5, we need to look for terms that are

dimension 7 scalars under SO(10). This is simply a matter of pen and paper and the

results of the possible terms are displayed1 in the first half of Table 10.2. After finding

all of the possible vector index contractions that are non-zero, and taking all relevant

permutations of the fields, the ansatz contains 168 terms. Note that we need not use the

tensor decompositions of Chapter 8, but we can use the pure spinor identities as well

as the Jacobi identities to perform some canonicalisation to simplify the ansatz and the

subsequent BRST variation.

After taking the BRST variation of the 168 terms, we must canonicalise the ansatz as

far as possible in order to obtain the correct set of linear equations. After the variation

there are often a number of terms where the generating series expression is zero and

hence the linear equation attached to such an expression need not be zero. We must

catch all of these instances otherwise we risk setting certain coefficients to zero. Once

we have done this and compared the component expansion of the result with the known

4-point amplitude we obtain the following (non-unique) form for the ↵03 term,

L↵03 = 2880Tr
h

V1

�

F
mn(��nWp)(��pWm) + (��mW

n)Fnp(��pWm)

+
1

2

⇥

F
mn

F
np, {(��mW), (��pW)}

⇤

+
1

4
F
mn

F
pq{(��mW), (��npqW)}

+
1

4
F
mn(��npqW)[(��mW),Fpq]

� 1

4
F
pq(��mW)[(��npqW),Fmn]

+
1

4
(��npqW)(��mW)F[mn]|pq

�

i

(10.1)

However, during the procedure to find this result we obtain a number of BRST-exact

expressions which can be used to further simplify this answer. For example, we can use

1Note that in the ↵03 ansatz we use terms from Table 10.2 that do not contain a raw A field and are
above the double line.
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the following BRST-exact expression to remove the first five-field terms in the above

result2,

hV1[F
mn

F
np,{(��nWp), (��pWm)}]i = hV1(��

m
W

n)Fmp(��nWp)i

� hV1(��
m
W

n)(��pWm)Fnpi � hV1F
mn(��nWp)(��pWm)i

� hV1(��
m
W

n)Fnp(��pWm)i,

(10.2)

hence we can replace the five-field term with four-field terms, reducing the number of

terms in the ↵03 answer by two. There are many more BRST closed identities that can

be determined from analysis like this, however it appears that these identities cannot be

used to simplify the ↵03 answer any further. For now it is best to content oneself with

the simpler solution of the form,

L↵03 = 1440Tr
h

V1

�

{[Fmn, (��nWp)], (��pWm)}

+
1

2
F
mn

F
pq{(��mW), (��npqW)}

+
1

2
F
mn(��npqW)[(��mW),Fpq]

� 1

2
F
pq(��mW)[(��npqW),Fmn]

+
1

2
(��npqW)(��mW)F[mn]|pq

�

i

.

(10.3)

We do not believe that any other terms can be used to simplify this expression (after a

systematic attempt to introduce more BRST-exact expressions we only introduce more

terms). One could potentially use the equations of motion to simplify this result further,

but is currently not clear whether this is worthwhile. However, it is worthwhile giving

some of the other expressions that link terms with 4- and 5-fields as this may be useful

in future research. One such term that connects these orders of fields is,

hV1F
mn{(��nW), (��pW)}Fmpi =hV1F

mn(��nWp)(��[mW
p])i

� hV1(��
m
W

n)(��nWp)Fmpi.
(10.4)

2The equality between the two expressions here is not exact in superfield terms but the pure spinor
integration kills any BRST exact terms
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We can also find BRST-exact terms which link W
mn with F

m|np, that is terms which

look like integration by parts,

hV1(��
m
W)Fnp(��pWmn)i = hV1(��

m
W)(��nWp)Fm|npi, (10.5)

but do not seem to follow the obvious integration by parts-like pattern discussed in

Section 10.3.

Before we move on it is worth briefly discussing the connection between the correction

presented above and the amplitudes it is able to produce. The first term in (10.3) corre-

sponds to the generating series generalisation of the 1-loop Super Yang-Mills amplitude,

that is the box diagram [29]. Hence this generating series ought to be able to generate

the n�point kinematic factor for the 1-loop box diagram in Super Yang-Mills - this is

a very profound result. Without reference to amplitudes, loops or string theory we are

able, using the cohomology of pure spinor space alone, able to determine expressions

that generate n�point kinematic factors of loops. As we shall see in the next section,

the ↵03 corrections in the no-V sector are able to generate a number of other diagrams

at loop level. Other terms in (10.3) represent stringy corrections that arise in order to

correct Super Yang-Mills amplitudes with string theory behaviours.

10.2 No-V Ansatz

One can also generate an ansatz that does not contain V1 terms and then apply the same

methodologies in order to determine the correction. One now has a much more restricted

set of terms that can be used to generate the ansatz as one has to find dimension 7.5

terms which contain 3 ghosts, without the use of V1. The terms that one can consider

are given in Table 10.1 - these terms and their permutations constitute the ansatz. At

↵03 there are actually many possible solutions corresponding to a number of different

way of expressing the amplitudes and each of these makes some loop diagram manifest.

One possible expression is,

L↵03 = F
m|pq(��mW)(��pW)(��qW), (10.6)
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Term # Scalars

(���)(��rW)rFF 1
(��rW)(��rW)(��rW) 2
(��W)(��rW)(��r2

W) 1

(��W)(��W)(��rW)F 2
(��W)(��W)(��W)rF 2

(���)(��W)FFF 2

Table 10.1: The only terms that are non-zero under SO(10) that are allows by di-
mensional consideration in the no-V ansatz.

which is similar in construction to the Mercedes star multiparticle expression given in

[29] - hence we can generate the 3-loop amplitude kinematic factor for arbitrary points

using this form. In fact this is not quite directly true. One has to apply the integration

by parts relations outlined in the next section to get from the above generating series

expression to the 3-loop expression, which in terms of Berends-Giele currents is given

by [29],

(��mWn
A)(��nW

p
B)(��pW

m
C ). (10.7)

When one starts to apply these integration by parts-like relations this term will be

generated, along with a whole host of other terms that include other kinematic factors.

The key point here is that these corrections include loop kinematic factors but they

mix a number of loop kinematic factors together. This is obvious from the fact that

in the V1 sector we can make manifest the box-diagram but in the no-V1 sector we

can make the 3-loop diagram manifest. These two expressions are the same and so we

must conclude that they have a mixture of loop kinematic factors in their composition.

Another possible no�V1 solution is given by the expression,

L↵03 = (��mnpqr�)(��aW)Fmn
F
pq
F
ra, (10.8)

which actually now makes the 2-loop double box-diagram manifest. It is important

to note that these are generating series expressions and the relation to multiparticle

Berends-Giele currents is not a direct one as there are other terms at higher point that

will introduce the other diagram we have discussed.

The relation between the V and no-V sector is an ongoing piece of research - the results

of which are covered in the next section. However, note that at a given mass dimension
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if QX = 0 and QY = 0 then X = Y + QΩ, thus they are equal from the cohomology

viewpoint. Hence, whilst we may not have directly proven the equivalence at the level

of superspace, we know that the expressions presented in this section and the last must

be the same owing to the uniqueness of BRST cohomology.

10.3 Looking for Ω

At ↵03 there is a generating series expression involving an overall V and a number

of expressions that have no V. Owing to the uniqueness of the BRST cohomology,

these different ways of expressing the ↵03 corrections must be the same. However, it is

interesting to also show that these expressions are the same in superspace. This involves

finding a BRST ancestor that generates both terms such that the following equation is

satisfied,

QΩ = LV � L
V̂
, (10.9)

where LV is the generating series expression for the correction involving V1 and L
V̂
is

one of the expressions not containing V1. Theoretically, one can automate the solving of

this equation by generating an ansatz for Ω which contains all of the dimension 7, ghost

number 2 generating series expressions. Ultimately, Ω ought to contain terms whose

BRST variations mix V and no-V terms. The simplest way to do this is to allow bare

gauge fields, Am, in the ansatz; the variation of Am is as follows [7],

[Q,Am] = [@m,V1] + (��mW). (10.10)

Note that we can replace the @m in the above expression with rm = @m�A
m such that

we find,

[Q,Am] = V
m
1 + [Am,V1] + (��mW), (10.11)

where we can now use an integration by parts-like relation,

Tr
⇥

[A,B]CD
⇤

= �Tr
⇥

B[A,C]D
⇤

� Tr
⇥

BC[A,D]
⇤

, (10.12)
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to remove the derivative on V1 in the ansatz. Note that this integration by parts-like

relation only holds once momentum conservation has been taken into account. Take the

example of Vm
1 (��nW)Fmn, using the above relation we find3,

Tr
⇥

V
m
1 (��nW)Fmn

⇤

= �Tr
⇥

V1(��
n
W

m)Fmn
⇤

� Tr
⇥

V1(��
n
W)Fm|mn

⇤

. (10.13)

Initially, we consider the simplest ansatz possible which involves adding terms with a sin-

gle A field to the no-V1 sector of the Ω ansatz, an example term would be (��W)(��W)(W�W)A.

No A fields are considered in the V1 sector of the ansatz since this will produce V
2 terms

which are difficult to cancel without introducing a larger ansatz. Hence the set of terms

initially considered is rather simple and given in Table 10.2. The ansatz does not assume

any symmetry of the higher mass field indices thus we have to apply the projections that

are implied by the anti-symmetry of the � matrices. For example, we apply,

�mnp
W

mnp =
1

2
[�mnp

W
p,Fmn]. (10.14)

Note that we also use the Dirac equation to simplify terms of the form ��mnp
W

p, which

becomes,

(��mnp
W

p) = (��[nWp]). (10.15)

Finally, we can also implement the Fierz identity,

�↵W� =
1

16
(�m)↵�(��mW) +

1

96
(�mnp)↵�(��mnp

W)

+
1

3840
(�mnpqr)↵�(��mnpqr

W),

(10.16)

which is useful when dealing with terms whose BRST variation produces terms of the

form W
↵(��W)W��↵� , as it allows us to write these terms as fully contracted spinor-

scalars. For example, one can rewrite W
↵(��mW)W��n↵� in the following manner,

W
↵(��mW)W��n↵� =

1

16
(��pW)(W�m�p�nW) +

1

96
(��pqrW)(W�m�pqr�nW)

+
1

3840
(��pqrstW)(W�m�pqrst�nW),

(10.17)

3Here we explicitly put the trace back into the equation to make the point that this only holds for
expressions involving the trace.
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Term # Scalars

(��r2
W)(��r2

W) 1

(��W)(��r2
W)F 2

(��rW)(��rW)F 5
(��W)(��rW)rF 3

(���)FFrF 2
(��r2

W)(��rW)A 2
(���)rFrFA 1

(��W)(��W)FF 6
(��rW)(��W)(W�W) 6
(��W)(��W)(W�rW) 6

(��rW)(��W)FA 7
(��W)(��W)rFA 4

(���)FFFA -

(��W)(��W)(W�W)A 9

V(��rW)rF 1

V(��rW)FF 4
V(��W)FrF 2

V(��W)(rW�rW) 4
V(��rW)(W�rW) 4

Table 10.2: The terms that appear in the most basic ansatz for Ω - currently there is
no solution with these terms only.

where one can then simplify the � matrices. We use all of these techniques on top of

the others developed, including Jacobi identities and higher mass equations of motion.

We also use cyclicity of the trace at the level of Ω to move A to the front of the no-V1

sector. We also use this cyclicity after the variation to move V1 to the front of any

terms. At the current level, there is no solution for Ω indicating we may need to expand

the ansatz to include higher A terms. It may be necessary to make the most general

ansatz possible involving any number of Am fields that are allowed - or include higher

mass generalisations of the field A
m.

This chapter has presented the ↵03 generating series which encapsulates all n�point

kinematic factors resulting from taking the field theory limit of string scattering am-

plitudes. We have seen that there are ways to express these corrections including the

unintegrated vertex operator, and also a number of ways to express it without that op-

erator. All of these expressions make various loop diagram manifest at the generating

series level - and due to this we conclude that these ↵0 corrections often contain a mix-

ture of loop diagram kinematic factors in their expansions. We have also explained the
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attempt to demonstrate that these expressions are the same at the level of superspace,

however there are a number of obstacles that need to be overcome before this can be

shown concretely. Some of these have been suggested in the above. That being said, we

know that all of the corrections expressed in this chapter have to be the same owing to

the uniqueness of the BRST cohomology.
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Chapter 11

New Higher Mass Operators

In this chapter we focus on determining the behaviour of the higher mass counterparts

of the generating series V - that is the behaviour of V
M . Whilst the results of this

chapter initially appear without purpose we present the result of the analysis for two

reasons: the first being posterity and the second being that we use some of the variations

outlined here in the search for the unknown function Ω in the previous chapter. With

that being said, in general the motivation for studying these higher mass unintegrated

vertex operators is the following: the n�point tree-level amplitude in pure spinor Super

Yang-Mills can be determined from hVVVi, thus it is possible that higher mass ↵0

corrections can be generated by OhVVVi, where O is some differential operator built

from rm. This operator descends from the Drinfeld Associator [120, 121] which it is

assumed can be used to generate the corrections we seek. The basis for this expansion

will be terms of the form [rm,V] and so for convenience we define V
m ⌘ [rm,V] in

analogy with the higher mass W and F fields above. In order to work with these fields

we first have to derive their behaviour in terms of BRST variations - this is a relatively

straightforward exercise and the results are presented below. The results of this chapter

detail the necessary machinery to test this method at ↵0 and ↵02 - two fairly simple

generating series.

As an initial test we shall work to find a potential set of terms that can be used to

generate the ↵02 amplitudes and as such the highest mass field we will deal with is

V
mnpq and so this is the highest mass dimension field we derive here. Although it is
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possible using the integration by parts-like identity of the previous chapter to remove

some of the differentials from this field and distribute them to other terms, we shall use

such terms here.

We begin our analysis with the graded Lie algebra identity,

(�1)|X||Z|[X, [Y, Z]] + (�1)|X||Y |[Y, [Z,X]] + (�1)|Y ||Z|[Z, [X,Y ]] = 0, (11.1)

where |X| = 0 if X is a bosonic field and |X| = 1 if X is a fermionic field. This identity

has been used implicitly many times throughout this thesis - it underpins many of the

Jacobi like manipulations we have made as well as the Bianchi identities. However, in

this chapter the only graded identity that we actually need to find the BRST variation

of VM is,

[X, {Y, Z}]� {Y, [X,Z]}� {Z, [X,Y ]} = 0, (11.2)

where X is bosonic and Y, Z are fermionic. We also require the spinor equations of

motion which give us the BRST variations of the required fields [7],

[Q,rm] = �(��mW)� Vm, {Q,V} = {V,V}, (11.3)

and from these three equations we can derive the BRST variations of higher mass V

fields. In the following we work with both Q = �↵D↵ and Q = �↵r↵ where the former

needs to be used when expressions are not surrounded by a trace or do not include V1.

Fortunately, all of the expressions used here are surround by traces and hence we can

used the simpler variations with respect to Q as we have done in previous chapters.

Note that this only holds, despite not using V1, because we can use the cyclicity of the

trace and the fermionic statistics to remove the {V,V} parts of the variation.

11.1 Working with Q

We initially work with fields terms that involve Q = �↵D↵ which is the usual BRST op-

erator in pure spinor superstring theory - this is done mainly for completeness. However,

since the corrections are given as traces over the fields we will later define Q = �↵r↵
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as a modified operator which will somewhat simplify the equations given below. That

being said, the same structures will appear as this operator gives minor modifications

to the equations. Namely, we obtain modifications that are proportional to {VM ,VN},

but once we use Q these terms drop out of the variation due to the action of the trace.

Let us begin by considering {Q,Vm}, using (11.2) we can show that the following graded

Jacobi identity holds,

[rm, {Q,V}]� {Q, [rm,V]}+ {V, [Q,rm]} = 0, (11.4)

from which it follows using (11.3) that,

{Q,Vm} = �{V, (��mW)}� {V,Vm}+ [rm, {V,V}], (11.5)

finally using the graded identity on the last term in the above equation we can show

[rm, {V,V}] � {V, [rm,V]} � {V, [rm,V]} = 0, hence [rm, {V,V}] = 2{V,Vm} and

thus,

{Q,Vm} = �{V, (��mW)}+ {V,Vm}. (11.6)

From here the calculation follows rather trivially, albeit in a time-consuming manner

and all higher mass identities follow from (11.4). For example, let us consider V
mn.

Using the first equation in (11.3), (11.6) and (11.4) we find,

{Q,Vmn} = �{Vn, (��mW)}� {Vn,Vm}+ [rm, {Q,Vn}], (11.7)

and once again we need to use (11.4) on the first line. After doing this, and noting that

{X,Y } = {Y,X} we find,

{Q,Vmn} =� {V(m, (��n)W)}+ {V,Vmn}� {V, (��nWm)}. (11.8)
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Note, however, that VM exhibits the same anti-symmetry1 properties as WM (see (2.29)

in [7]) and hence we note,

V
[mn] = [V,Fmn]. (11.9)

Furthermore, note that the trace of (11.8) gives,

{Q,Vmm} = �2{Vm, (��mW)}� 2Vm
V
m. (11.10)

Carrying this on to higher mass V we generate more terms but many of them have

roughly the same structure. So, for example V
mnp is given by,

{Q,Vmnp} =� {V, (��pWmn)}� {Vm, (��pWn)}

� {V(n, (��p)Wm)}� {Vm(n(��p)W)}

� {Vnp, (��mW)}+ {V,Vmnp}.

(11.11)

However, at this dimension when we take the variation we can generate terms that

do not package nicely due to the appearance of W
mm in the anti-commutator with

V. These are terms that have a non-simple structure, by this we mean terms such as

W
↵
X
m
W
��m↵� . That is terms where the � matrix cannot be contracted to give a term

of the form (��W) or (W�W) due to commutation issues. This can pose issues if we try

to use BRST closure to find the generating series and do not properly deal with these

terms in a careful manner, for example using the Fierz identity or some canonicalisation

procedure. We also note that the anti-symmetrization of the indices at this order gives,

V
[mnp] = [Vm,Fnp] + [Vn,Fpm] + [Vp,Fmn], (11.12)

again respecting the symmetry of the indices from the W field. Finally, for V
mnpq we

find,

{Q,Vmnpq} =� {V, (��qWmnp)}� {Vm, (��qWnp)}

� {Vn, (��qWmp)}� {V(p, (��q)Wmn)} (11.13)

1This is not exactly true, they are both higher mass spinor, albeit different kinds of spinors. Ulti-
mately, the symmetry properties of the vector indices are not at all dependent upon the spinor type.
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� {Vmn, (��qWp}� {Vm(p, (��q)Wn)}

� {Vn(p, (��q)Wm)}� {Vpq, (��nWm)}

� {Vmn(p, (��q)W)}� {Vmpq, (��nW)}

� {Vnpq, (��mW)}+ {V,Vmnpq},

which has a corresponding anti-symmeterized identity which can be found using (2.29)

in [7]. It ought to be noted that V also satisfies the same decomposition as W - this

simply follow from the fact that the Dynkin label decomposition of vector indices into

the respective forms cares very little about the nature of the spinor the derivatives are

acting on.

11.2 Working with Q

When working with traces of operators in the form OhVVVi, as we will do here, we can

exchange Q for Q, due to the trace as this will perform the same action in the trace2 -

ultimately the extra {VM ,VN} terms that appear with Q are zero under the trace. The

BRST variations with this modified operator do very little to change the equations, in

fact the only change is that the V only commutators in the previous section disappear.

For example,

Tr{Q,Vm} = �Tr{V, (��mW)}, (11.14)

and,

Tr{Q,Vmn} = �Tr{V(m, (��n)W)}� Tr{V, (��nWm)}. (11.15)

This continues to higher mass orders and we obtain,

Tr{Q,Vmnp} =� Tr{V, (��pWmn)}� Tr{Vm, (��pWn)}

� Tr{V(n, (��p)Wm)}� Tr{Vm(n(��p)W)}

� Tr{Vnp, (��mW)}

(11.16)

2One can easily get {Q,VM} from the previous section by noting that Q = Q� V.
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and,

Tr{Q,Vmnpq} =� Tr{V, (��qWmnp)}� Tr{Vm, (��qWnp)}

� Tr{Vn, (��qWmp)}� Tr{V(p, (��q)Wmn)}

� Tr{Vmn, (��qWp)}� Tr{Vm(p, (��q)Wn)}

� Tr{Vn(p, (��q)Wm)}� Tr{Vpq, (��nWm)}

� Tr{Vmn(p, (��q)W)}� Tr{Vmpq, (��nW)}

� Tr{Vnpq, (��mW)}.

(11.17)

These are the variations we shall use in the ↵02 case as it reduces the number of terms

required in the variation and thus reduces the possibility of something going awry. We

can extend these variations to arbitrary order by recalling the similarities of symmetry

between V
M and W

M . If we take the higher mass equation of motion for W
M - see

(4.16) - and näıvely adjust it for VM we find,

Tr{Q,VN} = �
X

�(N)=R⌦S

R 6=;

Tr
�

V
S , (��W)R

 

, (11.18)

which correctly reproduces the above equations. We can further leverage the information

already known about higher mass W fields in order to perform the decompositions of

these higher mass V fields into other fields - this is what we turn to now.

11.3 Decomposition of Higher Mass V

It will be useful to decompose the higher mass V fields as this allows us to reduce the

number of terms we generate in the ansatz. For this we need to determine the symmetric

trace part of the tensors as this is a required part of the decomposition that cannot be

easily inferred from the W case. We can do this by splitting rm as rm = @m �A
m and

as such we get,

V
mm = ⇤V� [@m, [Am,V]]� [Am, [@m,V]] + [Am, [Am,V]], (11.19)
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now we can use (2.27) and (2.28) in [29] which tells us3,

⇤V = [Am, [@m,V]] + [(��mW),Am]. (11.20)

Plugging this into the expression for Vmm and using the Jacobi identity we obtain,

V
mm = [(��mW),Am]� [Am,Vm]� [Am|m,V], (11.21)

where one can use the Lorenz gauge A
m|m = [@m,Am] = 04 to show that,

V
mm = [Vm + (��mW),Am], (11.22)

and hence using this we can find the decomposition of Vmn into symmetric traceless,

symmetric trace and anti-symmetric parts in much the same way we did in (8.14). This

gives,

V
mn = V̂

(mn) + [V,Fmn] +
�mn

10

�

[Vp,Ap] + [(��pW),Ap]
�

. (11.23)

We can continue as we did for Wmnp and obtain the decomposition of Vmnp, note that

the anti-symmetric part follows from W
[mnp]; in fact much of the structure is exactly the

same as Wmnp and hence we have only to substitute in the correct expressions in order

to obtain the correct decomposition. Thus we need to determine the trace symmetric

piece of Vmnp and the following anti-symmetric pieces: V[mn]p and V
m[np] which can be

easily found after playing around with the Jacobi identity. To find the trace symmetric

piece we need to find the �m outlined in (8.28). Using Jacobi identities one can show

the following,

V
pmp = V

mpp � [Vp,Fmp]

V
ppm = V

mpp � 2[V, (W�mW)]� 2[Vp,Fmp].

(11.24)

Thus we have that,

�m = V
mpp � [Vp,Fmp]� 2

3
[V, (W�mW)], (11.25)

3This relies on applying Lorenz gauge. This is the gauge we have performed all of the calculations
thus far in and so it does not matter in a pragmatic sense.

4This follows since A
m|m = [rm,Am] = [@m,Am]� [Am,Am] = [@m,Am].
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and now we only need to calculate V
mpp which is straightforward given that we now

know V
pp. After using the Jacobi identity again, we find the following form for Vmpp,

V
mpp =[Vmp,Ap] + [(��pWm),Ap] + [Vp,Am|p] + [(��pW),Am|p], (11.26)

and hence we have the correct form for ↵m and thus for Ṽ
(mnp) once everything is

plugged in. Now we need to find V
[mn]p and V

m[np] which is easily done by, yet again,

using the Jacobi identity,

V
[mn]p = [Vp,Fmn]

V
m[np] = [V,Fm|np] + [Vm,Fnp] = [V,Fm|np] + V

[np]m,

(11.27)

which follows exactly what one would expect from the corresponding W calculations.

Finally, we have the fully anti-symmetric part of the tensor,

V
[mnp] = [Vp,Fmn] + [Vn,Fpm] + [Vm,Fnp], (11.28)

again following directly from the previous W calculations. Hence the irreducible repre-

sentation is given by,

V
mnp = V̂

(mnp) +
1

12
Ṽ
(mnp) + V

[mnp]

+
2

3
(2Vm[np] + V

p[mn] � V
[mn]p � 2V[pm]n),

(11.29)

where Ṽ
(mnp) = (�m�np + �n�mp + �p�mn). This kind of decomposition allows us to

work with the symmetric traceless part in the ansatz and utilise the index symmetries

to simplify things. Then one can use the projections outlined here to go to the full field

expression.

11.4 Working at Order α
0

Working at order ↵0 means that the weight of the expression must be 3.5, hence the

possible terms are restricted at this order. Once one considers various integration-by-

parts-like identities and Jacobi identities, the basis ansatz that we can construct for this
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order is the following,

L =ATr[Vm
V
m
V], (11.30)

which is a fairly tractable problem - that is, we can just vary this by hand using the

above equations,

Tr{Q,Vm
V
m
V} = �Tr[{V, (��m)W}Vm

V] + Tr[Vm{V, (��mW)}V]

= �Tr[V(��mW)Vm
V]� Tr[(��mW)VVm

V]

+ Tr[Vm
V(��mW)V] + Tr[Vm(��mW)VV],

(11.31)

which implies A = 0: there is no BRST closed solution using the above ansatz. This

is expected since, as we saw in previous chapters, there is no ↵0 correction to Super

Yang-Mills; the first correction enters at ↵02.

11.5 The Harnad-Shnider Gauge

The Harnad-Shnider gauge is a very useful gauge to work in at is dramatically simplifies

the ✓ expansion of the non-linear fields into components by enforcing ✓↵A↵ = 0. As

such, it is useful to see the form of VM at various dimensions in order to determine the

usefulness of employing these higher mass fields. To do this is fairly straightforward and

simply requires the application of previously used formulae. We begin by considering

the equation of motion in Harnad-Shnider for the plain V field,

{D + 1,V} = (D + 1)V = (��m✓)Am (11.32)

and applying the graded Jacobi identity we obtain the following,

[rm, {D,V}] + V
m = {D,Vm}+ {V, (✓�mW)}+ V

m. (11.33)

Now looking at the right-hand side of (11.32) we find,

[rm, (��n✓)An] = (��n✓)[rm,An], (11.34)
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and hence for Vm the equation of motion in Harnad-Shnider gauge becomes,

(D + 1)Vm = (��n✓)[rm,An]� {V, (✓�mW)}. (11.35)

We can now invert this in order to obtain the kth order expansion [29],

V
m|k =

1

k + 1

✓

(��n✓)Am|n|k�1 �
k�1
X

l=0

{V|l, (✓�
m
W|k�l�1)}

i

◆

. (11.36)

As a result of the appearance of Am|n ⌘ [rm,An] we must define a higher mass Am field

in order to determine the component expansions of Vm
P . At the level of multiparticle

polarisation tensors this higher mass AM |n field would correspond to,

e
m1...mi|n
P = km1...mi

P enP �
X

XY=P

(enXem1...mi

Y � em1...mi

X enY ), (11.37)

where intuitively @mA
n corresponds to km1...mi

P enP . Working to higher mass dimension

in V requires a similar sort of game with Jacobi identities as the derivation of the BRST

variations. So let us consider the Harnad-Shnider gauge equation of motion for V
mn,

upon doing so one find the following,

(D + 1)Vmn = (��p✓)Amn|p � {Vn, (✓�mW)}, (11.38)

and so it appears like defining a higher mass version of Ap becomes a reasonably sensible

option because higher mass V will contain higher order commutators acting on A. If one

does this, then guessing the Harnad-Shnider gauge equation of motion for VM becomes

fairly trivial as it follows a similar kind of logic as (C.8) in [29]. Hence,

(D + 1)VN = (��m✓)AN |m � {VM , (✓�iW)}, (11.39)

where M = N \ i for N = iM , this is i is the first index in N . For example, Vmnp will

be given by,

(D + 1)Vmnp = (��q✓)Amnp|q � {Vnp, (✓�mW)}, (11.40)
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which is readily verified using the identity,

[rM{D,VN}] = {D,VMN}+ {V(M\i)N , (✓�iW)}, (11.41)

which follows from the graded Jacobi identity. We can then invert this general equation

to give the kth order expansion of VM ,

V
M |k =

1

k + 1

✓

(��m✓)AN |m|k�1 �
k�1
X

l=0

{VM |l, (✓�
i
W)|k�l�1}

◆

. (11.42)

Hence we can find the Harnad-Shnider theta expansion of the fields V once we know

the equivalent formulas for AM |n. This is quite straight forward since, DAm = (✓�mW).

Now using Jacobi identity on [rm, [D,An]] we find the following,

DA
m|n = (✓�mW

n) + [An, (✓�mW)], (11.43)

which is somewhat expected given (4.13) in [29]. We need to continue this pattern onto

higher mass Ap since we will need to work up to V
mnpq for ↵02, as such we will require

the expansion of AM |n up to M = m1m2m3m4. For A
mn|p we obtain the following,

DA
mn|p = (✓�nWmp) + [Ap, (✓�nWm)]� [A(m||p, (✓�n)W)], (11.44)

where (m|| simultaneously denote symmetrization and the higher mass nature of m.

Note that this follows from the Jacobi identity,

[rm[D,An|p]]� [D,Amn|p]� [An|p, [D,rm]] = 0, (11.45)

and in general, in order to find the higher mass Harnad-Shnider gauge equations of

motion we use the following identity that follows directly from the Jacobi identity,

[D,AmN |p] = [rm, [D,AN |p]] + [AN |p, (✓�mW)], (11.46)
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where we have used [D,rm] = �(✓�mW). We can continue to higher order mass terms

in order to obtain A
mnp|q,

DA
mnp|q =(✓�pWmnq) + [Anp|q, (✓�mW)]� [Am(n||q, (✓�|p)W)]

+ [Am|q, (✓�pWn)]� [A(n||q, (✓�|p)Wm)] + [Aq, (✓�pWmn)].

(11.47)

Finally, we can find A
mnpq|r, which is given by,

DA
mnpq|r =(✓�qWmnpr) + [A(m|pq|r, (✓�|n)W)]

� [Amn(p||r, (✓�|q)W)] + [Apq|r, (✓�nWm)] (11.48)

+ [Amn|r, (✓�qWp)]� [An(p||r, (✓�|q)Wm)]

� [Am(p||r, (✓�|q)Wn)] + [A(m||r, (✓�qW|n)p)]

� [A(p||r, (✓�|q)Wmn)] + [Ar, (✓�qWmnp)],

note that we also require knowledge of WM , however this is available in Appendix C of

[29]. It is possible to generalise this series of results to A
M |q and invert the equations in

order to find the general recursion,

A
M |q|k =

1

k

✓

(✓�W)Mq|k�1 +
X

�(M)=X⌦Y
Y 6=;

(�1)|Y |+⇣
⇥

A
X|q|k�1, (��W)Y |k�l�1

⇤

◆

, (11.49)

where ⇣ = 0 ifm1 /2 Y and ⇣ = 1 ifm1 2 Y , also note that (��W)Mq = (��mnW
m1m2...mn�1q)

and (��W)M = (��mnW
m1m2...mn�1), where M = m1m2...mn and n = |M |. As an ex-

ample let us take M = m one finds,

A
m|n|k =

1

k

✓

(✓�mW
n)k�1 +

k�1
X

l=0

[An|l, (✓�
m
W|k�l�1)]

◆

(11.50)

which gives the following ✓�expansion up to ✓2,

A
m|n
P = e

m|n
P + (✓�m�n

P ) +
1

8
(✓�mpq✓)f

n|pq
P +

X

XY=P

h

A
m|n
X,Y

i

1
+
h

A
m|n
X,Y

i

2
+ ..., (11.51)
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where,

h

A
m|n
X,Y

i

1
= [enX(✓�m�Y )� (X $ Y )] ,

h

A
m|n
X,Y

i

2
=

1

8
(✓�mpq✓)

⇥

enX f
pq
Y � (X $ Y )

⇤

�
h

(✓�[m�X)(✓�n]�Y )
i

.

(11.52)

This looks very similar to the expansion of Am
P in [29] (see (4.20) of the reference), where

each of the multiparticle polarisations is of a higher mass. The only difference to this

näıve extension is are the deconcatenation terms that appear above - these do not appear

in the expansion of Am
P - hence these are new non-linearities associated with the higher

mass field. Using this equation we can then return to (11.36) in order to determine the

✓ expansion of Vm which is given by,

Vm
P =

1

2
(��n✓)e

m|n
P +

1

3
(��n✓)(✓�m�n

P ) +
1

8
(��n✓)(✓�mpq✓)f

n|pq
P

+
X

XY=P

⇣

⇥

Vm
X,Y

⇤

2
+
⇥

Vm
X,Y

⇤

3

⌘

+ ...,
(11.53)

where we have worked to ✓3. Working to this order is fine for terms of the form OhVVVi

as each expansion begins with ✓1. However if one involves other fields then one would

need to go to ✓5 in order to saturate the pure spinor integration measure. The decon-

catenation terms for ✓2 and ✓3 are given by,

⇥

Vm
X,Y

⇤

2
=

1

6
(��n✓) [enX(✓�m�Y )� (X $ Y )]

⇥

Vm
X,Y

⇤

3
= � 1

16
(��n✓)(✓�mpq✓)fpqX enY � 1

6
(��n✓)(✓�[m�X)(✓�n]�Y ).

(11.54)

Again this looks very similar to applying a derivative to the expansions given in [29]

- however there are new non-linear deconcatenation terms that appear as with Am|n

above.

It is clear that working in the Harnad-Shnider gauge is very fruitful as it allows the

derivation of the ✓�expansions of various higher mass fields in a fairly speedy manner.

This gauge has allowed us to determine the kth order ✓�expansion for VM and A
M |q for

M of any size - it is unclear whether such definitions will be fruitful in the future. They

will likely come in very handy when looking more deeply into corrections of the form

OhVVVi as they allow one to perform the component expansions and check that any
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ansatz contains the necessary term. However, these definitions present a novel extension

to the works summarised in [7].

11.6 Working at α
02

Working at ↵02 requires us to generate a larger ansatz than the one generated in the ↵0

case owing to the fact that we have two extra derivatives to add to the V. The obvious

outcome of this is that terms involving V
mnpq and V

mnp are possible, however, owing to

Jacobi identities, we also need to consider terms that contain [Vp,Fmn] and [Vm,Fn|pq].

We shall show this in due to course, but first let us consider the kind of terms that can

be generated using V
M only.

Excluding the permutations required for a general ansatz, we can have terms of the

form,

VVV
mmnn, VVV

mnmn, VVV
mnnm

VV
mn

V
mn, VV

mn
V
nm, VV

mm
V
nn

V
m
V
n
V
mn, V

m
V
n
V
nm, V

m
V
m
V
nn

VV
m
V
mnn, VV

m
V
nmn, VV

m
V
nnm,

(11.55)

however many of these terms are linked by Jacobi identities. The obvious case is the anti-

symmetry of Vmn such that Vmn�V
nm = [V,Fmn] and due to this linear relation between

these terms we need not include terms of the form V
m
V
n[V,Fmn] or VV

mn[V,Fmn] as

they are already implicitly included in the ansatz. This allows us to keep using the Q

operator as we still have an ansatz of the form OhVVVi. Furthermore, many of the terms

can have the integration by parts-like relation applied in order to reduce the number of

terms that we can consider. It should now be clear that a lot of the Jacobi identities

found for W in Chapter 8 also hold for V. For example, we can show that,

V
[m|n|p] = V

m[np] + V
[mp]n + V

p[mn], (11.56)

and this together with (11.27) tell us that we need to only consider terms of the form

VV
m
V
mnn and VV

m[Vn,Fmn] since VV
n[V,Fm|mn] will be implicitly included due to
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the Jacobi identity. Then at V
mnpq we need to include all of the terms highlighted

above plus, VV[Vm,Fn|mn] and VV[Vmn,Fmn] since terms including VV[V,Fmn|mn] are

implicitly included. All of this greatly simplifies the number of terms that we need to

consider in the ansatz and allows us to write the most efficient ansatz possible. We can

generate the ansatz using a similar method as for ↵04 - except now we can do a direct

replacement of terms since the ansatz is tractable.

Applying all that we know so far does not give an answer - currently there is no BRST

closed generating series at dimension 5.5 using VVV. It is possible that there is no way

to use only three V fields to perform this analysis (at least as far as we have worked

there appears to be no solution at this order). One could check this using component

expansions and determine if the ansatz produces the terms we expect from string theory

calculations. More work ought to be done in this vein in order to determine whether an

expression in this form is possible.

In this chapter we have attempted to determine whether one can express the ↵02 correc-

tion in the form of OhVVVi, where O is some differential operator. Having derived all

of the machinery to vary higher mass V, and checking the absence of ↵0 corrections, we

have found no way to express the ↵02 corrections as OhVVVi. It may be interesting to

revisit this work in the future and investigate the component expansions of the ansatz

to see if we can produce component expressions that appear in the known amplitudes.

For now, however, we leave this research as an open question with a partial answer.
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Chapter 12

Current α
04 Results

We now turn to the ↵04 corrections. These are significantly more difficult than the

previous orders. The single particle expression for these amplitudes is known, and

has been known for over a decade [77]. However, simply promoting this answer to

a generating series is not enough and more work has to be done in order to find a

BRST closed generating series expression. This has a number of challenges associated

with it. Firstly, the ansatz is now thousands of terms long, in lieu of a handful or

a few hundred. Secondly, the canonicalisation of so many terms is technically and

computationally difficult and without this canonicalisation it is not possible to obtain

the correct system of linear equations. Finally, the fields we have been using to build

our ansatzes so far do not seem to be enough, and we have to potentially resort to more

exotic constructions in order to obtain the correct generating series. This final point

seems to be a consequence of the factorisation channel of ↵04 into ↵02 ⇥ ↵02 generating

series. In the following section we shall explain each of these issues individually before

turning to some potential solutions to these issues in the remainder of this chapter.

12.1 The Ansatz, the Variation and the Problem

At ↵04 we have to work with generating series expressions that have mass dimension 9.5

and this greatly increases the number of possible terms that can be added to the ansatz.

We do not list them all here as it is cumbersome and would take up a lot of unnecessary
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space. However, it is worth saying that at this order the ansatz generates many more

terms than the 168 required for the ↵03 ansatz. This ansatz is much larger as the mass

dimension has increased and this exponentially increases the number of terms one has

to consider. The ansatz also does not appear to have a separation between the V1 and

no�V1 sectors and they must occur together - as we shall explain later, it is this mixing

that can be used as a conceptual explanation for the need to include more exotic field

content in the ansatz. Owing to this mixing, the number of terms that are in the ansatz

is ‘double’1 that would occur if we had the splitting.

The second issue we encounter is that of canonicalisation - the spectre that is always

haunting any of the BRST calculations performed here. With so many extra terms

the system of linear equations one can generate is much larger than previous systems

and hence proper canonicalisation, in order to obtain the correct system, is paramount.

However, the terms that are generated via the BRST variation are more complex than

previous terms owing to the dimensions of the higher mass fields that can appear. Take,

for example, a term like V(��mW
pq)(��nWpq)Fmn, this produces many terms owing to

the variation of the (��mW
pq) terms,

Tr{Q, (��mW
pq)} = �Tr{(��qWp), (��mW)}� Tr{(��pW), (��mW

q)}

� Tr{(��qW), (��mW
p)},

(12.1)

and hence the variation above generates the following,

Tr{Q,V1(��
m
W

pq)(��nWpq)Fmn} = Tr
h

V1

⇥

{(��qWp), (��mW)}+ {(��pW), (��mW
q)}

+ {(��qW), (��mW
p)}

⇤

(��nWpq)Fmn
i

� Tr
h

V1(��
m
W

pq)
⇥

{(��qWp), (��nW)}

+ {(��pW), (��nWq)}+ {(��qW), (��nWp)}
⇤

F
mn

i

+Tr
h

V1(��
m
W

pq)(��nWpq)(��[mW
n])
i

,

(12.2)

yielding 14 terms. This makes it clear how the thousands of terms in the ansatz can

snowball into a huge variation which needs to be canonicalised. Whilst we have a

1It is not exactly double, but as an order of magnitude estimate it is.
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number of tools developed than can be used to canonicalise the ansatz, the � matrices

often remain an issue and it is not possible to check that all of these matrices have been

properly canonicalised. Thus, dealing with the generating series in their SO(10) form

may not be possible. One option here is to perform the U(5) decomposition from previous

chapters - this eliminates the uncertainty in the � matrix canonicalisation. This occurs

because the � matrices decompose into Levi-Civita symbols and other objects that are

far simpler to deal with than the full Clifford algebra. [7]. However, this is an ongoing

project and it is not possible to determine whether this solves the issue.

Once one generates an ansatz containing all of the terms, it is a useful exercise to

determine whether this ansatz can produce the required amplitudes. That is, given that

we know the field theory limit of a number of amplitudes and we can calculate amplitudes

from generating series, does performing the latter on our ansatz give us every term we

need to generate the former? If the answer to this question is no then our ansatz cannot

be complete and we have to expand it further. This is the situation when one considers

ansatzes formed from just V, F and W. We are able to generate the correct 4- and 5-

point amplitudes but we fail to generate all the terms required at 6-points. To some

extent this should come as no surprise - we are mixing V1 and no-V1 terms2 and the only

field that can induce this mixing is the raw gauge field A
m. We believe that the source

of these terms is down to the factorisation that can take place due to ↵04 ⇠ ↵02 ⇥ ↵02.

Determining the form of this channel is not simply a case of squaring the ↵02 result and

we only have partial evidence as to the form such a channel might take. As we shall see in

the next section, it is very likely that any such factorisation channel will need to include

A
m. Hence, it is possible that at this order one has to generalise the ansatz to include

terms that contain A
m - this also will help induce the mixing mentioned previously.

12.2 Looking for L

In the 6-point amplitude for the ↵04 corrections there are some component expansions

missing - despite the generality of the ansatz. Some experimentation shows that these

2We have to do this in order to produce the 4- and 5- point component expansions we need.
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Term # Scalars

(��W)@F 2
(��@W)F 2
(��W)AF 2

(��W)(W�W) 2

(��W)AAA 4
(��W)A@A 4
(��@W)AA ) 4
(��@W)@A 4
(��@@W)A 4
(��@@@W) 4

V(W�W)A 5
V(W�@W) 5
@V(W�W) 5

VA@F 5
VAAF 5
V@AF 5
(@V)AF 5

VAAAA 10
VAA@A 10
(@V)AAA 10
VA@@A 10
V@A@A 10
(@V)A@A 10
(@@V)AA 10
V@@@A 10
@V@@A 10
@@V@A 10
(@@@V)A 10
(@@@@V) 10

Table 12.1: The number of scalars for the ansatz of L as predicted by group theory
arguments.

terms may arise from the factorisation channel of ↵04 amplitudes into ↵02 ⇥ ↵02. There

is an indication that the generating series for these terms is given by,

Tr[L(��mW)(��nW)Fmn], (12.3)

where the following relation holds,

Tr{Q,L} = Tr[(��mW)(��nW)Fmn]. (12.4)

In order to find the generating series for this factorisation channel we need to determine

L. From the component expansions, we find that QL123 = M123 and thus indicates
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that at this level L may be in some way related to V. As an initial starting point one

potential way to start is to look at the single particle expansion of V at three points,

that is expand V123 in terms of single particle fields. Whilst M123 has the pole structure,

the generating series encapsulates this and so once we have V123 in single particle form,

we promote the unique terms that appear to generating series. This yields terms of the

schematic form,

(��mW)Ap
F
mp, V(@mA

n)Fmn, (12.5)

which is promising because the first term here contributes (��mW)(��nW)Fmn under

BRST variation from {Q,Am}. The question then is: why not use the gauge invariant

rm rather than working with non-gauge invariant Am and @m? This is simply a matter

of choice as ultimately one of rm, @m and A
m is dependent on the others following

the defintion of rm. So one could pick any two of these. In the end, the final answer

must be gauge invariant as we will impose BRST invariance on the entire generating

series - it may well be that each individual term is not gauge invariant. This does not

matter provided the entire expression is. Also note that since ↵04 corrections have mass

dimension 9.5, the mass dimension of L must be 4.5 and it also must have ghost number

one so that the entire expression has ghost number three.

In order to determine which terms we ought to consider out of the multitude that one

can construct we use the group theory program LiE in a similar as we did for the full

ansatz previously. Since LiE does not care whether a term contains @ or A we can just

use the same LiE expression for both - that is (��mW)@nFmn will have the same number

of scalar contractions as (��mW)An
F
mn. These terms each have two scalar contractions

that are non-zero and they correspond to (��mW)@nFmn and (��mnp
W)@mF

np. The

results of LiE are given in Table 12.1. Of course, there may be some over counting of

terms here as it is unclear how one can generate 10 terms from @@@@V - we can at least

generate one type näıvely of the schematic form ⇤⇤V which would correspond to k4PVP

at the level of components. In terms of gauge invariant terms, this would arise from

V
mmnn and may contribute to the process. Perhaps it is due to us ignoring terms of the

form V
M that the ansatz does not have the correct form?

Now that we have the terms that can belong in the ansatz, it is a simple matter of
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generating the full ansatz and performing two things simultaneously. The first is to use

the knowledge that L1 = L12 = 0, and L123 = M123 to fix some of the terms. For

example, the only terms that contribute to L1 are @4V and ��@3W and hence their sum

must be zero. It is likely that at least three field will be required for L which removes

a lot of the ansatz terms. Then one can try to determine higher order values, such as

L1234 and L12345 to fix the entire form of L or one can use BRST arguments to fix the

unknown constants. Once this is done we will hopefully have the form of L - it ought

to be much simpler than the full ↵04 ansatz since we are only working to dimension 4.5

in the operators. In fact, it would be interesting to see if one could use the higher mass

field V
mmnn and its permutations to obtain the correct form for L.

This is one method to determine the ↵02 ⇥ ↵02 factorisation channel. However, one can

take inspiration from [77], as well as general effective field theory methods, and suppose

that the equations of motion for the fields that we have at this order are corrected by

the ↵02 corrections previously found. Consider (9.23) from Chapter 9, this equation of

motion for V is suspiciously similar to the expected BRST variation of the unknown L

we require to determine the ↵04 correction. In fact, if we use V1 in lieu of V in (9.23) we

find the following BRST variation,

Tr{Q,V1} = Tr[(��mW)(��nW)Fmn], (12.6)

which suggests that V1 is the L we are looking for. Taken prima facie this result

seems contradictory to the evidence we thus far have - we have the most general ansatz

involving V1 and the fields in the above variation. The subtly here is that we have

to think about this all in terms of effective field theories. We have solved for the ↵02

correction and this corrects the equations of motion, and hence the BRST variation of

the fields. As a result, we need to factor this change into our analysis and essentially

follow the working of Howe et al. in [77]. That is, we need to take the ↵02 correction

we found previously and use the new BRST variations when varying it (that is the ↵02

correction) then the ↵04 corrections are the terms that cancel the new terms coming

from the corrected equations of motion. Such corrected equations of motion would also

alter the Harnad-Shnider gauge ✓�expansions. These alterations may give us the terms
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in the component expansion which we have been previously missing in the ansatz - thus

solving all of the issues that we found previously. At the current time of writing the

other equations of motion are unknown to the author and it is currently only conjecture

that following this method will yield the correction. If this is the case then the answer

will likely look very similar to that found in [77] - however the correction found using

the techniques laid out in these pages will give us the generating series of the correction.

Some work has already been carried out in this vein - this method has been correctly

used to determine the ↵02 correction [122]. This method actually allows one to drop the

concept of V1 all together and simply proceed using the following variations,

{Q,V} = �VV+ ↵02(��mW)(��nW)Fmn + ...

{Q, (��mW)} = ↵02(� m
2 �) + ...,

[Q,Fmn] = �(��[mW
n]) + ↵02(�Hmn

2 ) + ...,

(12.7)

where  m
2 and H

mn
2 are as yet unknown superfield functions. This then allows one to

work with the Chern-Simons-like action in (9.23) from Chapter 9 as a true action for the

generating series representing a novel approach to the problem. Following this method-

ology is very promising and will hopefully lead to an expression for the ↵04 generating

series. Before then, it will be instructive to look at the ↵03 correction and determine

if this follows a similar pattern. If so, then it is highly suggestive that one can inter-

pret the Chern-Simons-like action as a genuine action for the generating series of Super

Yang-Mills amplitudes3.

This chapter has briefly reviewed the state-of-the-art knowledge regarding ↵04 generating

series. There are significant challenges to overcome in order to find the correct generating

series and current methods we have are not sufficient to move past these obstacles.

Hopefully some of the techniques outlined here and others that are yet to be tested, will

allow us to find the full generating series expression at this order. It may be the case

that in lieu of working with @m and A
m it may be better to use rm and A

m as we have

full knowledge of the variation of higher mass fields defined using rm. There is strong

3Note that at the moment there are some subtleties in this approach that we do not elucidate here
owing to the state of current research. Hopefully these subtleties will be addressed in [122].
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evidence to suggest that generalising the ansatz to include A
m fields in some of terms is

the key to unlocking the ↵04 correction. There is also evidence that these issues could be

solved by considering the corrections that occur due to the corrections to the equations

of motion which arise due to the ↵02 correction found previously. This would present a

novel interpretation of the generating series action and allow one to use it as a ‘true’

action to determine amplitude structures more efficiently.
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Part III

Further Topics
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Chapter 13

Compactifying on the Torus

13.1 An Experiment in Nine Dimensions

In this chapter we explicitly demonstrate the method of finding the lower dimensional

amplitudes by compactifying the equations of motion to nine dimensions. This gives the

✓ expansions of the fields from which the BRST building blocks can be defined, of course

one can use these expansions for many of the calculations performed in the pure spinor

methodology beyond those presented here. Here and it what follows, upper case Latin

letters (M,N,P, ...) typically denote the full D = 10 theory vectors, lower case Latin

letters (m,n, p, ...) are used for lower dimensional vectors and Greek letters ↵,�, �, � are

used for spinors. We may use some greek letters for vector indices but we will always

clarify this use.

13.1.1 Compactifying the Field Equations

We begin by taking the ten-dimensional equations of motion given in (4.5) and com-

pactifying them on a torus, this will not affect the spinors but will cause a splitting of

the gauge field into a nine-dimensional gauge field and a scalar field which we denote

as '. We restrict to the massless fields and ignore any Kaluza-Klein modes that are

generated by the compactification. Thus the ‘splitting’ that occurs in going to nine

dimensions only affects the vectors in the theory and leaves the spinors untouched, as a
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result AM ! (Am,') and,

r↵ ! r↵ = D↵ � A↵, rM ! rm = @m � Am, r9 = �', (13.1)

where now D↵ = @↵ + 1
2(�

m✓)↵@m. The �M splits as �m↵� , ⌘↵� , where the ⌘↵� acts like

a spinorial metric which allows us to raise and lower spinor indices. As a result, the

equations in (4.5) become,

{D(↵,A�)} = �m↵�Am + ⌘↵�'+ {A↵,A�} (13.2a)

{D↵,W
�} = 1

4(�
mn) �

↵ Fmn + {A↵,W
�} (13.2b)

[D↵,Am] = [@m,A↵] + (�mW)↵ + [A↵,Am] (13.2c)

[D↵,'] = W↵ + [A↵,'] (13.2d)

[D↵,Fmn] = [@[m, (�n]W)↵] + [A↵,Fmn] (13.2e)

[D↵,'
m] = W

m
↵ + [A↵,'

m], (13.2f)

where 'm = [rm,'] is the higher mass analogue for '. Now we can apply the Harnad-

Shnider gauge to the above field equations in order to obtain,

(D + 1)A↵ = (✓�m)↵Am + ✓↵' (13.3a)

DW↵ = 1
4(✓�

mn)↵Fmn (13.3b)

DAm = (✓�mW) (13.3c)

D' = [✓W] (13.3d)

DFmn = �(W[m�n]✓) (13.3e)

D'm = [✓Wm], (13.3f)

where the fourth and sixth equations are essentially the same equation but with the

higher mass definitions substituted in. Note that [✓W] = ✓↵W
↵. It is then quite simple

to invert these equations to give the recursive definitions à la (6.15), which are very

similar and are given by,

A↵|k =
1

k + 1

�

(✓�m)↵Am|k�1 + ✓↵'|k�1

�

, (13.4a)
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W↵|k =
1

4k
(✓�mn)↵Fmn|k�1, (13.4b)

Am|k = (✓�mW|k�1), (13.4c)

'|k = [✓W|k�1], (13.4d)

Fmn|k = �(W|
[m
k�1�

n]✓). (13.4e)

It is then not hard to see that the ✓ expansion of the A↵ multiparticle superfield in

D = 9 is given by the näıve torodial compactification of the expansion of the D = 10

case, that is sending AM ! (Am,'). One may wonder why we went through the motions

of compactifying the field equations at all, and then found the ✓ expansion using these,

following this method means that we have the recursive definitions to all orders and can

show that the field equations behave as one expects under such compactification. In

D = 9 the higher mass equations of motion behave as expected, for example,

{r↵,W
m�} = 1

4(�pq)
�
↵ F

m|pq � {(W�m)↵,W
�}. (13.5)

Note that �99 = �m9 = 0 and so we do not have any other contributions from the F

term in the above equation; also note that W9� = [',W� ] = 0 and so if we set M = 9

we obtain the relation,

{W↵,W
�} = 0, (13.6)

and so the W fields anti-commute and this will occur at lower dimensions but with

internal � matrices contracting the W non-linear fields. Now we apply Harnad-Shnider

gauge to the higher mass W equation and we find the recursion,

DW
m↵ = 1

4(✓�pq)
↵
F
m|pq � {(W�m✓),W↵}

=) [Wm↵]k =
1

k

�

(✓�pq)
↵[Fm|pq]k�1 � (✓�m)�

k�1
X

l=0

{[W� ]l, [W
↵]k�l�1}

�

,
(13.7)

which is identical to those found in [29]. Note that we do not need the higher mass F

equation as this will not appear in the ✓ expansion such that the zero mode integration is

non-zero. We also must deal with the compactification of the multiparticle polarisation
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vectors. The polarisation tensors are then,

[Am
P ]0 = emP , ['P ]0 = vP , [W↵

P ]0 = g↵P , [Fmn
P ]0 = fmn

P , ['m]0 = vmP , (13.8)

where,

fmn
P = kmP enP � knP e

m
P �

X

XY=P

(emXenY � enXemY )

vmP = kmP vP ,

(13.9)

where vP is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar gauge field. All of the above

does not depend on the pure spinor formalism and is quite general. In order to calculate

the amplitudes of this theory, however, we shall re-introduce the pure spinor zero mode

integration measure and find its lower dimensional analogues and this will allow us to

find the BRST building blocks.

13.1.2 Amplitudes

In order to determine the amplitudes using the methods outlined in Section 6 we require

four things: the zero mode integration measure in nine-dimensions, the pure spinor

constraint, the ✓ expansion of the multiparticle superfields and the polarisation tensors,

and the form of the BRST building blocks. We have already found the lower dimensional

✓ expansions as well as the polarisation tensors, hence one needs to determine the form

of the BRST building blocks, the integration measures and the pure spinor constraints.

The first of these three things is straight forward to define since the building blocks

descend from hVVVi which is an inherently spinorial quantity and from D = 10 to 9 the

spinors do not change. Hence the building blocks still descend from,

TrhMAMBMCi, (13.10)

which is unmodified1. The pure spinor constraint splits into two and we find,

�� = 0, ��m� = 0. (13.11)

1In lower dimensions as we shall see, the form is still the same but we must expand the BRST building
blocks out into their lower dimensional blocks.
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Hence the only object one needs to determine in order to find the BRST building blocks

in nine dimensions is the form of the integration measure(s). In ten-dimensions the

integration measure is given by (1.3), which in nine dimensions näıvely splits into,

h(�✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�np✓)i = 288,

h(��m✓)(��n✓)(��p✓)(✓�mnp✓)i = 2592,

(13.12)

which follow from the ten-dimensional identity [29],

h(��M✓)(��N✓)(��R✓)(✓�PQR✓)i = 32(�MP �NQ � �MQ�NP ). (13.13)

One now needs to determine two things: first one needs to determine if the measures

in (13.12) are BRST closed and not BRST exact. We can show that these are BRST

closed quite easily. In order to do so we note the D = 10 identity,

(��M )↵(��
M )� = 0 ! �↵�� + (��m)↵(��

m)� = 0 (13.14)

where the arrow denotes compactification. Since ✓↵ is an anticommuting variable and

�↵ is a bosonic Weyl-spinor we note that (��m✓)(��n✓) = �(��n✓)(��m✓). Using this

as well as (13.14) one can manipulate the structures in (13.12) into the form (�✓)4, after

BRST variation, which is zero due to the fact that (�✓) is an anti-commuting scalar.

It is slightly more difficult to show that the two terms in (13.12) are not BRST exact

index structures. To do this we must test if it is possible to obtain (13.12) by applying

a BRST variation to a term of the form �2✓6. It is easiest to test this for the second

term in (13.12) since the only possible BRST ancestors of this structure are,

Z1 =(�✓)(��n✓)(✓�m✓)(✓�mn✓)

Z2 =(�✓)(✓�n✓)(��m✓)(✓�mn✓)

Z3 =(�✓)(✓�n✓)(✓�m✓)(��mn✓),

(13.15)

and linear combinations thereof. We include the second term for completeness though

of course we do not need to, we also note that the first �↵ must always come with a ✓

since the other option would be to have ✓2 = 0. However, we note that �m↵� is symmetric
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in its spinorial indices and so,

✓�m✓ = ✓↵�m↵�✓
� =

1

2
(✓↵�m↵�✓

� � ✓��m↵�✓
↵) =

1

2
(✓�m✓ � ✓�m✓) = 0, (13.16)

and thus the possible ancestors of this term are zero. Thus this index structure cannot be

BRST exact. We now check the ancestors of the first measure in (13.12); the independent

ancestors of this term are,

Y1 = (��p✓)(��n✓)(✓�m✓)(✓�mnp✓)

Y2 = (��p✓)(✓�n✓)(��m✓)(✓�mnp✓)

Y3 = (��p✓)(✓�n✓)(✓�m✓)(��mnp✓)

Y4 = (✓�p✓)(��n✓)(��m✓)(✓�mnp✓)

Y5 = (✓�p✓)(��n✓)(✓�m✓)(��mnp✓)

Y6 = (✓�p✓)(✓�n✓)(��m✓)(��mnp✓),

where there are an extra three terms with (✓�mnp�) due to the spinor anti-symmetry

of �mnp. The same argument runs through the same in this case, since ✓�m✓ = 0 all of

the above terms are automatically zero. This shows that there are no ancestors of the

terms in (13.12).

With all of this in hand we can find the BRST building blocks of the colour-stripped

amplitudes, the ✓ expansion of the pre-spinor potential is given by,

AP
↵ =

1

2
(�m✓)↵e

P
m +

1

2
✓↵v

P +
1

3
(�m✓)↵(✓�mgP ) +

1

3
✓↵(✓g

P )

� 1

32
(✓�m)↵(✓�

mnp✓)fPnp �
1

32
✓↵(✓�

np✓)fPnp

+
1

60
(✓�m)↵(✓�

mnp✓)(gPn �p✓) +
1

60
✓↵(✓�

np✓)(gPn �p✓),

(13.17)

where the decontanations of the polarisation vectors which follow from the compactified

(4.19) in [29] and the deconcatenation of vP follows from em[P,Q]. If one brings all of the

above together one finds that the BRST building blocks are the expected compactifica-

tion of the D = 10 results.
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13.2 D = 4, N = 4 Super Yang-Mills

In this section we compactify the ten-dimensional non-linear theory to four dimensions

on a 6-torus, T 6, and determine the BRST building blocks of the theory. This requires

the compactification of all of the machinery presented in Section 13.1; combined with

the usual notational complexity of four-dimensional supersymmetric theories, we present

the explicit notation used in this section here for ease of reading. The ten-dimensional

spinor indices now take the form ↵,� and the four-dimensional spinors are denoted

by the usual Greek indices ↵,�, ↵̇, �̇, where the dotted and undotted indices denote

different helicities; a, b are the six-dimensional, internal, spinor indices; they also label

the supersymmetry related R�Symmetry, which is SU(4) in this case [123, 124, 125].

The ten-dimensional vector indices are still denote by M,N and we split the vectors as

µ, ⌫ for the four-dimensional part of theory andm,n for the six-dimensional T 6 manifold.

Hence the four-dimensional Pauli matrices are denoted by (�µ)↵�̇ and the T 6 gamma

matrices are denoted by (�m)ab.

13.2.1 Four-Dimensional Spinors

We now turn to the discussion of how the ten dimensional theory gives rise to the usual

four dimensional splitting of chirality and so forth. Typically this occurs vis à vis the

usual formulas,

�↵�↵ = �↵�̄
↵ � �↵̇�̄

↵̇ � �I↵�̄I↵ + �I↵̇�̄
I↵̇,

�↵�
µ
↵�⇠

� = ��↵�µ
↵�̇
⇠�̇ � �

µ

↵�̇
��̇⇠↵ + �I↵�

µ

↵�̇
⇠
�̇
I + �

µ

↵�̇
�
�̇
I ⇠

I↵,

�↵�I↵�⇠
� = �↵⇠I↵ � �I↵⇠↵ + "IJK�J↵̇⇠

↵̇
K ,

(13.18)

where I, J,K run from 1 to 3. We can however package these expression in a more

compact way which will make working in four-dimensions much easier. We define,

�a↵ = (�↵,�I↵), (13.19)
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where a, b now run from 1 to 4. Hence we package the four dimensional and six dimen-

sional spinors into one. This will simplify many of the expressions we will require in this

section. For example, in this notation we find,

�↵⇠↵ = �a↵⇠a↵ � �a↵̇⇠
a↵̇
,

�↵�
µ
↵�⇠

� = ��µ
↵�̇

(�a↵⇠
�̇

a + ��̇a ⇠
a↵),

�↵�m↵�⇠
� = �mab(�

a↵⇠b↵) + �mab(�a↵̇⇠
↵̇

b ),

(13.20)

which are much simpler than their original counter parts, note that we use the overline

notation for negative chirality component spinors, we will not use this notation on the

non-linear fields. This will become even more useful when we start to consider the

zero mode integration measure [126] and the BRST building blocks as they will take

on a much simpler form. Note that we adopt angle and square bracket notation in this

section such that �a↵⇠b↵ = h�a⇠bi and �a↵̇⇠
b↵̇

= [�a⇠
b
]. In this section we shall denote

pure spinor zero mode integration by h||i to distinguish it from the spinor-helicity angle

brackets.

Before discussing the field equations, it is worth addressing the two ‘elephant in the

room’: what does the pure spinor constraint look like in this theory and what is the

BRST operator? It is fairly easy to read off what the pure spinor constraint becomes

by applying (13.20) which splits the constraint in two2,

�a↵�
↵̇

a = 0, h�a�bi = 1

2
"abcd[�c�d], (13.21)

as usual in pure spinor, these formulas will be pivotal to future simplifications of the

results. It is rather interesting to note that the first formula replicates the momentum

conservation equation in spinor-helicity variables for the pure spinor, although rather

than summing over particle labels, the sum is over the internal SU(4) R�symmetry.

Since there is no notion of pure spinor in D = 4 these restrictions on the ghost variables

are rather interesting and potentially warrant some further investigations. It is also

useful to note the form of the BRST operator in the lower dimensional case, it is given

2This was first found in [126].
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by the simple form,

Q = h�aDai � [�aD
a
], (13.22)

where D is defined in the obvious way. Having derived all of the above machinery we are

in a position to begin discussing how to find the BRST building blocks for amplitudes

in the D = 4 theory.

13.2.2 The Field Equations and Gauge Variation

In order to determine how the field equations are modified in lower dimensions we pre-

contract and post-contract the general spinors ⇣↵, ⇠↵ in D = 10 and then use the results

of the previous subsection to determine the four-dimensional field equations. By using

these general spinors in D = 10 we can isolate the various helicities of the equations

of motion under compactification using known identities. To demonstrate this we shall

give an example of one of the field equations and then quote the rest of the equations.

Let us consider the AM equation of motion for the µ indices, performing the general

spinor contractions and expanding into four dimensional variables we find that each of

the terms in this equation become,

⇣↵[D↵,Aµ] = ⇣↵a[D↵a,Aµ]� ⇣↵̇a[D
↵̇a,Aµ],

⇣↵[@µ,A↵] = ⇣↵a[@µ,A↵a]� ⇣↵̇a[@µ,A
↵̇a],

⇣↵(�µ)↵�W
� = ��µ

↵�̇
(⇣↵aW�̇

a + ⇣ �̇a W
↵a),

⇣↵[A↵,Aµ] = ⇣↵[A↵,Aµ]� ⇣↵̇a[A
↵̇a,Aµ],

(13.23)

where we now extract the ⇣↵̇A and ⇣↵̇A coefficients and find the field equations,

[Da↵,Aµ] = [@µ,Aa↵]� (�µW)a↵ + [Aa↵,Aµ],

[Da↵̇,Aµ] = [@µ,A
a↵̇] + (�µW)a↵̇ + [Aa↵̇,Aµ],

(13.24)

where (�µW)a↵ = �
µ

↵�̇
W
�̇
a and (�µW)a↵̇ = (�µ)�̇↵Wa

↵ and hence we take �µ
↵�̇

= �
µ

�̇↵
. In

the four dimensional notation the Harnad-Shnider gauge and Euler operator become,

✓a↵Aa↵ � ✓a↵̇A
a↵̇ = 0, D = ✓a↵Da↵ � ✓a↵̇D

a↵̇, (13.25)
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and thus in Harnad-Shnider gauge we can collect the two equations in (13.24) to give,

DAµ = �(✓�µW)� (✓�µW), (13.26)

this implies the recursive definition,

Aµ|k = �1

k

⇥

(✓�µW)k�1 + (✓�µW)k�1

⇤

. (13.27)

We can then employ this definition for the rest of the equations we require, however

these calculations are not shown explicitly as they follow the above. The Φm equations

of motion become,

[Da↵,Φm] = (�mW)a↵ + [Aa↵,Φm],

=) DΦm = (�ab)mh✓aWbi+ (�ab)m[✓aWb],

=) Φm|k =
1

k

�

(�ab)mh✓aWbik�1 + (�ab)m[✓aWb]k�1

�

,

(13.28)

where (�mW)a↵ = (�ab)mW
b
↵, and similarly for (�mW)a↵̇. However, in order to align

more clearly with the usual N = 4, D = 4 Super Yang-Mills supermultiplet we shall

contract Φm with (�m)ab such that we deal with the scalar Φab = �Φba
3. In doing so

we find that the Harnad-Shnider gauge equation of motion is given by,

DΦab = 2("abcdh✓cWdi � [✓[a|W|b]]),

=) Φab|k =
2

k

�

"abcdh✓cWdik�1 � [✓[a|W|b]]k�1

�

.

(13.29)

The above equation is a natural modification of the nine-dimensional recursion from the

previous section. Most of the novel parts of the recursion in four dimensions can be

understood as the splitting of chirality which does not appear in the nine dimensional

theory; it is this splitting that makes the ✓ expansion quite cumbersome as we shall see.

Now we can move on to the rest of the equations of motion, we will display these in the

same manner as we did for the Φab equations for brevity. Let us consider the equation

3We use the identities (�m)ab(�
m)cd = 2"abcd and (�m)ab(�

m)cd = �2(�ca�
d

b � �cb�
d

a), which are used
throughout this section in order to eliminate the six-dimensional matrices.
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of motion for A↵, in the four plus six splitting we find that,

{D(a↵,Ab�)} = "↵�Φab + {Aa↵,Ab�}

{D(a↵,A
b�̇)

} = �"�̇�̇(�↵�̇)µ�baAµ + {Aa↵,A
b�̇
}

{D(a↵̇,Ab�)} = �"�̇↵̇(���̇)µ�abAµ + {A
a↵̇
,Ab�}

{D(a↵̇,A
b�̇)

} = "↵̇�̇Φab + {A
a↵̇
,A

b�̇
},

(13.30)

these can then be packaged up thanks to the Harnd-Shnider gauge to give,

(D + 1)Aa↵ = ✓b↵Φba � (�µ✓)a↵Aµ, (D + 1)A
a↵̇

= ✓↵̇bΦ
ba � (✓�µ)a↵̇Aµ, (13.31)

where (�µ✓)a↵ = (�↵�̇)
µ✓
�̇

a and similarly for (✓�µ)a↵̇. From here we can deduce the

recursion relations for Aa↵ and A
a↵̇,

Aa↵|k =
1

k + 1

�

✓b↵Φba|k�1�(�µ✓)a↵Aµ|k�1

�

, A
a↵̇
|k =

1

k + 1

�

✓↵̇bΦ
ba|k�1�(✓�µ)a↵̇Aµ|k�1

�

,

(13.32)

a quick check against the k = 1 component of the D = 10 ✓�expansion [7] ensures we

have the correct signs. The equations of motion for W are given by,

{Da↵,W
b�} =

1

4
(�µ⌫) �

↵ �baFµ⌫ +
1

2
��↵[Φac,Φ

cb] + {Aa↵,W
b�},

{Da↵̇,W
b�̇} = �1

4
(�µ⌫)↵̇

�̇
�abFµ⌫ �

1

2
�↵̇
�̇
[Φac,Φcb] + {A

a↵̇
,W

b�̇},

{Da↵,Wb�̇} =
1

2
(�µ)↵�̇Φ

µ
ab

+ {Aa↵,Wb�̇},

{Da↵̇,Wb�} = �1

2
(�µ)

↵̇�
Φ
µ
ab

+ {A
a↵̇
,Wb�},

(13.33)

where we have defined F
µm = [rµ,Φm] = Φµ|m and applied the (�m)abΦm = Φab

identification to the scalar field. Now these can then be combined in Harnad-Shnider

gauge to give,

DW
a↵ =

1

4
(✓�µ⌫)a↵Fµ⌫ +

1

2
✓↵b[Φbc,Φ

ca] +
1

2
(�µ✓)b↵Φ

µ|ba,

DWa↵̇ =
1

4
(✓�µ⌫)a↵̇Fµ⌫ +

1

2
✓b↵̇[Φ

bc,Φca] +
1

2
(✓�µ)b↵̇Φµ|ba

(13.34)
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and as a result,

W
a↵|k =

1

4k
(✓�µ⌫)a↵Fµ⌫ |k�1 +

1

2k
✓�a

k�1
X

l=0

[Φbc|l,Φ
ca|k�l�1] +

1

2k
(�µ✓)b↵Φ

µ|ba|k�1,

Wa↵̇|k =
1

4k
(✓�µ⌫)a↵̇Fµ⌫ |k�1 +

1

2k
✓b↵̇

k�1
X

l=0

[Φbc|l,Φca|k�l�1] +
1

2k
(✓�µ)b↵̇Φµ|ba|k�1.

(13.35)

Next we have the equations for F and Φµ|ab,

[Da↵,F
µ⌫ ] = �(�[µW

⌫]
)a↵ + [Aa↵,F

µ⌫ ],

[Da↵̇,Fµ⌫ ] = �(�[µW⌫])a↵̇ + [A
a↵̇
,Fµ⌫ ],

[Da↵,Φ
µ
cd
] = 2"abcdW

bµ
↵ + [(�µW)a↵,Φcd] + [Aa↵,Φ

µ
cd
],

[Da↵̇,Φµ
cd
] = 2�a[d|W

↵̇µ
|c] + [(�µW)a↵̇,Φcd] + [A

a↵̇
,Φµ

cd
].

(13.36)

One could have defined similar relations for [Φab,Φcd] using the Fmn equations of motion,

however this would have been redundant as we can already defined Φab, furthermore the

equation becomes the Jacobi identity once one eliminates Φ in favour of W. Performing

the usual trick we find that the Harnad-Shnider equations of motion are,

DF
µ⌫ = (✓�[µW

⌫]
)� (✓�[µW⌫]),

DΦ
µ
cd

= 2"abcdh✓aWbµi+ [(✓�µW),Φcd]� 2[✓[d|W
µ
|c]] + [(✓�µW),Φcd]

(13.37)

thence it follows as expected that,

F
µ⌫ |k =

1

k
(✓�[µW⌫])|k�1 � (✓�[µW⌫])|k�1,

Φ
µ
ab
|k =

2

k
"abcdh✓cWdµi|k�1 +

2

k
[✓[a|W

µ
|b]]|k�1

+
1

k

k�1
X

l=0

[(✓�µW)|l,Φab|k�l�1] +
1

k

k�1
X

l=0

[(✓�µW)|l,Φab|k�l�1].

(13.38)

These may look intimidating a hard to handle, but for pragmatic purposes we only need

the case where k = 1 for our work here as we only need up to ✓3 in the pre-spinor

potential expansion. For higher orders this would of course become very cumbersome to

do by hand. Finally, for the work we consider in this paper we do not necessarily need

the Wµ equation of motion. However, we find them for completeness when compared to
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[29], in four dimensions this yields,

{Da↵,W
µ

b�̇
} =

1

2
(�⌫)↵�̇Φ

µ⌫
ab

+ {(�µW)a↵,Wb�̇}+ {Aa↵,W
µ

b�̇
},

{Da↵̇,Wµb�} = �1

2
(�⌫)

↵̇�
Φ
µ⌫|ab � {(�µW)a↵̇,Wb�}+ {A

a↵̇
,Wµb�},

{Da↵,W
µb�} =

1

4
(�⇢�)

�
↵ �baF

µ|⇢� +
1

2
��↵
�

[Φµ
ac,Φ

cb] + [Φac,Φ
µ|cb]

�

+ {(�µW)a↵,W
b�}+ {Aa↵,W

µb�},

{Da↵̇,Wµ

b�̇
} = �1

4
(�⇢�)

↵̇
�̇
�abF

µ|⇢� � 1

2
�
�̇
↵̇

�

[Φµ|ac,Φcb] + [Φac,Φµ
cb
]
�

� {(�µW)a↵̇,W
b�̇}+ {A

a↵̇
,W

µ

b�̇
},

(13.39)

which in Harnad-Shnider gauge can be collected to give,

DW
µa↵ =

1

4
(✓�⇢�)

a↵
F
µ|⇢� +

1

2
✓b↵

�

[Φµ
bc
,Φca] + [Φbc,Φ

µ|ca]
�

+
1

2
(�⌫✓)

b↵
Φ
µ⌫
ba

+ {(✓�µW),Wa↵}� {(✓�µW),Wa↵},

(13.40)

the analogous expression forWµ
a↵̇ is identical witht he relevant index changes. From these

equations we can then define the kth order ✓ expansion for the higher massW field, which

we do not display here simply for brevity. Note that, since W
m↵ = [W↵,Φm], we do not

need to consider the W
m↵ equation.

Before we move on to giving the ✓ expansion we will require to find the D = 4, N = 4

BRST building blocks we say a brief few words about gauge invariance of the equations

here. It follows from the non-linear gauge transformations that the gauge transforma-

tions of most of the fields follow trivially, the only one that requires a little calculation

is the Φab field, whose transform is given simply by,

�ΩΦab = [Ω,Φab], (13.41)

using this and the gauge transforms that follow from the D = 10 case it is straight-

forward, if somewhat tedious, to show that these equations are gauge invariant - not a

surprising result but a comforting one.
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Pre-Spinor Potential Expansion

We can now turn to the expansions we require to find the BRST building blocks, these

expansions are only needed up to fourth order in ✓ since A↵/↵̇ starts at order ✓1. The

expansion for the spinor pre-potential MPSF up to ✓3 is given by,

AP
a↵ =� (�µ✓)a↵e

P
µ � vPab✓

b

↵ +
2

3
"bacd✓

b

↵h✓cgdP i �
1

3
✓b↵[✓(a|g

P
|b)] +

2

3
gbP↵ [✓a✓b]

+
1

16

⇥

(✓[a|�
µ⌫✓|b])� "abcd(✓

d�µ⌫✓c)
⇤

✓b↵f
P
µ⌫ �

1

32
(�⇢✓)a↵(✓

b�⇢µ⌫✓b)f
P
µ⌫ + ...,

(13.42)

where AP ↵̇
a is given by the hermitian conjugate of this; [a|...|b] = ab� ba and (a|...|b) =

ab + ba for the indices with no weight. One can quite easily check that the expansion

given here is by the dimensional reduction of the ✓�expansion - of course this is not

unexpected but it is again comforting to see that our work is consistent.

Berends-Giele Current Equations

Having compactified the non-linear equations of motion it is worth looking at the

Berends-Giele recursion relations and their equations of motion à la [29]; note that

here and in the next subsection we work in Lorenz gauge. These relations are important

since, first of all the recursion relations will define the supersymmetric generalisation

of the Berends-Giele currents in the lower dimensional theory [98]; and secondly the

equations of motion are important to show the BRST invariance of objects in field and

string theory [36, 41, 127]. The Berends-Giele recursions are given in D = 4 by,

A
[P,Q]
a↵ ⌘ �1

2
[AP

a↵(k
P · AQ)�AP

µ (�
µW)a↵ + 'P

abW
Qb

↵ � (P $ Q)],

A[P,Q]
µ ⌘ �1

2
[AP

µ (k
P · AQ) +AP⌫FQ

µ⌫ + 'P
ab'

Qab

µ + (WP�µW
Q
)

+ (W
Q
�µWP )� (P $ Q)],

'
[P,Q]
ab

⌘ �1

2

⇥

'P
ab(k

p · AQ) +APµ'
Q
µ|ab + 'P

cd['
Q
ab
,'Qcd] (13.43)

� 2"abcdhWP cWQdi+ 2[W
P
[a|W

Q
|b]]� (P $ Q)

⇤

,

Wa↵
[P,Q] ⌘

1

2
(kµP + kµQ)(�µ)

↵↵̇[A⌫
P (�⌫W)a↵̇ + 'ab

P W
Q
b↵̇ � (P $ Q)],

Fµ⌫
P ⌘ kµPA

⌫
P � k⌫PA

µ
P �

X

XY=P

(Aµ
XA⌫

Y �A⌫
XAµ

Y ),
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where 'ab is the four-dimensional Berends-Giele current for the scalar fields. Following

[29, 37] there are other representations for the last two currents given by,

Wa↵
[P,Q] =� 1

2

⇥

Wa↵
P (kp · AQ) +W

µ|a↵
P AQµ + [Wa↵

P ,'P
cd]'

cd

Q + 1
2(�µ⌫W)a↵P Fµ⌫

Q

+ 1
2(�µW)↵Pb'

Qµ|ab + 1
2W

b↵
P ['ac

Q ,'Qcb]� (P $ Q)
⇤

,

Fµ⌫
[P,Q] =� 1

2

⇥

Fµ⌫
P (kP · AQ) + F

⇢|µ⌫
P AQ

⇢ + 2Fµ⇢
P F⌫

Q⇢ + 2[Fµ⌫
P ,'ab

P ]'Q
ab

+ 2'
µ|ab
P '⌫Qab + 4(W

[µ
P �

⌫]WQ) + 4(W
[µ
P �

⌫]WQ)� (P $ Q)
⇤

,

(13.44)

which appear more complicated but as we shall give rise to a much nicer generating

series wave equation. The higher mass Berends-Giele currents are analogously defined

such that,

'
µ|ab
P ⌘ kµP'

ab

P �
X

XY=P

(Aµ
X'

ab

Y � 'ab

XAµ
Y ),

W
µ|a↵
P ⌘ kµPW

a↵
P +

X

XY=P

(Wa↵
X Aµ

Y �Wa↵
Y Aµ

X),

F
µ|⇢�
P ⌘ kµPF

⇢�
P +

X

XY=P

(F⇢�
X A⌫

Y � F⇢�
Y Aµ

Y ),

(13.45)

where in both of the above equations the opposite chirality currents for W and A can be

found by taking the Hermitian conjugate of the above results. These currents also define

the deconcatenation of higher point polarisation tensors which will be used in order to

construct amplitudes from the BRST building blocks. Such polarisation tensors are

given by the analogous formula to the D = 10 case,

q
µ
P =

1

sP

X

XY=P

q
µ
[X,Y ], (13.46)

where we use q to denote a general polarisation tensor and µ to denote a general index.

These can easily be read off from (13.43), for example the ga↵[X,Y ] is given by,

ga↵[X,Y ] = �1

2
[ga↵X (kX · eY )� e

µ
X(�µg)

a↵
Y + vabX g↵Y b � (X $ Y )], (13.47)

it is this deconcatenation of polarisation vectors that will give rise to the correct pole

structure in the amplitudes. This pole structure would also result from the non-local

Berends-Giele currents in (13.43) if one were to use the traditional Berends-Giele proce-

dure, however the pure spinor methodology allows us to define the BRST block in terms
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of polarisation tensors and then build amplitudes in a much simpler way.

Furthermore, in D = 10 these currents satisfy a number of relations, including equations

of motion which are inductively satisfied as well as a Lorentz gauge condition [29]. We

do not show these here as they can be inferred from the non-linear equations of motion

found in this subsection (not in Harnad-Shnider gauge) and since these currents satisfy

the equations in D = 10 it is expected that the analogous D = 4 currents found from

torodial compactification will also satisfy the equations of motion. We do however note

the Lorentz gauge conditions on the currents which follow from (2.20-2.22) in [29],

kPµA
µ
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which are particularly cumbersome. Luckily we will not explicitly use them in this work

as we shall rely on the results from the higher dimensional theory being preserved where

needs be. That being said we will need the transversailty of the gluon polarisation and

the Dirac equation in order to find the correct amplitudes, these can be easily read off

in much the same way as the deconcatenation of the polarisation tensors above. That

is one obtains the Lorentz condition kPµ e
µ
P = 0 as well as,

kPµ (�
µgP )a↵̇ =

X

XY=P

⇥

2eXµ (�µgY )a↵̇ � 2eYµ (�
µgX)a↵̇ + vXabgYb↵̇ � vY abgXb↵̇

⇤

. (13.49)

The opposite chirality equations are easy to infer from the above and so we do not

explicitly give these equations for any of the fields. It is useful to see that the equations

laid out in this section are the supersymmeterised Berends-Giele currents for D = 4,

N = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory and as a consequence these results are somewhat novel

(although of course they were simply hiding in the higher dimensional theory all along).
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This is all we wish to say in reference to the formalities of the Berends-Giele currents;

such currents underpin much of the work presented in this paper however owing to

the work carried out for the higher dimensional theory we need not spend too much

time analysing such currents. Nevertheless, it is important to press the fact that these

currents are really at the heart of the methodlogy laid out here, and elsewhere, and

without such currents the generating series approach to Super Yang-Mills amplitudes

would not be possible.

The Non-Linear Wave Equations

One can actually find the generating series of (13.43) in terms of non-linear wave equa-

tions for the full non-linear fields, noting that ⇤K = [@m, [@m,K]] one can infer from the

first four equations in (13.43) that the non-linear wave equations are,
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⇥
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Using the alternative definitions in (13.44) we find more explicit wave equations for W

and F,
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Deriving these equations can be done in one of three ways: first one can simply read

of the equations from the Berends-Giele currents as we have done here; alternatively

one can compactify the well-known D = 10 results using the methods laid out earlier

in this section; or one can use the relations in Section 2.3.1 of [29] to find the wave

equations from the general action of ⇤K. The equations laid out in this section have
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been checked in all three ways and all reproduce the same wave equations. The natural

way to find this equations would be to begin with the non-linear equations of motion,

derive the non-linear field equations, use the perturbiner solution and then find the

Berends-Giele current relations of the previous section. Of course, pragmatically this

makes no difference to the resulting calculations.

13.2.3 Amplitudes

In order to begin constructing the BRST building blocks of the SYM amplitudes we

first need to specify the zero mode integration measures, for the N = 4 theory these

zero mode integration measures have already been found in [126]. There are 12 of these

measures however, six of them are related by Hermitian conjugation of the spinors and

so there are really only six independent measures. They are given by [126],

"abcd[�e�f ]h�a✓bih✓e✓cih✓f✓di, [�a�b][�c✓d]h✓d✓aih✓b✓ci,

"abcd[�e✓f ]h�f✓dih�a✓bih✓e✓ci, [�a�b]h�c✓aih✓d✓bi[✓d✓c],

"abcdh�e✓dih�f✓cih�a✓bi[✓e✓f ], [�a✓b][�c✓d]h�b✓dih✓a✓ci,

(13.51)

along with their hermitian conjugates. The issue we need to tackle now is to define a

consistent normalisation of these terms with respect to the D = 10 measure, we can

do this by considering (13.13) and looking at the expansion of this in terms of lower

dimensional indices. The generating series of the BRST blocks splits in a simple way to

give,

h|VVV|i ! h|VVV|i � 3h|VVV|i+ 3h|VVV|i � h|VVV|i, (13.52)

where h||i represents zero mode integration over the � and ✓. Now following [29] we

can define the BRST building blocks by, MA = h�aAA
a i, and MA = [�aA

a

A] and then

when we apply the four-dimensional rules to the generic building block we find a relation

similar to (13.52),
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Whilst this chapter has not presented anything novel, in the sense of a new interpretation,

the consistency of the pure spinor machinery with known results in D = 4 is comforting.

This represents a rather technical, but simple, demonstration of how one can compactify

the pure spinor machinery in a simple way. It would be interesting to investigate how

one can compactify the D = 10 pure spinor machinery on more interesting manifolds to

see if one can develop some tools in those situations.
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Part IV

Conclusions
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Chapter 14

A Look Back

The aim of this thesis was to present a methodology for determining ↵0 corrections

to Super Yang-Mills in the pure spinor formalism of string theory. The underlying

concept allowing one to determine the ↵0-corrections, without resorting to lengthy string

theory calculations, is the uniqueness of the BRST cohomology of the pure spinor BRST

operator. This fact implies that any expression that is BRST closed under the action

of the operator must be in the cohomology of the pure spinor and hence must represent

some physical state. This fact has been used in numerous works in order to determine

expressions in the pure spinor formalism [7, 41, 42, 105] - as well as other formalisms

of string theory. In fact, such BRST methods were originally used to determine the

physical states of string theory, see [19, 20]. However, finding the ↵0 corrections to

specific, n�point amplitudes was not the aim here. Rather, the aim was to determine

the generating series expressions which generate the ↵0 correction to any amplitude

order n. That is, finding the ↵0m generating series allows one to calculate the mth order

correction to any n�point amplitude. It is the use of generating series that make the

problem tackled here more intricate than simply looking for the corrections to a specific

point amplitude. In order to do this, a number of novel identities and formulae were

found - these were required in order to properly canonicalise many of the expressions

found in this work. Furthermore, novel equations were found for higher mass fields that

had previously not been handled - it is unclear whether the higher mass V and A
m fields

will play a role in determining higher order corrections but it is suspected they may. In
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this section we shall review the key outcomes of the work in this thesis - highlighting

novel results and current issues. The final section of this work will be dedicated to

discussing potential ways forward and new avenues of research that may be pursued.

14.1 Part I

Part I of this work was a review of some aspects of the Ramond-Neveu Schwarz and

Green-Schwarz formalisms of the superstring as well as non-linear Super Yang-Mills in

the pure spinor formalism. Of course, all Super Yang-Mills theories are non-linear in the

sense that they explicitly involve interactions between the fields, however this distinction

is made here owing to the difference between the usual method for finding amplitudes

in field theories [128, 129, 130, 131] and the methods used employed in the pure spinor

formalism. In ‘typical’ amplitude calculation one linearises the equations of motion and

then treats interactions as perturbations from the free state. It is this concept that

leads to the notion of Feynman diagrams and the coupling constant expansion which is

quintessential in quantum field theory calculations.

However, in the pure spinor formalism one can employ the perturbiner method [71, 72,

73, 74] which allows one to determine the generating series expression for amplitudes1.

As such, working with these generating series means one never linearises the equations

of motion and the full non-linear equations are worked with throughout the calculation.

Whilst this saves time calculating amplitudes, once one has the generating series expres-

sion, it does mean one deals with the extra complexities that come with the non-linear

fields. For example, the single particle fields can commute rather nicely with one an-

other as there are no quadratic field terms in the linearised method. Conversely, in the

generating series method, one has to retain all of the quadratic terms that arise due to

the commutation relations - this makes canonicalizing expressions rather cumbersome

and non-trivial. Fortunately, these manipulations can be handled rather elegantly and

quickly in FORM [40].

1It should be noted that this is not special to the pure spinor formalism - the perturbiner methodology
can be used for any field theory. It is the pure spinor superspace integration measure which makes this
method so appealing. One simply has to play a game of finding generating series/perturbiner terms in
the BRST cohomology with ghost number 3.
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The action of the BRST operator on these non-linear fields in captured in the equations

of motion, for example,

{r↵,W
�} =

1

4
(�mn) �

↵ F
mn, (14.1)

implies the following BRST variation for the gluino field,

{Q,W�} =
1

4
(��mn)�Fmn + {V,W�}, (14.2)

where we recall V = �↵A↵ and Q = �↵D↵. Through the use of this equation, and its

counterparts for other fields, it is then possible to determine the BRST variation of any

expression. One can then apply the various other Dirac and Yang-Mills equations for

the higher mass fields to simplify the outcome of the variation. From there one can then

check BRST closure - that is check that the expression obeys Q� = 0 such that � 6= Q .

The first such expression found was the tree-level generating series, given by [29],

TrhVVVi, (14.3)

from which the n�point amplitude can be determined.

In order to go from the generating series expression given above, one needs to note

that such generating series are the sum of Lie algebra generators and Berends-Giele

currents [29], summarised by (6.1) and it is these Berends-Giele currents which take

us from the n�point generating series expression to the component expansion of the

kinematic factor of the amplitude. These currents represent multiparticle states - they

find their origins in the computation of operator product expansions in string theory.

These currents are non-local in the sense that they have poles in the s�plane on-shell.

It is the inclusion of this pole structure which makes such currents appealing - when one

calculates a kinematic factor the pole structure is already manifest. At tree-level (see the

above generating series expression) these currents allow one to collapse an entire n�point

diagram down to a single 3-point vertex where each leg of the vertex is a multiparticle

current. These multiparticle currents can then be broken down to the single particle

expressions by using Harnad-Shnider gauge and the expressions in (6.17).
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14.2 Part II

Part II of this thesis concerned the main body of original research in the form of ansatz

building techniques; new higher mass identities used in canonicalisation of the BRST

variation; the current results for ↵0, ↵02 and ↵03; attempts to find higher mass corrections

in the form OhVVVi, where O is the Drinfeld associator [120, 121], and the current state

of the ↵04 correction research.

The method to find corrections, laid out in Part II of this work, was a relatively simple

procedure. First one has to determine the dimension of the ↵0 correction one wishes to

find, this is given by the simple equation,

[↵0n] =
3

2
+ 2n, (14.4)

and then using this dimension construct all possible combinations of fields that give

the correct dimension and have ghost number three. Using this one can then build an

ansatz which contains all possible terms that can appear at a given dimension - let the

number of terms in a given ansatz be denoted by p. Then this ansatz is canonicalised

using various higher mass identities to simplify it as far as possible, and put it into a

consistent basis that allows the application of Jacobi identities. The BRST variation of

this ansatz is then taken and set to zero. This yields p linear equations which can be

solved for the unknown coefficients in the ansatz. Once this is performed, the result is

compared to known amplitudes in order to fix the last redundancies in the answer. This

then yields a BRST closed expression which generates the ↵0n corrections.

Generating an ansatz that captures all of the possible terms is a rather important step

in determining the correction - missing any type of term can lead to an incorrect result

of zero. Once one has constructed all possible combinations of fields that give the

correct dimension and have ghost number three, one need not pay much attention to the

matching of indices as this is taken care of with the Dynkin label decomposition. In order

to ensure that the terms being considered exist in the SO(10) group structure, a Dynkin

label decomposition is performed to determine whether any scalars can be constructed

out of the field combinations allowed by symmetry and ghost number. If there are
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scalars of a given set of fields then we need to determine all possible combinations of

the order of the fields, as well as all possible contractions of the vector indices of the

fields. Performing the former of these tasks is a combinatorial problem and was already

taken care of in FORM, however the latter required some new ingenuity. Representing the

vector indices as node of a graph one can use the dd_ [40] function built into FORM to

determine all possible graphs - that is all possible vector contractions. Applying simple

rules, such as Fmm = 0 and other equations, allows one to throw away many of the terms

that are zero. It should be mentioned that we only look for terms order-by-order in the

number of fields. For example, one could consider a term like V(��mW
mn)(��nW) which

contributes to the ansatz at ↵02. This three-field term can be written as a four-field term

by use of the higher-mass Dirac equation (4.24). However, this term would be set to zero

as the four-field term it generates is automatically generated by our four-field analysis.

This prevents the repetition of terms causing longer run times for canonicalisation and

BRST variation. Once such considerations are taken, the ansatz is formed and can be

canonicalised into a given basis.

This raises a question: “What do we mean by basis?” Once the ansatz is generated,

and indeed after variation, there are terms which näıvely have nothing to do with one

another (specifically higher mass fields). However, by canonicalizing their vector indices

one sees that they are actually related by Jacobi identities. This allows one to remove

certain terms using the Jacobi identity hence reducing the time taken to perform the

variation of the ansatz. This is what we mean by basis - it is a way of arranging the

vector indices that allows us to make Jacobi identities manifest. The identities used to

do this are outlined in Section 8.1 - such identities are novel.

There are, however, further pieces of the puzzle that we have neglected to concern

ourselves with. Such a piece is the nature of the terms analysed when one perform a

Dynkin label decomposition on higher mass fields. These decompositions only trouble

themselves with analysing those parts of the field that are independent. As was seen in

Section 8.2, only the symmetric, traceless part of the higher mass fields are independent.

All the other ‘bits’ of the field can be expressed in terms of lower dimensional fields.

Hence, one can build an ansatz out of the symmetric, traceless parts of the fields (as these
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are the only independent parts) and exploit such vector index symmetries to simplify the

ansatz. Once one has done this, these higher mass, symmetric and traceless fields have to

projected out. This is for computational ease - the BRST variations of the ‘normal’ fields

are known and so can be easy computed. The tensor decompositions for W
mn, Wmnp

and F
mn|pq were first derived in this work and are given in Section 8.2. One can then

canonicalise these terms in the manner outlined above. Furthermore, the pure spinor

identities outlined in the main body of the work can be applied to drastically simplify

many of the terms. This produces the simplest ansatz - as far as we can determine.

Once the ansatz for a given correction order is determined, projected and canonicalised

one can then get down to the business of performing the variation. After this variation

then one has to perform the canonicalisation procedure again in order to be sure the

resulting linear equations are correct. By correct, we mean that we obtain a series of

equations of the form,

fi(xj)Si(K) = 0, (14.5)

where Si(K) is a function of the generating series that is non-zero and fi(xj) is a linear

function of the unknown ansatz constant xj . It is the non-zero nature of Si(K) that

makes the set of linear equations correct. If Si(K) = 0, due to a pure spinor identity

for example, then one would incorrectly assume fi(xj) = 0 which may not be true.

This would then cause issues when solving the linear system. Hence the post-variation

canonicalisation ensures the linear equations are of the correct form.

The first correction we attempted in this manner was the ↵0 correction. This is a

particularly good check of the method as it is well known in the literature that there is

no ↵0 correction to Super Yang-Mills - thus if the method returns zero then the method

has passed a slightly non-trivial test. One can in fact perform this analysis by hand,

and this was done briefly in Section 9.1. The ‘by hand’ method simply employs the pure

spinor identity and saturation of the vector indices to show that there is no way to form

an ansatz at this level. Alternatively, one can use LiE to demonstrate that the potential

terms do not generate SO(10) scalars. Hence there are no ↵0 corrections.

Working at the next order presents some novelty as the ↵02 corrections have not been
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found in this manner previously. At this order, there are two sectors one can write terms

down for: a sector containing V1 and a sector containing no V1 - yielding nine different

expression seeds. Fortunately, when one investigates the Dynkin decomposition, it turns

out that only two of the seeds can produce SO(10) scalars. These seeds are in the V1

sector - hence there is no no-V1 sector. In fact, one finds that when the ansatz terms are

found, there are only four independent scalars and this is then a problem that is tractable

and can be done by hand. Once the variation is performed it turns out that there are

two ways of expressing the ↵02 correction. However, it turns out that one of these

expressions was BRST exact and hence could not be a correct form of the correction.

The expression of the generating series of ↵02 corrections in Super Yang-Mills represents

a novel result. In fact, this term can be used to form an effective action extension to the

generating series action of Super Yang-Mills as seen in (9.21) and (9.22). Such an action

can then be used to determine the effective equations of motion for the non-linear fields

[116, 117, 118, 119].

The following order, ↵03, represents a genuine application of all the machinery outlined

in this work. At this order there was a distinct splitting between terms that contained a

V1 and those that did not. In fact, one is able to generate an expression for this correc-

tion which contains no V1 fields and is much simpler than the correction involving V1.

Performing the method above using the current FORM code produces the expression given

in (10.1). This correction is completely novel and correctly reproduces the kinematic

factors of the n�point ↵03 correction. This fact been checked by manually comparing the

component expansion of (10.1) to known results. Of course, owing to the uniqueness of

the BRST cohomology at each dimension, this must be the ↵03 correction. The method

outlined in this work not only gives the correction, it also gives a series of BRST exact

expressions which can be used to simplify the correction (or potentially other expressions

in future research). This occurs because the test of BRST closure does not eliminate

those terms/expressions that are BRST exact. Hence, when the method above is per-

formed a series of BRST exact expressions are generated along with the BRST closed

expression2. One can use of these BRST exact expressions, namely (10.2), to simplify

2When the component expansion the BRST exact pieces is performed the answer is zero at any point
- this is a strong indication that these terms are BRST exact.
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(10.1) and in doing so obtain (10.3) - the final form of the ↵03 correction. One can also

play this game with the no-V1 sector. The result of this analysis is much simpler and

produces a generating series with just one term3. The two no-V sector expressions are

connected to the kinematic factors of loop diagrams in Super Yang-Mills. For example,

(10.6) is similar to the Mercedes star diagram and can generate the kinematic factors of

3-loop diagrams. The second expression, (10.8) replicates the form of the 2-loop double-

box diagram. Note that by virtue of the BRST cohomology the V1 and no-V1 sectors

are related by a BRST-exact piece. Explicitly, if we let the V1 correction be denoted by

X and the no-V1 sector be denoted by Y then these are related by,

X = Y+QΩ, (14.6)

where Ω is some unknown generating series expression. Determining Ω follows the same

procedure as previously, except now we wish to solve the equation QΩ = X�Y. This is

an ongoing piece of research and required the introduction of terms containing bare A
m

fields. These A
m fields are required as they are the only terms that can induce mixing

between the V1 and no-V1 sectors. Ultimately, we do not need to find Ω in order to

prove the ‘equality’ of the V1 and no-V1 sectors as this is guaranteed by the cohomology

- however it is useful for completeness.

A further line of research proposed in this work required the introduction of higher

mass generalisations of the vertex operator V and the gluon field A
m. The former

fields V
M were required in order to begin work on a potential new way of expressing

the ↵0 corrections using the so-called Drinfeld associator [120, 121]. The latter fields,

A
M |n, were required to perform the component expansion of V

M in Harnad-Shnider

gauge. The Drinfeld associator is a differential operator O such that, once applied to

hVVVi it produces the ↵0 corrections - allowing all corrections to be expressed as an

operator acting on the fundamental interaction term. To begin work on this possibility,

we attempted to find the ↵02 correction in this form by generating an ansatz containing

V
M where M 2 {;,m,mn,mnp,mnpq}. In order to work with the ansatz method we

of course needed to determine the BRST variation of such fields. These variations were

3There are two generating series in this sector, one can use either in order to compute component
expansions.
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first presented in Sections 11.1 and 11.2 - where the former are the variations for general

V
M and the latter are variations for V

M . When generating the ansatz, using Dynkin

label decomposition, only the traceless symmetric part of these higher mass fields are

identified and hence we again had to derive the projection of higher mass VM . Luckily,

we were able to borrow some of the information from the decomposition ofWM and apply

it there giving us the decomposition rather quickly. After finding this machinery it was

rather simple to demonstrate that there was no expression of the form OhVVVi at ↵0 - as

expected. In order to test higher order corrections we first derived the necessary results

in order to perform component expansions. Working in the Harnad-Shnider gauge we

were able to derive the recursive expression for the ✓�expansion of VM , for any M , see

(11.42). Owing to the presence of AM |n in the ✓�expansion of (11.42) we also required

the general AM |n ✓�expansion, this is given in (11.49). Both of these expressions are

novel and are presented here for the first time, along with the first few terms of the

expansion. The expressions in (11.42) is an extension of (C.8) in [29], however (11.49) is

completely novel and has been tested up to M = mnpq. So far we have been unable to

find OhVVVi for ↵02 corrections, however there are further avenues to be explored here

and they are detailed in the next section.

The final section of Part II detailed the state of the derivation of the ↵04 correction.

At the moment, there are numerous impasses in determining the correction at this

order. First, the ansatz for the ↵04 correction contains thousands of terms making

canonicalisation slow and difficult - for example, ensuring we have simplified � matrices

as far as possible is an obstacle. Unless we are confident that the ansatz, and subsequent

variation, are simplified as far as possible, we cannot be sure whether the linear equations

resulting from the variation are correct. Furthermore, at this order there is no splitting

between the V and no-V sectors, in fact there is a mixing between these sectors. This

prompts us to speculate that the bare gluon field, A
m, may have to be included in

order to correctly mix V and no-V terms. Finally, when the ansatz we have is expanded

into components, there are terms missing that appear in known kinematic factors [132].

This further prompts us to believe that there are extra fields we ought to include. This

is issue seems to be connected to the potential factorisation of ↵02 ⇠ ↵02 ⇥ ↵02. This

section closed with a brief introduction of a new method - partially based on the method
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in [77] - which is promising. Currently, this effective action method has been able to

reproduce the ↵02 corrections. More work is required to determine if it can be used to

find corrections at higher orders.

14.3 Part III

Part III of this work presents the results of a study carried out in order to determine the

outcome of the compactifying the machinery of previous sections on the torus. Whilst

this is a conceptually simple task to perform, it allows one to apply some of the higher

dimensional machinery to lower dimensions.

This part began with the compactification of the fields equations on T 1 in order to obtain

the nine-dimensional theory - these were then used to determine the equations required

for the ✓�expansions. These expansions could also be found by simply compactifying the

D = 10 expansions. In order to calculate amplitudes in the aforementioned manner, one

needs to know what the D = 10 pure spinor superspace integration measure compactifies

to. Using D = 10 identities, the D = 9 integration measures were found, and by probing

possible BRST ancestors of these terms we were able to show that they are in fact the

correct terms. Following this, we worked to find the D = 4, N = 4 theory from the

D = 10 theory. After compactifying the pure spinor constraint (which now has two

equations) as well as the BRST operator, we found the well known D = 4 equations

of motion for Super Yang-Mills. From this, using Harnad-Shnider gauge, we were able

to determine the ✓�expansions. Again, these could be found by simply compactifying

the D = 10 expansions. Further results were found including the lower dimensional

wave equations and Berends-Giele Currents. Finally, we briefly discussed how one could

obtain the D = 4, N = 4 amplitudes using the derived machinery. This exercise

demonstrates that one can recover the expected theory4 as well as the pieces required to

find amplitudes in the D = 4 theory using D = 10 pure spinor superspace compactified

on T 6.

4This fact is not particularly surprising but investigating the compactification of the theory would
have been incomplete without it.
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Chapter 15

A View Forward

This work has made progress in finding the ↵0 corrections up to order ↵04 - in fact only

↵04 currently eludes us. However, the ↵04 correction has not been found, and there are

a number of reasons, detailed above, as to why this is the case. In this section we

lay out some possible solutions to the issues facing the ↵04 calculation. Furthermore,

we offer some further comments on possible paths forward to find the operator O that

allows one to express the ↵02 correction as OhVVVi - presenting a possible new avenue

of research into the Drinfeld Associator. Finally, we make some comments on other

potential avenues of research that may be carried out in the future by other intrepid

researchers.

15.1 The α
04 Correction

The ↵04 correction presents a number of issues that have to be overcome before the

correction can be found. These issues pose quite substantial problems - this is not

unexpected owing to the size of the ansatz. Overcoming these issues will be no easy

achievement, but once they are surmounted that machinery one can deploy to solve other

similar problems will be greatly enhanced. Hence, it is very worthwhile to complete this

problem.
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The first and, practically speaking, the most important is to generalise the ansatz even

further. The current form of the ansatz does not contain terms that are present in the

known field theory limit calculations from string theory. Upon expanding the current

ansatz at 6-points we find many of the terms that do appear in the field theory limit

but there are a number of terms which do not appear. Evidence points to this being

an artefact of a possible factorisation channel existing in the amplitudes. That is, we

expect the terms that are missing in the ansatz to come from considering the possible

expression that generates a factorisation channel coming from ↵04 ⇠ ↵02 ⇥ ↵02. These

terms are unlikely to come from the simple ansatz building fields we have previously

considered, that is FM |pq, WN and V are not enough to generate the terms that produce

this factorisation. There are some clues as to how one can generalise the ansatz. Exper-

imentation tells us that these terms can be produces by a generating series expression

of the form,

Tr(L(��mW)(��nW)Fmn), (15.1)

where L is an unknown expression. It is known, from experimentation with the com-

ponent expansions, that QL123 = M123 which suggests that L is somehow related to

V. Using this information, as well as Tr{Q,L} = Tr((��mW)(��nW)Fmn), one can

potentially find L using an ansatz method. This has yet to be attempted using the most

general ansatz - if this is done one may then find the missing terms and have an idea of

how to generalise the ansatz in the correct manner. In fact, we now know that at ↵04

there is no decoupling of terms involving V and those with no-V. Owing to this lack of

decoupling, it is perfectly possible that in order to generalise we shall have to introduce

terms involving A
m - as this is the field that can induce mixing between the two sectors

after variation. As a result, the ansatz will have to be expanded to include such terms.

Further issues with the ↵04 corrections reside with the canonicalisation of the ansatz and

its variation. Much of the early work of this project was dedicated to understanding

how one can simplify the ansatz and its variation in order to properly obtain the correct

set of linear equations. Whilst the procedures outlined here have been incredibly useful

for finding simplified versions of the ↵02 and ↵03 they do not seem to be enough at ↵04.

One of the issues here is recognising the Jacobi identities that frequently appear, owing
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to the general nature of the ansatz. At lower order the procedures used seem to work

well and recognise the Jacobi identities and eliminate the terms required. However, at

the fourth order this does not always seem to be the case - the procedure fails to catch

and eliminate some of the terms that can be eliminated. This is very much a technical

issue and overcoming this is less about new identities but rather about the time required

to alter the procedures. Aside from the identification of Jacobi identities, there are also

issues with � matrices and ensuring these are as simplified as possible. Unfortunately,

this is a fundamental issue when working with Super Yang-Mills and it is rather difficult

to perform this manipulation using the SO(10) representation. However, one can use the

U(5) pure spinor representation to simplify this task. In this representation gathering

terms, to obtain the correct linear equations, becomes much simpler. Unfortunately, the

splitting of higher mass fields is currently unknown and these are required to perform

this analysis. Obtaining these splittings would be a great help when tackling problems

pertaining to Super Yang-Mills in the pure spinor formalism.

Once these issues are tackled, the ↵04 correction should come much closer to being

realised. Whilst more issues may still be unknown, solving the above issues would give

us confidence that the ansatz contained all the relevant terms and that its variation

could be correctly simplified, giving the correct linear equations.

Of course there is another new method - that is based on an old method - that may allow

one to find these corrections in a relatively straightforward manner. This method was

introduced very briefly at the end of Section 12 and essentially relied upon treating the

generating series action from (9.23) in Section 9 as an effective action for the equations

of motion. One can then use this philosophy to re-derive the ↵02 corrections [122] and

potentially the ↵03 corrections by matching terms at each ↵0 order. This method is still

a work in progress and represents a novel way of interpreting such Chern-Simons-like

actions. However, if this method does work then it provides a systematic way of finding

higher order corrections, albeit with some subtleties not discussed in this work.
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15.2 The Drinfeld Associator

As of the completion of this report the ↵02 correction in the form OhVVVi is still un-

known. Generating the ansatz in the manner outlined at the start of Part II and Section

11.6, performing the variation and then enforcing BRST closure only gives zero. It may

be the case that it is not possible to express the corrections in the form OhVVVi, how-

ever before giving up on this line of research there are a few things one can try to check

if it is possible.

It would be incredibly instructive to find the component expansion of the ansatz outlined

in Section 11.6. Once this is found, one can compare it to the known expansions from

the form of the correction that is known. If there are missing terms then this suggests

that there may be a way to generalise the ansatz further. This may not be the case, but

knowing whether the current ansatz produces all the required terms would be a good

step towards understanding whether this is possible.

Linked to the component expansion issue is the issues of generalising the ansatz. One

should revisit the ansatz terms and systematically determine if all the terms that one can

think of have been added. One could also consider whether using covariant rm is the

right approach. For example, could some of the terms require @m instead? This would

require thorough investigation of the ansatz and the component expansions thereof.

Expressing the corrections in the OhVVVi form would represent a great simplification

of the corrections. Furthermore, it would give some initial information about the form

of the Drinfeld associator operator.

15.3 ...And Beyond

There are still many open avenues (and some that have yet to be discovered) of research

within the pure spinor formalism. A vast number of them we have not been able to touch

upon in this relatively short and focused work. In this subsection we briefly outline some

of the work that could be realised as an extension of the programme set out here, as

well as a few of the other issues currently unanswered within the formalism. A great
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resource detailing some of these issues in greater depth can be found in the concluding

Section of [7].

One potential avenue for very fruitful research is, once the issues surrounding the ↵02

correction in the form OhVVVi have been solve, to extend this O to higher order cor-

rections. Given the structure of such corrections, they promise to be potentially much

simpler than the ones found in this work. This follows since the operator O must have

mass dimension,

[O]n = 2n, (15.2)

where n is the order of the correction. Hence at each order one has to search for

ansatzes with mass dimension 3/2 less than the current method. As we have seen,

increasing the mass dimension of the ansatz can greatly increase the number of terms

one has to consider in order to find the correction. Thus, working with this operator

may drastically reduce the number of terms that need to be considered, and hence speed

up the process of finding corrections. Furthermore, it would allow one to express the

corrected generating series action in the form,

ˆ

[dZ]hVQV+OVVVi, (15.3)

where we have the following operator expansion,

O =
N
X

i=0

Oi, O0 = 1, O1 = 0, (15.4)

and On for n � 2 is as of yet unknown. This form would then allow one to find the ↵0

corrected equations of motion up to order N in a very simple way. This may then give

a hint to the associator that generates all ↵0 corrections in the theory. Of course this is

highly speculative but it is a potential source of a wealth of knowledge about the theory

and formalism.

Taking the results of Section 13 a few steps further may also be quite interesting. One

may wish to pose the question: “What does the theory look like if it is compactified on a

more interesting manifold?” The answers to such questions may allow one to use some of

the machinery of the D = 10 theory in low dimensions with less supersymmetry than the
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maximally supersymmetric cases that result from torodial compactification. This may

prove fruitful in computing ↵0 corrections in other types of Super Yang-Mills theory.

Although it is unclear whether using the pure spinor machinery in lower dimensions

actually makes the process of calculating easier. It would also be interesting the use

the ↵0 corrections to see if one can use the double copy to find some form of generating

series of supergravity corrections. There are known issues with this, first and foremost

being a general form for the gauge transform that allows one to put the generating series

expressions into BCJ gauge [29].

There are also issues pertaining to the calculation of the higher order string theory

amplitudes in the pure spinor formalism. Here we choose to highlight one particular

problem that stands in the way of calculating higher order loop diagrams1. When cal-

culating string loop scattering amplitudes, one has to integrate over the entire moduli

space of possible worldsheets. However, there is some reparametrization invariance due

to the symmetries of the worldsheet topologies. To fix this, one typically introduces a

new ghost system, called the (b, c) ghosts, which allows one to gauge fix this symmetry

via the usual BRST method. In the pure spinor formalism one is able to effectively get

rid of the need for the c ghost [133], however the b ghost remains. The current form

of the b ghost is rather complicated (hence we do not display it here), but the main

feature of concern here is that there is a pole involving the pure spinor, �. At 1- and 2-

loops this poses no issues as the other parts of the amplitude expressions have enough

� terms to saturate this pole and effectively get rid of it2. However, at 3-points the

pole cannot be saturated, and since one has to integrate over d� ⇢ [dZ] one ends up

obtaining a non-regular answer. This is one of the obstacles preventing a pure derivation

of the 3-loop amplitude in the pure spinor formalism, currently one has to use a hybrid

formalism [78, 134]. Finding a representation of the b ghost without this pole structure

would allow the efficient calculation of higher loop string amplitudes - this would unlock

much more of the underlying structure implicit in string theory.

1We do not give the mathematical detail here, simply describe the issue and why it poses a problem
for the formalism. For more information we direct the reader to [133], and references therein.

2Although, in order to do this one needs to adopt the non-minimal pure spinor formalism not covered
in this work
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This work has not been as wide in scope as was initially intended and leaves many

unanswered questions as a result. These questions are worth answering as they will

provide insight into areas covering string theory, Super Yang-Mills, amplitudes and

combinatorics to list but a few. The pure spinor formalism represents one of the most

efficient and effective ways to answer many of the questions that lie at the heart of the

work presented here. It is hoped, that in the future, someone will pick up the mantel of

the ideas presented here and take them to completion. Something the author has been

unable to do.
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